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Dear Reader,
The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and
Sheriff’s Headquarters is issued by Whatcom County and the City of Ferndale in accordance with Chapter
197‐11 WAC. This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) responds to comments received from
distribution and public review of the Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement was issued on October 18, 2010 with a comment deadline of
November 19, 2010. The Preferred Site Alternative was subsequently withdrawn from consideration and a
review was undertaken by a Jail Planning Task Force (JPTF). The JPTF made recommendations for a new
alternative site along with one studied in the original DEIS. The County is now proceeding with planning for
the Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters on a new site.
A Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) was issued on September 13, 2013 and
public comment meeting was held on September 26, 2013. Notice of availability of the SDEIS was mailed to
affected agencies, residents and interested parties. Contained within the FEIS are written summaries of the
oral comments given at the public comment meeting as well as all comment letters received during the
comment period, all combined, there were a total of 47 received.
All comments received during the SDEIS comment period have been addressed in the FEIS, and have minor
text modifications resulting from those comments and where appropriate, additional technical or expert
review. Specific text modifications include the following areas: Glossary, Fact Sheet, Summary, Air, Water,
Wetlands, Land Use, Aesthetics, Transportation and Public Services and Utilities.
Copies of the FEIS have been placed at the following libraries:
Whatcom County Library System, Central Branch
Bellingham Public Library, Central Branch
Western Washington University Library
Ferndale Library
The Final EIS, along with the Supplemental Draft EIS and the Draft EIS, background material and supporting
studies are available via the web at: http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/jailsiting/index.jsp.
Sincerely,

Tyler R. Schroeder

Jori Burnett

Fact Sheet
Project Title
Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters.

Proponent
The proponent of this project is the Whatcom County Administrative Services
Department, Facilities Management.

Description of the Proposed Action
The Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters, an
Essential Public Facility, would provide law enforcement infrastructure and public
safety resources in Whatcom County over the next 15-20 years. The Proposed Adult
Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters will include an Adult Jail, Jail
Support Area, Sheriff’s Headquarters and Services Building. The proposed project
may be constructed in multiple phases. It is anticipated that an initial phase of 521
beds will be constructed. The initial phase build out includes space for an additional
128 beds for a total of 649 beds is included in the initial footprint. These additional
beds will be built if and when needed. For purposes of SEPA review, an impact of
660 beds (including 12 medical housing beds) is assumed. Future phases (beyond
year 2026) would house an estimated additional 140 beds (and would be based on a
revised needs analysis and require additional environmental review). There will be
an expected initial phase staffing of 91 corrections personnel. The facility will house
on-site medical care capabilities for inmate care including limited examination rooms
for dental, health care providers, and mental health. There will be on site digital x-ray
capabilities.
Additionally, the Sheriff’s Headquarters Facility will comprise
approximately 32,000 square feet and will house a staff of 116. A separate
warehouse will contain about 18,000 square feet.
The County has determined that a 40-acre site on LaBounty Road1 north of Sunset
Road in Ferndale is the preferred site.
It is likely that the following would be constructed or developed on the site:
-

Corrections housing and support facilities to accommodate adult men and women
Power supply, telephone communication system, and security control
Sheriff’s Headquarters building
Warehouse
Landscaping

1

LaBounty Road is sometimes also referred to LaBounty Drive, Avenue, etc. All references refer to the
same section of road.
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-

Central energy/utility services building
Site lighting
Surface parking facilities
Access roadways
Stormwater detention and treatment facilities
Facilities management support
Vehicle storage
Water supply, fire hydrants, sanitary sewers, and stormwater sewer
Security fencing
Site signage
Storage Tank for Emergency Generator

An Essential Public Facility (EPF) includes those public facilities that are difficult to
site such as airports, correctional facilities, state education facilities, solid waste
handling facilities, and in-patient facilities. According to the RCW, cities and counties
must develop criteria for the siting of EPFs, but may not through zoning, prevent the
siting of EPFs.

Description of the Alternatives
Two design alternatives have been analyzed on the LaBounty Road Site in addition to
a No Action Alternative. The No Action Alternative involves keeping existing facilities
in downtown Bellingham and the Work Center on Division Street. The No Action
analysis is essentially unchanged from the 2010 DEIS. The two LaBounty Road Site
alternatives involve different approaches to building setbacks, building orientation and
parking; there is no difference in size of the facilities. Alternative 1, which is the
preferred design alternative, depicts the inmate housing on the westernmost portion
of the developed area of the site. The jail support, lobby and sheriff’s offices are to
the east. The warehouse is north of the jail support building. There is a secure staff
parking lot located to the north of the westernmost sheriff’s office building. The public
parking and sally port (inmate entry) is on the southern portion of the site. Alternative
2 shows the housing north of most of the other buildings. The jail support and
warehouse buildings are south of the inmate housing. The jail lobby and sheriff’s
office buildings are to the east. The secure staff parking remains on the north side of
the site and the public parking remains on the south side of the site. The sally port is
west of the jail support building.

No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, Whatcom County would not construct new Adult
Corrections Facilities or Sheriff’s Headquarters at the LaBounty Road Site. It is
assumed that the current facilities (the main jail in downtown Bellingham and the work
center in Bellingham) would continue to be used.
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Proposed/Tentative Implementation Date
Current plans are for construction to begin in 2014 with operations to begin in 2017.
A final decision will not be made about the plans until all permit reviews are
completed.

SEPA Lead Agency
Whatcom County Planning and Development Services Department is the nominal
lead agency. The City of Ferndale is a co-lead agency.

SEPA Responsible Officials
Nominal Lead
Tyler R. Schroeder
Planning Manager, Whatcom County

Co-Lead
Jori Burnett
Ferndale Community Development Director

EIS Information
Background material and supporting documents may be reviewed at the offices of the
lead agency or Whatcom County Facilities Management. Information is also available
via the web at: http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/jailsiting/index.jsp.

Contact Person
Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 676-6746

Permits and Approvals That May Be Required
Agency

Permit/Approval

Federal
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit

State
Washington State
Department of Ecology

Department of Ecology Construction Stormwater General Permit
Clean Water Act Section 401 Certification
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Agency

Permit/Approval

Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife

Department of Fish and Wildlife Habitat Management Plan
Department

State Historic Preservation
Officer

of

Archaeology

and

Historic

Preservation;

Washington State Executive Order 0505, environmental review
of capital projects for historic, cultural, and tribal resources

Local
Conditional Use Permit/Site Plan Review (includes landscape
approval)
Shoreline Substantial Development Permit
Zoning Code Variance (if needed)
Land Disturbance and Grading Permit
Critical Areas Management Report and Mitigation Plan
Stormwater Management Report
City of Ferndale

Building Permit
Fire Marshal Permit (contracted with Whatcom County Fire
Marshal)
Sign Permit
Mechanical Permit
Plumbing Permit
Encroachment (Right-of-Way) Permit
Haul Route

Authors and Principal Contributors to the EIS
FEIS Author
Shockey Planning Group
Reid Shockey, AICP, President
Camie Anderson, Senior Associate
Doug Gresham, PWS, Wetland Ecologist
2716 Colby Avenue
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-9308
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Technical Consultants & Contributors
BERK Consulting
2025 First Avenue, Suite 800
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 324-8760
DLR Group, Inc.
901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 700
Seattle, WA 98164
(206) 461-6000
Drayton Archaeology
PO Box 5424
Bellingham, WA 98227
(360) 739-3921
Hart Crowser
1700 Westlake Avenue North, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 826-4637
Gibson Traffic Consultants
2820 Wetmore Avenue, Suite 220
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 339-8266
Reichhardt & Ebe Engineering
423 Front Street
Lynden, WA 98264
(360) 354-3687
Transpo Group
11730 118th Avenue NE, Suite 600
Kirkland, WA 98034
(425) 821-3655
Wilson Engineering
805 Dupont Street, Suite 7
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 733-6100

2010 Draft EIS Author
HDR Engineering, Inc.
500 108th Avenue NE, Suite 1200
Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 450-6200
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Documents Incorporated by Reference
Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters,
Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement, September 13, 2013.
Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, October 2010 (including comments received).

Locations to Obtain Copies of or to View the Final EIS
The Final EIS is available to the public online at:
http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/jailsiting/index.jsp
The Final EIS is also available on compact disc (CD) for a cost of $10.00, or printed
copy at cost, from the following address:
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 676-6746
Paper copies of the Final EIS are available for review at the following libraries:
Whatcom County Library System, Central Branch
Bellingham Public Library, Central Branch
Western Washington University Library
Ferndale Library

Subsequent Environmental Review
Once an alternative is selected, additional location-specific studies and plans may be
prepared. These may include, but are not limited to, studies and plans related to
wetland mitigation, erosion control, stormwater control, pollution prevention, and
traffic control. The City of Ferndale may conduct additional analysis as part of its
review of a Conditional Use Permit for the facility.

Background Documents
Technical reports, background data, adopted documents, and materials incorporated
by reference for this Final EIS are available for public review at the following address:
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 676-6746
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Non-SEPA Concerns
Environmental Impact Statements are regulated by State law in terms of content
(WAC 197-11-444). The public may have strong opinions about other aspects of a
project, but not all can be discussed in the environmental documents. In this matter,
public comments were received during the EIS comment period that are unrelated to
the required topics under SEPA. While not a part of the Final EIS, they are
summarized in this section in the interest of allowing citizens to have their say.
Where citizens make specific comments below, their comments are acknowledged,
with the statement that they lie outside the scope of the EIS. No further analysis of
the comment was conducted nor discussed in the Final EIS.
Mental Health Alternatives and Alternatives to Incarceration
Several citizens advocated for strengthened mental health programs or mental triage
facilities as an alternative or preventative to incarceration. While it is true that a
significant portion of offenders in the jail have mental health issues, they are
incarcerated because they have violated a state or local law. Law enforcement has
little if any latitude in those situations.
Whatcom County supports and encourages the diversion of appropriate mentally ill
offenders into the mental health and community support systems. It must plan,
however, for what appears to be actual need for jail capacity. It cannot responsibly
ignore the factual information which indicates that mentally ill offenders will exist into
the future and that sufficient space needs to be provided to house them in a humane
manner.
Appendix F is a memorandum that provides expanded discussion of this issue.
Assuring Court Appearances
Citizen commenter’s recommended measures to increase the rate of court
appearances to reduce the number of arrests for failure to appear. The County Staff
responds that they are willing to entertain various methods to accomplish that
purpose. The possibility of having such a position or system to generate reminders
was discussed. No decision has been made. It is important to note, however, that
those people who would be targeted need to have an active phone number and/or
email address for this system to be effective.
Needs Assessment
Several comments were received regarding the Needs Assessment, including
assumptions used, errors, data accuracy, etc. All comments were forwarded to the
Needs Assessment authors. This EIS, however, uses the final conclusions on
capacity, facilities and the existing environment to evaluate impacts. With a proposed
bed capacity of 521 and design features of the Sheriff’s Headquarters and other
facilities, the EIS scope is assumed to be correct.
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Summary
This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) responds to comments received
by Whatcom County Facilities Management on the Supplemental Draft EIS (SDEIS)
for the Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters. The
SDEIS analyzed the potential adverse environmental impacts associated with the
construction and operation of the proposed Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s
Headquarters in Whatcom County2.
The proposed Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters are considered
an Essential Public Facility (EPF). EPFs include facilities that are typically difficult to
site, such as state and local correctional facilities, airports, state education facilities,
or state or regional transportation facilities; solid waste handling facilities; substance
abuse facilities, etc3.

Purpose and Need
Population growth in Whatcom County is expected to result in a corresponding
growth in the inmate population and an increased demand for adult corrections and
county law enforcement services. Whatcom County’s population has increased.
Between 1990 and 2000, the population grew by 30.5% (from 127,780 to 166,814);
between 2000 and 2007, population increased to over 188,000. Whatcom County’s
population growth is expected to continue (Omni 2008).
A similar trend can be observed in Whatcom County’s jail population and booking
rates. The jail’s Average Daily Population (ADP) rose 250% between 1986 and 2007,
from 118 to 413 inmates. This increase in ADP can be traced to the rise in both
bookings and Average Length of Stay (ALS). From 1986 to 2006, jail bookings
increased 18%, from 4,747 to 5,608. In 2007, however, total bookings increased by
almost 47% to 8,234 (Omni 2008). Overall, bookings increased by 73.5% from 1986
to 2007. The ALS of inmates also increased from 9.07 days in 1986 to 19.90 days in
2005, an increase of approximately 120% over the 19-year period. With termination
of the Early Release Program in October 2005, the ALS increased to 22.91 days
(15% increase) in 2006. When the booking restrictions were relieved, more inmates
were booked but stayed shorter times in the jail. As a result, the ALS declined by
20% to 18.31 in 2007 (Omni 2008). The current (2012) ALS is 22 days.
To address the growing demand, Whatcom County law enforcement and support
staffing levels are expected to increase. When fully constructed in future phases
2

For purposes of this analysis, the terms “correctional facility” and “jail” are used interchangeably. Any
reference within this document to “jail” or “correctional facility”, the reader should assume that it also
includes the sheriff’s headquarters and associated improvements – the whole project.

3

See RCW 36.70A.200, Siting of Essential Public Facilities.
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(beyond year 2026), it is anticipated that the Whatcom County Adult Corrections
Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters would support up to 300 staff. By comparison,
the 2013 budgeted staffing level for the Adult Corrections Facilities was
approximately 88 full-time equivalents (FTEs) corrections personnel. These staffing
levels would be expected to increase to 91 FTEs corrections personnel and 94 FTEs
total jail staff by 2026. The 91 corrections personnel would include: 3 Administrative
staff, 76 Corrections staff and 12 Non-corrections Administrative staff.
The 2013 budgeted staffing level for the Sheriff’s Headquarters was approximately
116 FTEs. These staffing levels would be expected to increase to 125 FTEs by 2026
and to 150 FTEs at future phases (beyond 2016).
The proposed project will bring all jail and Whatcom County Sheriff functions to one
campus vs. the two in operation now. The proposed project will also bring the sheriff
and law enforcement functions from two locations to one. The design and operation
will bring significant changes in business practices, including the expanded use of
technology within the physical plant. Technology changes will reduce travel times
and enhance public safety (e.g. Skype visits vs. personal visits; remote arraignments;
web contacts between inmates and attorneys, et al). These improvements are
expected to create cost efficiencies not currently in place with the existing downtown
facility. The current facilities have limited technology in place. However, these
improvements could be implemented with the current configuration if the County
deems that they are warranted.

Project Review History
2010 Review
In 2010, Whatcom County issued the Determination of Significance and Request for
Comments on Scope of Environmental Impact Statement and Environmental
Checklist (Whatcom County 2010). Public comments on the scope of the proposed
EIS were invited. Comments were received from several companies, government
agencies and citizens.
The 2010 Draft EIS was issued on October 18, 2010. It considered three alternative
sites. Site 44 was located in unincorporated Whatcom County, inside the Bellingham
Urban Growth Area (UGA). It comprised 71.8-acres. Site 5 was a 155-acre property
also located inside the Bellingham UGA. It is owned by the Washington State
Department of Natural Resources. The “No Action” alternative assumed that
Whatcom County would not construct a new corrections facility or Sheriff’s
Headquarters at Site 4 or Site 5. It assumed that the current facilities (the main jail in
downtown Bellingham and the work center in Bellingham) would continue to be used.
4

Alternative numbers in 2010 were based on the original list of eight sites studied prior to issuance of the
DEIS.
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The comment period for the DEIS concluded in November 2010.
Several public comments pertained to Sites 4 and 5. Most dealt with the sites
themselves, comments which are now moot because of the decision not to locate on
either one. The Cities of Bellingham and Ferndale commented on the alternative
sites, but not on the existing downtown Bellingham (No Action) location. (See Figure
S1-1). The following subject areas were discussed by commenter’s:
-

Surface water
Wetlands
Aquifer
Animals
Habitat
Fishery
Traffic effects on roads

-

Noise

-

Law Enforcement

-

Noise effects on habitat
Light and Glare
Utilities
Pipeline Safety
Stormwater
Facility size and need

-

Transit Service
Airport Impacts

Respondents also made comment on the existing downtown (“No Action”) location.
Chief among them was the effect of available transit service on the lessening of traffic
congestion. There was concern over the relocation of the facility away from
downtown where legal, social and other services needed by inmates and families are
more convenient.
In January 2011, the decision was made to suspend further environmental review,
form a Jail Planning Task Force (JPTF) and review additional sites. The JPTF was
officially formed in April 26, 2011, comprised of local citizens, County Administration,
Sheriff's Office and Health Department staff.
During the update planning period (2011-12) several citizens challenged the need for
a facility of up to 800 beds. At a public meeting held February 2, 2011, attended by
upwards of 300 people, numerous comments were made that, while the jail needed to
be modernized, significant dollars were better spent on programs that would keep
people out of jail, thus lowering the number of beds in a new facility. These
comments were considered during this process as the decision was made to build a
first phase of 660 beds, with expansion capabilities to 800, perhaps by 2030. No
assumption was made beyond the 800 bed figure. This would likely occur after 2040
and would be based on a new study of needs at that time.
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In June 2012, the public was invited to submit recommendations and proposals for
additional sites. Among these proposals was the 40 acre site on LaBounty Road,
which ultimately became the preferred site. In April 2013, the County Executive
authorized the environmental review process to proceed to include the LaBounty
Road Site and exclude the original Sites 4 and 5. (Site 4 had been sold to another
party; and Site 5 was determined to have too many physical site issues to remain
under consideration).

2013 SEPA Process
State SEPA laws provide that when there are significant changes to a published Draft
EIS, a Supplemental DEIS shall be issued. (WAC 197-11-405(4)). The County
determined the best course would be to incorporate the public comments from 2010
into the Supplement, update relevant information, delete references to Sites 4 and 5,
and add information on the LaBounty Road Site. The No Action Alternative would
remain unchanged.
Because the LaBounty Road Site is within Ferndale’s city limits, and because the City
will review the project under its Conditional Use Permit process, the County and City
are “co-lead” agencies under SEPA. They jointly reviewed and managed the
Supplemental DEIS.

2013 Scoping
Scoping for the SDEIS was initiated on May 3, 2013. A public meeting was held on
May 16th and the process was concluded on May 30. A total of 41 comments were
received and included: five agencies, two businesses, 34 citizens.
Comments regarding site alternatives being discussed in the SDEIS included those
calling for a “Right Size Jail” in the downtown area (No Action), using alternatives to
incarceration. Two citizens recommended that no facility be built. Those commenting
on the LaBounty Road Site alternative called out its location near to residential areas.
Most comments dealt with potential site impacts at the LaBounty Road location.
Responses to these are included under the related topic areas in the sections below.

2013 SDEIS
A Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement was issued on September 13,
2013 in accordance with WAC-197-11-405(4). The SDEIS analyzed the potential
impacts of construction and operation of a new jail and sheriff’s headquarters on the
LaBounty Road Site. The No Action Alternative retained the existing facilities in
downtown Bellingham.

2013 Public Comment Period and Public Comment Meeting
The comment period for the SDEIS ran from September 13, 2013 to October 14,
2013. A Public Comment Meeting where oral comments were taken was held on
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September 26, 2013.
comment period.

This FEIS responds to comments submitted during the

Proposed Action
The Proposed Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters will include an
Adult Jail, Jail Support Area, Sheriff’s Headquarters and Services Building on the
LaBounty Road Site, (see Figure S1-2). The proposed project may be constructed in
multiple phases. It is anticipated that an initial phase of 521 beds will be constructed.
The initial phase build-out includes space for an additional 128 beds for a total of 649
beds and is included in the initial footprint. These additional beds will be built if and
when needed. For purposes of SEPA review, an impact of 660 beds (including 12
medical housing beds) is assumed. Future phases (beyond year 2026) would house
an estimated additional 140 beds and would be based on a revised needs analysis.
Figure S1-2 - Vicinity Map

It would require additional environmental review. There will be an expected initial
phase staffing of 91 corrections personnel. The facility will house on-site medical
care capabilities for inmate care including limited examination rooms for dental,
health care providers, and mental health. There will be on site digital x-ray
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capabilities.
Additionally, the Sheriff’s Headquarters Facility will comprise
approximately 32,000 square feet and will house a staff of 116. A separate
warehouse will contain about 18,000 square feet.
It is likely that the following would be constructed or developed on the site:
-

Corrections housing and support facilities to accommodate adult men and women
Power supply, telephone communication system, and security control
Sheriff’s Headquarters building
Warehouse
Landscaping
Central energy/utility services building
Site lighting
Surface parking facilities
Access roadways
Stormwater detention facilities
Facilities management support
Vehicle storage
Water supply, fire hydrants, sanitary sewers, and stormwater sewer
Security fencing
Site signage
Storage Tank for Emergency Generator

Site Description
The intended site for the Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s
Headquarters is located at the intersection of LaBounty Road and Sunset Avenue in
Ferndale, Washington. The site is approximately 40 acres. The northwest corner has
been reserved as wetland mitigation area and will not be used for construction. This
area of wetlands will be preserved in its existing state with some wetland creation and
wetland and buffer enhancement. The northeast corner of the site has a small
archaeological reserve consisting of one acre which has been indicated to have
relevant artifacts from the site’s past. This area will not be used for any construction
activities.
Access to the campus will be from LaBounty Road at two curb cuts. These two
access points will separate the secure parking areas on the north from the public
parking and entrances on the south. The public parking will accommodate 60 visitor
parking spaces with reserved locations for ADA parking, and potential carpool and
hybrid/electric preferred parking. The secure parking is sized for 150 stalls to
accommodate the peak load for jail and sheriff staff during shift changes. Some
spots will be reserved for staff that require quick “coming and going” from the facility.
The parking lot will be within the fenced enclosure of the site to prevent unwarranted
access to the cars and to enhance safety to staff. There is an additional parking area
for 40 county vehicles that may include transport vans, maintenance trucks, etc. This
parking is adjacent to the secure staff parking and is also within the fenced enclosure.
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The LaBounty Road Site is located inside the city limits of Ferndale, Washington.
The 40-acre property is currently owned by LaBounty Road LLC. The property
boundaries are as follows:


North – abuts vacant industrial
properties to the northwest, with
vacant land designated for medium
density residential and a residential
neighborhood to the north.



East – abuts LaBounty Road.



South – abuts an access easement
to Friese Hide and Tallow and
south of the easement is Allied
Waste.



West – abuts the Burlington Northern Santa Fe railroad tracks.

Zoning on the property is Manufacturing (M). Under City zoning requirements,
correctional facilities are allowed with a Conditional Use Permit. Office space, such
as the Sheriff’s Headquarters, are allowed as a Permitted Use.
The site is currently vacant. A mix of
upland and wetland soils cover the site.
Topography extending west from
LaBounty Road is relatively flat across
half of the property, then slopes gently
upslope from west (20 feet in elevation)
to east (60 feet in elevation). A Type 4
stream straddles the north property
line.
The site is located approximately one
mile from the Slater Road and I-5
Interchange. Access to the property from I-5 would be from the interchange, westerly
approximately 3,500 feet to LaBounty Road or Rural Avenue and Sunset Avenue,
then north along LaBounty Road approximately 1500 feet to one of two driveways
planned for the property. These access points will separate the secure parking areas
on the north from the public parking and entrances on the south.
South of Sunset Avenue, the City has completed road improvements on LaBounty
Road to widen the drive lanes and provide sidewalks. The frontage improvements
will be continued north on LaBounty Road for the extent of the jail site frontage to
match the existing improvements. Landscape buffers for drainage will be provided to
meet the City of Ferndale zoning requirements.
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Sewer and water service would be provided by the City of Ferndale. Sewer collection
and disposal for the site would be provided by the City of Ferndale’s public sewer
system and Wastewater Treatment Plant. An 8-inch City sewer line currently
traverses the site in a public utility easement. Water supply for the site would be
provided by the City of Ferndale’s multi looped water system. A 12-inch City water
main currently traverses the site in a public utility easement. During construction, the
water and sewer lines would likely be rerouted within the site to avoid proposed
buildings. Offsite public sewer and water lines may need to be installed or upsized.

Property Design
Two alternative site designs are presented below. Building design features are
discussed in the Aesthetics section of the SDEIS. Both sites alternatives would have
three predominant structures: a jail, an office building (Sheriff’s Headquarters), and a
warehouse and fit within the same general area of impacts. Alternative 1 is preferred.
(See Figure S1-3).
Alternative 1 is preferred because of the orientation of the buildings. Having the
housing units on the western portion of the site allows for more shielding of the
inmate housing from LaBounty Drive. In addition, from a design perspective, it allows
for more use of the existing topography on the site to work in favor of stepping the
buildings down as they move away from LaBounty Drive.
The Sheriff’s Headquarters is connected to the jail building with a secure corridor that
provides the required separation of buildings of different building types.
The jail is the most secure area of the campus. All inmate activities will occur within
the perimeter of the jail building with the exception of work crew and work release
programs. The approximate square footage of the jail building is 150,661 square feet
and will contain 660 beds and employ approximately 91 corrections staff. The
building includes inmate housing, inmate programs, health and psychological
services, intake, release and property, food and laundry services, maintenance, and
building services.
Two exterior recreation yards will be provided that are enclosed on all sides and with
solid security wall construction. The recreation yards will be located on the west side
of the jail building to keep as much distance as possible from residential/office zoned
areas.
Loading will occur at the jail receiving sally port adjacent to the kitchen and building
services. The loading dock is sized for two 18 wheel trucks, and one smaller truck.
The garbage, composting, and recycling center will be located directly off the loading
area to meet the City of Ferndale’s screening requirements. Loading will also be
provided at the Warehouse with a scissor lift for lighter capacity loading.
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The warehouse is a detached storage building with minimally occupied areas. The
building is approximately 18,000 square feet. Loading will occur on the west side of
the building off the loading access drive. The east side of the building will be bermed
into the site topography to allow the finished floor elevation to be as low as possible
with the natural grade of the site. The building will be approximately 18’-0” – 25’-0” in
height.
A small detached carport will be provided for long term car storage. This parking area
will be covered, but not enclosed. It is located adjacent to the Loading Access Road.
Each building in the campus will use the appropriate construction types and materials
to meet the security levels and functions of the building. Though the jail and the
office components will be connected structures, the building types will be unique to
the functions they house.
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The public parking will accommodate 60 visitor parking spaces with reserved
locations for ADA parking, and potential carpool and hybrid/electric preferred parking.
The secure parking is sized for 150 stalls to accommodate the peak load for jail and
sheriff staff during shift changes. Some spots will be reserved for staff that require
quick “coming and going” from the facility.
The parking lot will be within the fenced enclosure of the site to prevent unwarranted
access to the cars and to enhance safety to staff. There is an additional parking area
for 40 county vehicles that may include transport vans, maintenance trucks, etc. This
parking is adjacent to the secure staff parking and is also within the fenced enclosure.
The boundary fence will be a standard level continuous fence. The fence will be
between 72” – 96” in height. The fence may provide visibility through it for security
from the facility to the street. The fence will be constructed of durable and sturdy
materials, with a commercial style, such as would be provided at a large commercial
development and within the zoning requirements of the City of Ferndale. The fence
will not have razor tape or barbed wire. Within the fenced perimeter, a fully accessed
paved loop road will be provided for emergency response vehicle access around the
entire facility in the event of an emergency and for security patrols.
The site will be landscaped with a mixture of screening devices and native plantings
per the City of Ferndale zoning requirements. All areas of inmate housing and
movement shall be screened with trees or shrubs to limit the visibility of the inmate
areas from the public access on LaBounty Road. Along LaBounty Road, street
buffering will meet the City of Ferndale requirements for L3 buffering design when
adjacent to residential/office zones. This buffer includes 84” wide zone with shade
trees at 30’-0” O.C. mixed with 72” high interstitial (fill-in) shrubs. Interstitial shrubs
will be low, dense plants between the street trees that create a visual screen from the
objects behind the shrub line in lieu of using a built wall or fence. All parking areas
will be screened with L2 buffering design per the City of Ferndale which buffer is the
same as L3 except requires only 42” high interstitial shrubs.
The landscaped areas around the Sheriff’s Headquarters will create public walk ways
and staff secured outdoor areas to relax during off-work times. These areas will use
a mixture of permeable ground materials, native plantings, and bioswale
constructions to direct the stormwater runoff from the buildings to detention and
treatment facilities and into the wetland areas. Landscaping around the jail is minimal
to maximize visibility at the perimeter of the jail. All landscaping will meet the City of
Ferndale requirements for screening the back of properties.
The buildings will either be served by roof top mechanical units or a central plant
located on the site. The central plant would require a small building to house
equipment. On-site geothermal field will be considered based on the soil conditions
and size requirements for the facility. The geothermal field will occupy areas of the
site that have been designated as non-building areas but not affecting the wetland or
archaeological sites, such as to the south of the site. This geothermal water loop will
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use heat pumps to efficiently cool and heat the entire campus. Heat recovery
throughout all the various building uses will be shared throughout the campus. For
example, waste heat from the kitchen may be reused as space heating for storage in
the warehouse, thus mitigating the requirement for additional “new” heat.
Two site design alternatives have been developed to, in part; address potential
impacts to adjacent residential areas. Figure S1-4 places the inmate housing unit on
the north side of the project between the more industrial/office elements (warehouse,
Sheriff's Headquarters, etc). While not the preferred Alternative, it would provide
more of a non-industrial buffer with the residential uses to the north. The design
treatment of the building would soften the visual impact. Either Alternatives 1 or 2
would be separated from residential properties to the north and would have natural
vegetation and open space as buffers.

No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, Whatcom County would not construct a new
corrections facility or Sheriff’s Headquarters on LaBounty Road. It is assumed that
the current facilities (the main jail in downtown Bellingham and the work center in
Bellingham) would continue to be used.
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Potential Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Table S1-1 summarizes the environmental impacts that could occur as a result of
constructing and operating the project, and the measures that would be employed to
mitigate these impacts.
Table S1-1 - Summary of Potential Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
 Limit
clearing
and
land-disturbing
activities to the minimum area needed to
construct the project.
 Employ temporary (e.g., straw, mulch,
plastic sheeting, and erosion control
blankets)
and
permanent
(e.g.,
hydroseeding) cover measures to protect
disturbed areas.
 Restrict the length of time soils would be
allowed to remain unprotected.

Geology and
Soils

 Temporary erosion during
construction,
with
potential
stormwater
runoff (direct impact to
site,
indirect
impacts
through
sedimentation
and airborne dust).
 Cumulative impacts if
other
projects
were
constructed
simultaneously.

 Install barriers (e.g., silt fences, straw
bale barriers, and sediment ponds or
basins) prior to upslope grading to
prevent sediment from leaving the site
and entering downstream waterways via
runoff.
 Stabilize unsurfaced construction site
entrances, roads, and parking areas
used by construction traffic with rock
pads to minimize erosion and tracking of
sediment off-site.
 Construct ditches and/or dikes to
intercept surface water runoff and divert
it away from exposed soils in the
construction areas to a sediment trap or
pond.
 Implement preventative measures as
needed, such as watering or covering
exposed soils, during summer months to
minimize the wind transport of soils.
 Designate practices to be used for
disposal of unsuitable soils or any other
materials that cannot be re-used at the
construction site.
 Restore the construction area and seed,
plant or mulch as soon as possible after
grading to prevent erosion.
 For work within riparian buffers, wetlands
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
and wetland buffers, comply with the
conditions dictated by permits/approvals
received for the project.
 Conduct weekly reviews of all on-site
erosion and sediment control measures
every 6 to 8 calendar days during the wet
season. During the dry season, conduct
monthly reviews within 3 days of the
calendar day for the last inspection.
 Conduct reviews within 24 hours of any
storm event greater than 0.5 inch of rain
in 24 hours or less.
Perform
maintenance as soon as a problem is
discovered.
 Adhere to the City of Ferndale Municipal
Code and the International Building Code
to incorporate Seismic design standards
for buildings to address Seismic
considerations.
 Incorporate
provisions
allowing
temporary cessation of work under
certain limited circumstances, if weather
conditions warrant.
 Incorporate permanent control of surface
water in the final grading and site design.
 Either provide spread footings, preload
the site or provide rammed aggregate
piers for the buildings themselves.
 Spraying exposed soil and storage areas
with water during dry periods.

Air

 Temporary impacts during
construction
from
construction
machinery
emissions, fugitive dust
during dry weather, and
temporary odors from
exhaust
and
paving
activities.

 Covering loads of excavated material
transported from the site.

 Long-term impacts during
operation
due
to
increased traffic volumes /
changes in traffic patterns.

 Removing soil and mud deposited on
public roads.

 Off-site
odor
impacts
related to industrial uses
in the immediate vicinity
may impact staff and
inmates.

 Using flaggers at roadways to reduce
queuing time.

 Sweeping and/or washing dirt and mud
from vehicles before they leave the
construction area.
 Installing and maintaining rock pads at
construction area entrances and exits.

 Equipping construction machinery with
appropriate emission controls.

 Requiring contractors to use the best
available emission control technologies.
 Implement restrictions on construction
truck idling (e.g., limit idling to a
maximum of 5 minutes).
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
 Use car-pooling or other trip reduction
strategies for construction workers.
 Encouraging the use of carpools to
minimize environmental impacts from
transportation-related emissions.
 Each of the buildings would have
appropriate HVAC systems to ensure
that off-site odors do not impact inmates
or staff.
 During the design phase, outdoor
recreation areas will be positioned to
minimize odor nuisances.

 During
construction,
potential for increasing
velocity, volume of runoff,
with related erosion and
transfer of sediments,
increasing turbidity of
receiving waters.
 Increase in impervious
surfaces would increase
surface water runoff.
Water

 Possible impact on water
quality to the Type 3
stream or wetlands.
 Dewatering
during
construction could cause
temporary,
localized
lowering of the water
table.
 Potential reduction in
shallow
groundwater
discharge.

 Obtaining a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater
Construction General Permit from
Ecology prior to construction.
This
permit would cover activities within the
project footprint.
The permit would
include guidelines and measures to
minimize or avoid effects on water quality
during construction.
 Reducing the width of construction
corridors through sensitive areas to
lessen temporary impacts.
 Stabilizing exposed soils with vegetative
cover or other erosion control treatment
during
and
immediately
following
construction.
 Using erosion control BMPs (e.g., straw
mulch, fabric and matting) for temporary
erosion control of areas such as
stockpiles during construction.
 Implementing a Temporary Erosion and
Sediment Control (TESC) Plan to
address erosion control (including
directing runoff away from unstabilized
soils, slowing runoff with structures and
installing silt fences to catch sediment).
 Inspecting and monitoring erosion control
measures.
 Developing,
implementing
and
maintaining a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to minimize
erosion resulting from rainfall runoff at
construction sites, and to reduce,
eliminate, and prevent the pollution of
storm water.
 Developing,
implementing,
and
maintaining a Spill Prevention Control
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan to
manage toxic materials associated with
construction
activities
(including
protocols for dealing with equipment
leaks, disposal of oily wastes, cleanup of
any spills, and proper storage of
petroleum products/chemicals).
 Flow control would be provided in the
form of a detention pond.
 Water quality treatment would be
provided by the use of infiltration or
biofiltration.
Mitigation Sequence
Federal, state and City of Ferndale
regulations require that mitigation efforts
for wetlands follow this prescribed
sequence:

 Wetlands D and H would
be permanently impacted
by the proposed
development.

Wetlands

 Temporary impacts to
Wetlands C and F could
occur as a result of utility
relocation.
 Wetland hydrology and
water quality could be
impacted resulting in an
indirect impact.



Avoiding the impacts altogether by
not taking certain action or parts of
an action, moving the action;



Minimizing adverse impacts by
limiting the degree or magnitude of
the action and its implementation,
by using appropriate technology, or
by taking affirmative steps to avoid
or reduce impacts;



Rectifying the adverse impact by
repairing,
rehabilitating,
or
restoring the affected environment;



Reducing or eliminating the
adverse impact over time by
preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the
action;



Compensating for the impact by
replacing, enhancing or providing
substitute
resources
or
environments and monitoring the
adverse impact and the mitigation
project and taking appropriate
corrective measures.
Avoidance and Minimization
Whatcom County would avoid and
minimize temporary and permanent
impacts of the proposed project. Specific
aspects that have been incorporated to
avoid and minimize effects on wetlands
include the following:


Whatcom County, in coordination
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
with federal, state and local
agencies, would work to avoid and
minimize impacts to wetlands
during final design of the project.


Clearing
and
land-disturbing
activities would be limited to the
minimum area needed to construct
the project.



A
Temporary
Erosion
and
Sediment Control (TESC) Plan
would
be
developed
and
implemented for all clearing,
vegetation
removal,
grading,
ditching,
filling,
embankment,
compaction or excavation. The
BMPs described in the TESC Plan
would be used to control
sediments disturbed by vegetation
removal
or
ground-clearing
activities.



A Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan
would
be
developed
and
implemented
to
identify
the
appropriate
spill
containment
materials and methods.
The
SPCC Plan would be available at
the project site at all times.



Work would comply with the
conditions
dictated
by
permits/approvals received for the
project.
Compensatory Mitigation


Compensatory mitigation would be
required for permanent impacts.
The
goal
of
compensatory
mitigation would be to achieve no
net loss of wetland area or
function. During the final project
design, the County would work
with federal, state and local
agencies to determine the final
compensatory wetland mitigation
design to meet the applicable
regulations
and
policies.
Monitoring, contingency and site
management plans would be
developed as part of any
mitigation. This includes dense
planting of buffer areas to minimize
light and glare on the wetland
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
areas.


Wetland
temporary
impacted
would
be
rectified
by
reestablishing
preconstruction
contours and replanting affected
areas with appropriate native
wetland vegetation.

 Retaining the existing plant communities
within palustrine wetland (Wetlands A, C,
F and G), and upland grass areas that
are outside the project footprint.

Plants

 3.1 acres of wetland
plants and 13 acres of
upland plant communities
would be removed.

 Hydroseeding and planting native
species in areas temporarily disturbed by
construction activities to minimize
colonization by non-native species.
 Retaining buffers around the wetland
mitigation area in the northwest corner of
the property to protect the wetlands and
stream.
 Providing
landscaping
for
site
improvements to comply with local code
requirements such as City of Ferndale
municipal code.
 Minimizing the construction footprint of
the proposed jail site to the extent
feasible.
 Hydroseeding and planting
species in disturbed areas.

Wildlife

 3.1 acres of wetland
plants and 13 acres of
upland plant communities
would be removed which
currently provide areas for
food, nesting and cover.

native

 Retaining the existing plant communities
within palustrine wetland (Wetlands A, C,
F and G), and upland grass areas that
are outside the project footprint.
Replanting or seeding in areas
temporarily disturbed by construction
activities.
 Replanting or seeding in areas
temporarily disturbed by construction
activities.
 Retaining buffers around the wetland
mitigation area in the northwest corner of
the property to protect the wetlands and
Type 3 stream.
 Wetland
creation
and
wetland
enhancement in Wetlands A and C to
provide additional habitat.
Buffer
enhancement surrounding Wetlands A
and C to provide better wildlife habitat.
 Consulting with federal agencies (U.S.
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
Fish and Wildlife Service, and NOAA
Fisheries) and state agencies (WDFW)
regarding sensitive plant, wildlife and fish
species and the best methods to avoid
and minimize adverse effects.
Noise

 Intermittent
noise.

Compliance with state and local
regulations regarding construction
noise.



Installing sound control devices on
construction
equipment.
No
equipment would have unmuffled
exhaust.



Requiring the contractor, as
directed by the project construction
manager, to implement appropriate
additional
noise
mitigation
measures,
possibly
including
changing the location of stationary
construction equipment, shutting
off idling equipment, rescheduling
construction activity or installing
acoustic barriers around stationary
sources of construction noise.



Operating equipment only during
the hour approved by the City of
Ferndale.



Complying with the City of
Ferndale Zoning requirements,
which specify that no use shall
exceed
the
maximum
environmental
noise
level
established by Chapter 173-60 of
the WAC (Ferndale 2013).

construction

 Possible occasional noise
from diesel generation
during emergency power
outages (up to 7 days per
year).
Environmental
Health



 Increased traffic noise.
 Possible
increase
in
Emergency
Medical
Service
(EMS)
siren
noise.
 Potential
spilled
hazardous
materials
during construction and
operation.



Enclosing
the
emergency
generator
to
provide
sound
attenuation.
Hazardous Materials


Contractor
will
provide
an
emergency response plan and
demonstrate knowledge of proper
hazardous
material
storage,
handling
and
emergency
procedures, including proper spill
notification
and
response
requirements.



Maintaining spill containment and
cleanup materials at all active
construction areas and where
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Environmental
Element

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives

Potential Impact

equipment fueling was conducted.

Land Use

 Neighbors
concerned
about the impact of a jail
facility adjacent to existing
residential uses.

 None.

Aesthetics

 Existing views would be
altered by the proposed
development of the site.
 Additional
lighting
to
comply with City of
Ferndale requirements for
parking lot lighting.
 Added
security.

Conducting fueling operations on
paved areas whenever possible.



Storing fuels and other potential
contaminants
away
from
excavation sites in secured
containment areas.



Conducting regular inspections,
maintenance, and repairs on fuel
hoses,
hydraulic
equipment,
lubrication
equipment,
and
chemical/petroleum
storage
containers.



Requiring the contractor to use
BMPs during construction in
accordance with an SWPPP. One
source of appropriate BMPs is
Ecology’s
Stormwater
Management Manual for Western
Washington (Ecology 2005).

 The City of Ferndale imposed a 250 foot
buffer from adjacent residential uses to
any inmate housing, this will provide a
buffer.
 Additional
mitigation
measures
mentioned throughout this FEIS will do
the same to ensure minimal impact on
adjacent residential uses.
 No measures are required under the
City’s park mitigation regulations. The
City and County could discuss how
recognition of the archaeological site
could be enhanced, however, there are
no current discussions being held.

Recreation

Light and Glare



lighting

 The project would comply with the City’s
EAGLE design standards.
 Effective landscaping to reduce the
ability of nearby residents to see the
inmate housing areas.

 Conformance with the City of Ferndale
requirements for lighting.

for
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
 The County would preserve the 110’ by
400’ easement in the northeast corner of
the property where known cultural
resources are located.

Historic and
Cultural
Preservation

 It
is
possible
that
construction could affect
subsurface
cultural
resources on the site.

 The County would have an archaeologist
available to monitor and record the daily
progress of excavation.
 In the event of human remains, the
following groups and agencies would be
notified: Whatcom County Medical
Examiner, Ferndale Police Department,
Lummi
Nation,
Nooksack
Tribe,
Washington
State
Department
of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation.
 The project would be required to
construct
¾
street
frontage
improvements:
 On the frontage (west) side of
LaBounty Road centerline: 22 feet of
pavement and gutter to the face of
the 6-inch curb adjoined by a 5-foot
sidewalk.

 Frontage improvements
along LaBounty Road
would be required.

Transportation

 The facility would create
an
additional;
911
average daily trips to the
area road network.
 Increased LOS issues
would occur as a result of
the proposed project.

 On the opposite (east) side of the
LaBounty Road centerline: 12 feet of
pavement, with a 2-foot gravel and
crushed rock shoulder.
Construction Mitigation
 Signs, steel plates, barricades, warning
lights and/or traffic cones would be used
at all openings, obstructions, detours, or
other hazards on the roadway, as
necessary to ensure the safety of
pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles.
 Flaggers would direct traffic around and
through the construction area so that
traffic moved smoothly.
 All traffic control would be conducted in
accordance with City of Ferndale Public
Works and WSDOT requirements and
guidelines.
 Intersections/roadways of concern would
be identified and project impacts would
be addressed in a traffic control plan.
Interim Improvements
 Construction of a two-way left-turn lane
(TWLTS) between Thermal Reduction
Road and LaBounty Road to provide a
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
refuge area for left-turning vehicles from
Thermal Reduction Road as they merge
into the eastbound traffic stream on
Slater Road.
 Installing all-way stop control at Slater
Road at the I-5 Southbound Ramps.
 Installing all-way stop control at Slater
Road at the I-5 Northbound Ramps.
 Installing all-way stop control at Slater
Road and Pacific Highway.
Traffic Mitigation Fees
 The City has identified their current traffic
mitigation fee as $2,783 per new PM
peak hour trip. Based on 157 new PM
peak trips identified for the project,
Whatcom County would have to pay
$436,931.
 Proportionate share payments for longterm future projects to improve LOS may
be required.
Operational Mitigation – Post Construction
 Frontage road improvements would help
maintain traffic flow and minimize
potential traffic delays and meet the City
of Ferndale and Whatcom County
Transportation
Concurrency
Requirements.
 Other supplemental traffic control
measures for operations could include
developing ride sharing, flextime,
carpooling plans for employees and
participating in the City’s Wayfinding
Program for traffic flow in the immediate
area.
 Technologies for video visitation and
arraignment would reduce vehicle traffic
and transport time to and from the
Whatcom County Courthouse.

Public Services
and Utilities

 Response times for fire
and police emergencies
could
be
temporarily
affected
during
construction.
 Some existing water and
sewer mains will need to
be re-located on-site.

 Notifying community transit, school
districts,
law
enforcement,
and
fire/emergency service providers of
construction dates in advance, and
providing project schedule updates
throughout the construction period.
 Posting construction schedules on local
roads, and/or providing notification to
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Environmental
Element

Potential Impact
 The
project
would
consume water resources
and
would
require
improvements
to
the
current system.
 Demands on the sewer
system would require
improvements to on-site
and off-site features.
 Natural gas resources
would be consumed.
 Electrical power resources
would be used.

Mitigation Measures –
LaBounty Road Site Alternatives
area residents, where appropriate.
 Constructing the public utility (i.e.,
water/sewer) and street improvements to
meet the City of Ferndale Municipal
Code
and
Engineering
Design
Standards.
 The City’s Water sofetening capacity will
need to be increased sooner than initially
planned.
 Some existing water and sewer lines will
need to be relocated at the County’s
expense.
 A standby generator may be needed to
assist with water reliability to the site.
 Construction of either a reservoir or a
well may be required to ensure adequate
standby storage in the case of a loss of
water from the primary water system.
 Existing 12-inch PVC sewer mains may
need to be replaced with 15-inch PVC
pipe.
 Upsizing the City’s Sewer Lift Station #4
may be necessary and a cost-sharing
agreement reached between the City of
Ferndale and Whatcom County.
 Temporary on site sewer treatment may
be required until the City’s planned
Treatment Plant Expansion is complete.
 Whatcom County may enter into
Latecomer’s Agreements on some of the
improvements listed should they be
required and benefit other future
developments in the area.
 The high efficiency design would
minimize emission of greenhouse gases.

Climate
Change

 Possible
increase
in
greenhouse
gas
emissions
due
to
construction, operations
and transportation.

 Vehicle emissions would be reduced
during construction, operation, and
transportation by emphasizing the
mitigation measures listed in Chapter 13.
 The County would utilize adaptive
management process to deal with
unforeseen circumstances. In adaptive
management, decisions are made as
part of an ongoing science-based
process in response to changing
conditions.
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Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Table S1-2 summarizes the potential significant unavoidable adverse impacts
associated with constructing and operating the project.
Table S1-2 - Summary of Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Environmental
Element

Site Alternative 1

Site Alternative 2

Geology and
Soils

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.

Air

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.

Water

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.

Wetlands

 A total of 3.1 acres of
wetlands would be
permanently affected.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.

Plants

 Approximately
3.1
acres
of
wetland
habitat and 13 acres of
upland
plant
communities would be
removed from the site.
This
would
permanently remove 16
acres of vegetation.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.

Wildlife

 Approximately
3.1
acres
of
wetland
habitat and 13 acres of
upland
plant
communities would be
removed from the site.
This
would
permanently remove 16
acres of vegetation
from the property that
provides wildlife habitat
for food, nesting and
cover.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.
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Environmental
Element

Site Alternative 1

Site Alternative 2

Environmental
Health

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.

Land Use

 The current site is
vacant. Approval of the
project
under
this
Alternative would result
in a more intensive
land use. These uses
are consistent with the
City’s comprehensive
plan.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.

Recreation

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.

Aesthetics

 The buildings are large
and
therefore
are
difficult to screen with
landscaping. However,
this
Alternative
provides screening of
the inmate housing by
the other proposed
buildings.

 The buildings are large and therefore are
difficult to screen with landscaping.

Light and Glare

 A
rural,
vacant
environment
will
transition to a more
urban
lighted
environment, similar to
the existing uses in the
vicinity.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.

Historic and
Cultural
Preservation

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.
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Environmental
Element

Site Alternative 1

Site Alternative 2

Transportation

 Additional trips to the
site
would
require
consumption of fuel
and produce carbon
emissions from vehicle
use. This should be
partially offset by a
reduction in trips to the
existing
jail
and
Sheriff’s work center,
both of which would
close when the new
site
is
operational.
Video visitation and
arraignment would help
decrease vehicle use.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.

Public Services
and Utilities

 The project would use
natural gas, diesel fuel,
and gasoline, nonrenewable resources,
and electrical power
resources
for
construction
and
operation
of
the
facilities. The impacts
of these uses may be
partially offset by the
elimination of demand
for these resources at
the existing jail and
sheriff’s work center
after the proposed
facilities
were
constructed. Also, the
proposed
facilities
would be more fuelefficient
than
the
existing
jail
and
sheriff’s headquarters.

 The impacts associated with this Site
Alternative are the same as for Site
Alternative 1.

Climate Change

 There would be no
significant unavoidable
adverse
impacts
associated with this
Alternative.

 There
would
be
no
significant
unavoidable adverse impacts associated
with this Alternative.
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Major Conclusions and Significant Areas of Concern
If the No Action Alternative was selected, it is assumed that the current facilities (the
main jail in downtown Bellingham and the work center in Bellingham) would continue
to be used. The current overcrowding and facility deficiencies would continue to be
concerns and the demand for facilities resulting from forecasted increases in the
inmate population would not be met.
The LaBounty Road Site (either Alternative) can accommodate the proposed facility.
All the likely impacts are known and can be mitigated for as identified.

Remaining Uncertainties and Issues to Be Resolved
Ongoing analysis of the utilities (primarily water and sewer) is being conducted by the
City of Ferndale and Whatcom County. This analysis will continue during the
preliminary and final design phases and will be reflected in the Conditional Use
Permit and construction drawings/approval.
Coordination between Whatcom County, Cities of Ferndale and Bellingham, WSDOT,
Lummi Nation, Port of Bellingham and Whatcom Transit Authority regarding
jurisdictional authority, responsibility and funding possibilities for improvements to
intersections serving the interchange at Slater Road and Interstate 5 is on-going. No
conclusions on a solution have been identified to date, but discussions are on-going.
Discussion about both topics can be found in the following locations:


Chapters 13 and 14 of the SDEIS.



Updates can be found in Chapter 1 of this Final EIS.



The Final Traffic Impact Analysis is included
(http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/jailsiting/index.jsp).

in

Appendix

E

Decisions to be Made
The Whatcom County Council will decide in December 2013 on a purchase of the
LaBounty Road property. If the decision is to not purchase the site, then an
alternative site will be sought. If the decision is to purchase the property, then a
Conditional Use Permit and Shoreline Substantial Development permit will be
requested from the City of Ferndale. If those permits are approved, then final design
of the facility will occur and construction permits will be pursued through local, state or
federal agencies.
Construction is scheduled to commence in 2014 with operations commencing in
2017.
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Chapter 1 Additions, Corrections and
Clarifications
This Final EIS section includes additions, corrections and clarifications to issues and
information provided in the SDEIS. These additions, corrections and clarifications
were raised by commenter’s in response to the SDEIS. Unless otherwise noted, the
referenced page numbers are from the SDEIS.

Fact Sheet
Page FS-3. The bulleted list that did include “Emergency Fuel Storage Facility” now
includes “Storage Tank for Emergency Generator”.

Glossary
Added: “100-year floodplain. An area adjacent to a watercourse or as identified on
official Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps
that has a 1% chance of flooding in any given year.”

Summary
The bulleted list that did include “Emergency Fuel Storage Facility” now includes
“Storage Tank for Emergency Generator”. Page S-6, (Page S-7 in the FEIS).
Mitigation Table, Page S-16, (Page S-19 in the FEIS), the following mitigation
measure has been added “During the design phase, outdoor recreation areas will be
positioned to minimize odor nuisances.”
Mitigation Table, Page S-18, (S-21 in the FEIS). The first bullet under Compensatory
mitigation, the following sentence has been added “This includes dense planting of
buffer areas to minimize light and glare on the wetland areas.”
Mitigation Table, Page S-23, (S-26 in the FEIS). The second bullet under Ongoing
Mitigation – Post Construction has been modified to include language that the County
participate in the City’s Wayfinding program once established.

Air
The following mitigation measure has been added to this section (Page 2-6) “During
the design phase, outdoor recreation areas will be positioned to minimize odor
nuisances.”
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Water
The second to last paragraph of Flood Hazards section, page 3-6, is amended to
read as follows:
“Based on the actual site elevations, it is anticipated that removal of the
property from the floodplain zone AE, either through the current proposed
updates to the FIRM maps, or through the standard Letter of Map
Amendment (LOMA) process for removing parcels from the floodplain when
shown to be above the FIRM Base Flood Elevation, will occur.”

Wetlands
Page 4-11, under Compensatory Mitigation, the following language has been added
to the last paragraph “This includes dense planting of buffer areas to minimize light
and glare on the wetland areas.”

Land Use
Page 8-6. The EIS stated that a study concluded in 2002 that a net 60 acres of
available industrial land would serve the market for the following 20 years.
Coordinating with the City of Ferndale, in 2011 Whatcom County developed an
updated “Land Capacity Analysis” which determined that as of 2011, the City of
Ferndale had a net surplus of three acres of commercial/industrial land within the
Urban Growth Area to accommodate demand over the 20-year planning period. The
Ferndale Comprehensive Plan will be updated in 2016.

Aesthetics
Page 10-4. There is discussion of possible ordinance changes affecting setbacks
and view of the facility. These amendments were adopted by the City Council on
September 3, 2013 (Ordinance 1799).

Transportation
Page 13-19, a new heading and text has been added to reflect on-going discussions
regarding transportation planning in the vicinity.
“Agency Coordination”
Meetings have been held and will continue to be held regarding to identify
potential solutions and cost sharing. All agreed that Slater Road is going to be
impacted by development along the I-5 corridor, and that growth pressures from a
number of jurisdictions are going to influence the I-5 interchange. There are
different solutions available from roundabouts to reduced levels of service. The
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respective roles of Ferndale, Bellingham, the County, the Port, the Lummi Nation
and WSDOT were also discussed.”
Page 13-22, second bullet under Ongoing Mitigation – Post Construction has been
modified to include language that the County participate in the City’s Wayfinding
program once established.

Public Services and Utilities
Page 14-1, the paragraph under Water, the following language has been added to the
paragraph “… and additional water softening treatment will need to occur sooner than
planned.”
Page 14-2, the paragraph under Sanitary Sewer, the following language has been
added to the paragraph “A planned Treatment Plant expansion will need to be
completed, or temporary on-site treatment may be required.”
Page 14-3, the second paragraph under Water, first sentence has been changed to
read “The total required peak hour domestic water flow for the new facilities would be
approximately between 125 and 155 gallons per minute.”
Page 14-4, first full paragraph (under Water on the preceeding page), the third
sentence has been modified to read “If this new supply well is installed as a public
new City well and connected to a new water main to connect to the City’s water
treatment plant…” .
A new paragraph has been added on Page 14-4 as the second to last paragraph
under Water (preceeding page). “The City is currently proposing to provide treatment
for water softening. This waster softening capacity may need to be increased
approximately two years sooner than initially planned.”
Page 14-4, second paragraph under Sewer, the gallons per minute generated by the
facility has been changed to 200 gallons per minute and the peak monthly flow was
changed to 110,000 gallons per day. In addition, the following language has been
added to that paragraph: “A Waste Water Treatment Plant capacity increase is on the
current Capital Improvement program list and is planned to be completed in 2019.
Based on growth projections, the plant will not have capacity for the jail in 2017.
Either the plant expansion schedule will need to be adjusted, or temporary on site
treatment may be required until the plan expansion is complete.”
Page 14-5 under Fire and Life Safety, the fire flow requirement has been changed to
3,000 gallons per minute for 4 hours.
Page 14-7, the following Mitigation Measures have been modified or added.


A standby generator may be is needed as described above to assist with
water reliability to the site.
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The City’s Water softening capacity will need to be increased sooner than
initially planned.



Temporary on site sewer treatment may be required until the City’s planned
Treatment Plant expansion is complete.
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Chapter 2 Responses to Comments on the
Supplemental Draft EIS
Written Comments and Responses
The following are summaries of comments and responses to those comments.
Comment summary numbers correspond to the full text of comments included in the
comment letters. Full text comment letters are included in Appendix G to this Final
EIS.

City of Bellingham
1.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the SDEIS for the proposed
Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff's Headquarters. The intended site for
these facilities is approximately 40 acres in size and located within the city
limits of Ferndale near the intersection of LaBounty Road and Sunset Avenue.
As part of the SDEIS analysis, two design alternatives and one no action
alternative are being assessed. Both alternative 1 and 2 examine the possible
design and development scenarios for an Adult Jail, Jail Support Area, Sheriff's
Headquarters, and Service Buildings. Under the no action alternative, the County
would not build the new facility at the proposed site and it would be assumed that
the existing jail and work center in the City of Bellingham would continue to be
used. The SDEIS identifies that Alternative 1 is the preferred alternative and if
approved the proposal may be developed in multiple phases.
In response to the SDEIS, the City of Bellingham is providing the following
comments if the proposed Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff's
Headquarters are located at the LaBounty Road S i t e . Mainly, the comments
relate to emergency service impacts and long- term transportation concerns
associated with the intersections serving the interchange at Slater RoadInterstate 5 (Exit 260).

Comment acknowledged.
2.

Emergency Service Impacts:
The SDEIS vehicle trip data was compiled utilizing anticipated trips by Jail
Staff/Sheriffs Personnel. It does not appear the data included the number of
anticipated vehicle trips by the City of Bellingham Police Department officers
transporting inmates to the new jail facility.
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The trip generation calculations, shown in Table 1 and Page 7 of the Whatcom
County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters Traffic Impact
Analysis, include inmate deliveries. These inmate deliveries could include the City
of Bellingham Police Department.
3.

Currently, the jail and booking facilities are located in downtown Bellingham;
however it is unclear in the SDEIS if the Whatcom County Sheriff's Office will
move the current booking site to the new facility or whether it will remain in
the City of Bellingham. If the booking site is moved to the proposed new jail
facility there will be an appreciable impact upon the length (mileage) of inmate
transport trips on City of Bellingham police personnel. This additional mileage
will impact City of Bellingham resources, including reducing the amount of
time Bellingham's police personnel will be within their jurisdictional service
area.

At this time, it is anticipated that all Sheriff’s Office functions will be moving to the
LaBounty Road site. The proximity of the site to I-5 should help reduce travel time for
most jurisdictions. The Whatcom County Sheriff and Police Chiefs Association came
to a similar conclusion and is reflected in their Resolution signed in March 2013 (see
Attachment 2). As the plans for the New Jail move forward, a number of different
options are being discussed, including the transporting, processing and holding
inmates at the Courthouse.
4.

In 2012 the City of Bellingham Police Department booked 1,685 prisoners
and thus far in 2013 booked 1,238 prisoners. Regardless of the final location
of the jail facilities, there should be a booking and jail holding area located in
the City of Bellingham; this will lessen the number of additional transport trips.

Please see response to your comment 3 above.
5.

Transportation:
Based upon the information presented in the SDEIS, the City of Bellingham
does not have concerns regarding transportation impacts from the proposed
Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sherriff's Headquarters to
Bellingham's transportation network, but does have concerns regarding the
pre-existing traffic Level of Service (LOS) deficiencies and long-term impacts
to intersection operations at the freeway interchange of Slater-Interstate 5
(Exit 260).
The transportation impact analysis (TIA) performed by Gibson Traffic
Consultant’s forecasts very few trips from the project site in southern Ferndale
traveling to Bellingham's transportation network. The intersection of Pacific
Highway/Mahogany Avenue is the closest intersection under Bellingham's
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jurisdiction and it is located over 2 miles southeast of the project site and not
included in the scope of the TIA. The TIA forecast for 2032 shows 2 pm peak
hour trips traveling west and 4 pm peak hour trips traveling south through the
intersection of Slater Road/Pacific Highway, which is located in the City of
Bellingham' s Urban Growth Area, but under the jurisdiction of Whatcom
County until annexation occurs.
The City of Bellingham long-term concerns are about the jurisdictional
authority, responsibility, and funding possibilities for improvements to
intersections serving the interchange at Slater Road-Interstate 5. The Gibson
Traffic Consultants TIA documents that all of these intersections are currently
(2013) operating at LOS "F ,"which is well- beyond the LOS standard of "D"
adopted by the City of Ferndale, Washington State Department
of
Transportation (WSDOT), and Whatcom County.
The Gibson TIA also
documents that none of these agencies having jurisdictional authority over
these already deficient intersections have adopted any intersection
improvement projects in their six- year transportation capital improvement
plans. Other recent TIAs performed by Gibson and other transportation
consultant’s document these same issues and it is not clear to the City of
Bellingham how this problem will be solved.
To that end, the City of Bellingham has scheduled a multi-agency meeting for
October 21, 2013 to discuss the long-term comprehensive land use and
transportation issues surrounding this interchange. Representatives from the
City of Ferndale, Lummi Nation, WSDOT, Whatcom County, Port of
Bellingham, and Whatcom Transit Authority have all confirmed attendance.
The goal of this meeting is to begin a broad conversation about existing
conditions, possibilities for improvements, and how to proceed toward solving
the identified problems.
The meeting was held on October 21st with agreement to identify potential solutions
and cost sharing. All agreed that Slater Road is going to be impacted by
development along the I-5 corridor, and that growth pressures from a number of
jurisdictions are going to influence the I-5 interchange. There are different solutions
available from roundabouts to reduced levels of service. The respective roles of
Ferndale, Bellingham, the County, the Port, the Lummi Nation and WSDOT were also
discussed. Wording has been added in Chapter 1 to update the status of planning for
the interchange areas.

Department of Ecology
Wetlands Comments from Susan Meyer
1.

Wetlands were delineated and verified by the Corps of Engineers and Ecology
for the LaBounty Road Industrial site. Both build alternatives for the corrections
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facility and Sheriff’s Headquarters show development beyond the Industrial Site’s
boundaries. There are some discrete overland flow features that may support
wetland conditions, and wetland studies in this area have not been verified by the
Corps (Personal Communication, Randel Perry, 10/3/13) or Ecology.
The proposed site improvements for the LaBounty Road industrial site included ten
buildings and associated parking lots and driveways that covered approximately
22.35 acres of ground with impervious surface. Both alternatives for the corrections
facility have a footprint of approximately 12.85 acres of impervious surface from
buildings, parking lots, and driveways. Although the layout of the correction facility
may extend further west than the industrial site, there is 9.5 acres less impervious
surface. Both the LaBounty Road industrial site and proposed jail facility would
impact 3.09 acres of wetlands, so the same effects on overland flow would occur
under both development proposals.
2.

We have concern that shallow groundwater flowing from east to west may be
interrupted by site development, thereby cutting off some of the water supply to
Wetlands A, C, F and the mitigation area. It may be necessary to install
subsurface drains directed to the wetlands or some other feature around the site
to ensure that the wetlands continue to receive the necessary cold, clean water
they currently receive. Chapter 1 (Geology and Soils) states that the western
portion of the site is underlain by very fine clayey soils to a depth of roughly 50
feet in places. These soils are not conducive to infiltration. Infiltrating
stormwater in the eastern portion of the site may not help the wetlands to the
west, since building foundations will be placed between the infiltration areas and
the wetlands.

The proposed correction facility will create approximately 9.5 acres less impervious
surface in the eastern portion of the site compared to the LaBounty industrial site.
This will allow more infiltration of precipitation to shallow groundwater flow that
supplies hydrology to Wetlands A, C, and F. One option that will be explored involves
conveying treated storm water from the detention pond to a bio-filtration rain garden
located immediately upstream of the wetland mitigation area. This clean storm water
would recharge shallow groundwater along the eastern edge of the mitigation site and
supply hydrology potentially disrupted by the correction facility.
3.

Both build alternatives show one-story structures across the site. In order to
adequately demonstrate wetland avoidance, at least one alternative should
include multi-story buildings. The Sheriff’s Headquarters could be above the
inmate housing or some other configuration.

Two story options were investigated during the programming phase. The housing
portion of the facility is two stories in a mezzanine configuration.
Adding another story on the housing area is not a viable option for two reasons:
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1) there is a daylighting standard for the housing areas that is being fulfilled with
the use of skylights because the City of Ferndale does not allow exterior windows
in detention areas and
2) another level would cause the facility to be in violation of the 35’ maximum
height allowed by the City of Ferndale.
With the Sheriff’s facility as a single story building, the structures break up the overall
visual impact of the facility with a layered massing that is nestled into the natural
slope of the site. This configuration significantly diminishes the amount of cutting and
filling of the existing topography.
4.

A 50-foot buffer on the wetland mitigation site is not adequate to protect the
projected functions of the mitigation wetland. If the buildings were constructed as
multi-story, there would be more room for an adequate buffer on the site. It is
assumed that lights would be needed outside of the facility, so a wider buffer will
help diffuse the lighting and protect the nocturnal wildlife in the wetland.

A larger buffer will be provided around the wetland mitigation area during final design
of the correction facility. In addition, this buffer area will be densely planted with trees
and shrubs to shield the mitigation area from light/glare and noise.
Construction Stormwater Comments from Stephanie Barney and Kurt Baumgarten
5.

Stormwater runoff can have a significant impact on water quality, introducing
sediment and other pollutants into waters of the state. Such pollutants can
impair or eliminate aquatic habitat and prevent such waters from having multiple
beneficial uses (e.g., fishing, swimming, drinking, etc). From the SEPA register,
it appears that this project may be subject to one of Ecology’s National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permits for Stormwater
Discharges.

Stormwater runoff will be treated in accordance with the 2005 DOE Western
Washington Stormwater Management Manual. This will be required by the City of
Ferndale in compliance with their NPDES General Municipal Stormwater Permit.
Also, due to the size of the disturbed area, the project construction will be subject to
the NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit.
6.

NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit
Permit coverage is necessary if clearing, grading, and/or excavation results in the
disturbance of one or more acres and discharges stormwater to surface waters of
the state.
This includes:
 Sites smaller than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale that will ultimately disturb one acre or more.
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Forest practices including, but not limited to, class IV conversions that are
part of a construction activity that disturbs one or more acres.

Information regarding the NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit can
be found at: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/constructon/
Comment acknowledged.
7.

NPDES Industrial Stormwater General Permit
Permit Coverage is necessary if the industrial activity at the proposed facility
meets the following criteria:


Industrial activities that:
1. Are listed in 40 CFR Subpart 122.26(b)(14).
2. Discharge stormwater from the site into state surface waters or into storm
drainage systems which discharge to state surface waters. (Surface
waters may include wetlands, ditches, rivers, unnamed creeks, lakes,
estuaries, marine waters).

Comment acknowledged.

City of Ferndale
1.

The City recognizes efforts to include visual representations of potential site
plans, utility configurations, access points, required permits, fees and more.
However, the City reserves the right to identify additional conditions and/or
restrictions on these elements at the time of development review, based on
requirements in place at the time the respective applications are determined to
be complete.

Comment acknowledged. The County will be applying for a Conditional Use Permit
should they proceed with development on this property. The City can review the
project during that time and condition if warranted.
2.

The County has identified 2017 as a potential opening date for the jail. However,
there are 185 references to a 2019 opening/ a 2019 target/ study date within the
SDEIS.

The analysis was performed for the year 2019 to account for the typical 6-year
horizon period.
3.

Glossary – 100-Year floodplain: consider providing reference to FEMA maps.
Area adjacent to a watercourse is not necessarily the only requirement.

This modification to the definition has been made. See Chapter 1.
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4.

Page S-7: “access to the campus will be from LaBounty Road at two curb cuts.”
The City reserves the right to require that the potential location of these curb cuts
be changed, pending review of a proposed site plan. The City Development
standards assume one curb cut, but allows the Public Works Director to permit
two or more driveways. Such approval can only be provided at the time of
development review.

The County’s traffic consultant recommended access from LaBounty Road at two
curb cuts. It is understood that the exact location of those curb cuts will be reviewed
and approved during development review.
5.

Page S-8: the City presumes that frontage improvements would continue through
the frontage of the archaeological site.

That is also the County’s assumption. However, coordination and approval from the
Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) will
also be required.
6.

Page S-11 – fence height – may require a building permit depending on height.

Comment acknowledged.
7.

S-13 (conceptual plan) – general statement for all such exhibits: consider
renaming “conceptual plan” or “preliminary concept” – the word “alternative”
suggests that this alternative or another alternative will be built. May suggest
that City has reviewed/approved concepts.

The word “alternative” is purposefully used as it is required by SEPA. WAC 197-11440(5) requires that “alternatives” be studied in an EIS.
8.

Many if not most of the mitigation measures identified in S-14- S-20 are going to
be reviewed as part of the development review. There are not necessarily any
changes or omissions here, but there may be additional conditions that are
identified through that development review – if for no other reason than the City
will be looking at a very specific mitigation plan.

Comment acknowledged; the County will be applying for a CUP once a decision on
the purchase of the property is made.
9.

Page 1-6: As part of the development review, the City may require compaction
tests on all or certain portions of the site. These are fairly standard, and straightforward.

Comment acknowledged.
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10. Page 1-7 – mitigation measures are very specific, but may require amendment
based on the specific work being proposed.
Comment acknowledged.
11. Page 2-4: EAGLE points cannot be assumed at this time.
The County understands that the EAGLE points provided in the SDEIS are
conceptual in nature and will be reviewed during the development review phase of
the project.
12. Figure 3-2: Existing conditions shown as of 2010; the City will likely require an
updated existing conditions map or a reconfirmation of the existing conditions as
part of the development review.
Comment acknowledged.
13. Page 3-6 – updates to FIRM maps may not be forthcoming in the near future as
the result of modeling uncertainties.
If and when the maps are updated by FEMA, they will likely be consistent with Figure
3.3. Page 3-6 has also been amended.
14. Figure 3-4: Conceptual Stormwater Plan.
Comment acknowledged, the plans are conceptual in nature and additional detail will
be provided during the development permit review process.
15. Wetland section: the City of Ferndale will conduct a wetland review at the time of
development submittal and will consider a specific mitigation plan at that time,
based upon the specific site plan being proposed. The City agrees that the
adverse impacts identified through that review, if any exist, will be mitigated as
per the City’s Critical Areas Ordinance and other companion regulations. The
City reserves the right to modify, replace, add, or reject mitigation measures
described in the SDEIS.
Comment acknowledged.
16. Page 8-6: Environmental Impacts: consider striking the first paragraph. A 2002
study does not reflect subsequent development, rezoning, or environmental
encroachment.
Chapter 1 has updated language based on discussions with the City of Ferndale.
The EIS stated that a study concluded in 2002 that a net 60 acres of available
industrial land would serve the market for the following 20 years. Coordinating with
the City of Ferndale, in 2011 Whatcom County developed an updated “Land Capacity
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Analysis” which determined that as of 2011, the City of Ferndale had a net surplus of
three acres of commercial/industrial land within the Urban Growth Area to
accommodate demand over the 20-year planning period.
The Ferndale
Comprehensive Plan will be updated in 2016. Chapter 1 of this EIS has been
updated.
17. General comment (Page 10-3): this section discusses the fact that complete
design has not yet occurred and therefore cannot be addressed. For these
reasons, the City of Ferndale cannot verify all conditions/ mitigation measures
and must defer some of these processes/ reviews until the development review
process when these design, site, and need elements are addressed. This is a
typical comment of the City, and should be listed.
Comment acknowledged.
18. 10-4 Building Design – discussion needs to be updated to reflect City approval of
new code.
On September 3, 2013, the City Council adopted Ordinance 1799 implementing these
changes. This reference has been added to Chapter 1.
19. Page 13-21: Concern that the traffic improvements identified include the caveat
that the County would include these improvements in their comprehensive plan
and would construct the improvements “if necessary” prior to operating the
facility. It is unclear which entity would determine the necessity.
Traffic analysis is on going and will likely continue through the Conditional Use Permit
process. The potential mitigation measures outlined have not been determined at
this point, but are included in the EIS as options should they be deemed necessary.

Pat Britain
1.

Make the jail no larger than 521 beds. Use any additional money available for
mental health programs and diversion programs.
I own property. I own a business. I pay real estate, B&O, and sales taxes. I vote.
I hope at the size of this jail reflects what the people of Whatcom County want.

The Supplemental Draft EIS states that the current project proposal is for a 521 bed
facility. This figure is based on the Needs Assessment. As with most environmental
impact statements, and to allow for a full range of decisions, a figure of 660 beds is
used to determine what the impact of the proposal would be if the site was to be built
to its maximum capacity.
Discussion of maximum build-out as part of an
environmental impact statement does not commit the County to actually house that
many inmates. The actual size of the facility is determined solely by the County
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Council. The current recommendation to be acted upon by the Council is for a 521
bed facility.

Keith Allen Comess, MD
1.

High initial cost (estimated $109 million).

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
2.

Increased traffic
automobiles.

(prisoner

transportation,

ancillary

services,

employee

The Traffic Impact Analysis contained in Appendix E of the SDEIS included analysis
of the increase traffic, including prisoner transportation, ancillary services, and
employee automobiles.
3.

Adverse effects on adjoining neighborhoods (including traffic, pollution, potential
for lower property values, reduced “quality of life” for adjoining residential areas).

The SDEIS disused issues such as those stated above, including traffic, air quality,
aesthetics (line of sight) as well as mitigation of related impacts. Separately, the City
of Ferndale conducted its own Fiscal Impact Analysis, which is not a SEPA item.
4.

Adjunctive costs to the public (upgrades required for roads, sewage, traffic
control services).

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
5.

The well-known phenomenon of over-incarceration (perceived need to “fill” empty
beds).

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
6.

Need for additional recurring costs (including additional police, Sheriff’s
Department personnel for staffing and transportation; purchase costs fuel and
maintenance for vehicles).

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
However, it may be considered by the County Council as it makes the final decision
on the site purchase and whether to go forward with the project.
7.

Costs are based on estimates and over-runs have not been included.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
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8.

Inflation-adjusted rates for prisoner housing (food, medical services, clothing)
have not been factored into the projected sums for the project.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
9.

Crime rates have fallen nationally, especially for serious (particularly violent)
crime.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
10. Many prisoners hare simply those unable to afford bail bond costs and are
housed at public expense.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
11. The size of this facility is based on projections, not known, actual needs and may
be excessive.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
However, the Needs Assessment for the project has been completed and is available
on the County’s web page.
12. Businesses presently located in proximity to the downtown jail facility (such as
bail bondsmen) will need to relocate, leaving the “central core” vacant. This
leaves unsightly, empty buildings and reduces property and business tax rates in
the City of Bellingham.
While it is true that some bond businesses follow jails because people get booked
and bonded out from jail, it is also true in this electronic age that bondspeople can
perform these services remotely causing less need to be near the jail. There are only
4 bail bonds companies around the current jail and one other is 11 blocks away.
The SCORE facility in King County has been open for over 2 years and there is only
1 bail bond service about 2.8 miles away.
The location of the jail seems likely to impact attorneys only to the extent that they
practice criminal law to a significant degree. Most provide both civil and criminal law
services. Attorneys will have as much need to be located near the downtown courts
as near the jail.
The downtown courthouse itself has many functions other than just the court system
and attracts many types of businesses other than those related to the justice system.
It is likely that a move by a bail bond business would see the vacated space occupied
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by some other courthouse related service or business. There is no documented
evidence that a permanent vacancy would occur.
The new jail will have more programming space which can accommodate legal and
social services better. The addition of a 10 minute drive each way from downtown
Bellingham to the jail seems minimal. Inmates from the jail will be released
downtown. Those requiring social, legal or other services will find them in the same
proximity to the release site as occurs today.
13. The projected facility includes a substantially enlarged Sheriff’s Office. The need
for this has not been demonstrated.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
14. There has been no cogently argued case against building the new jail in the
parking lot adjacent to the existing building.
A new facility built on the adjacent parking lot would be an additional alternative, i.e.
would not be the same as the “No Action” alternative which calls for existing facilities
to remain in place. Two alternatives located outside downtown were selected for
review under the 2010 Draft EIS; one site was reviewed for this 2012 EIS. None
included the alternative of building a new facility on the adjacent parking lot. Among
the reasons for this:
1. The location was not recommended by the Jail Planning Task Force after its
comprehensive study during 2011-2012.
2. The parking lot is within a mile of Whatcom Middle School. Whatcom County
Ordinance #2004-14 amending the Essential Public Facility criteria states that
new correctional facilities “should be located at least one mile from public and
private schools.” This criteria was applied to evaluating all of the proposals
received by the County in response to its request for proposals.
3. The wisdom of locating a new jail within a few feet of a recently constructed
Children’s Museum was also discussed by the Task Force.
4. The County received advice from consultants that the site would entail
extraordinarily high construction costs due to the need to include underground
parking. It would also not easily or cost-effectively accommodate incremental
expansion to meet future needs.
15. In a climate of reduced public services, the cost burden for the jail – competing
as it does with other social needs such as schools – simply cannot be justified.
There are many other alternative scenarios (including “creative sentencing”, use
of existing facilities for low-risk offenders) that further undermine the argument
favoring this project. In summary, this proposal lacks a logical basis and should
not be constructed.
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Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

Rev. Barbara Davenport
1.

I support the smallest number of bed possible because we know from history that
as soon as a jail/prison is built it will fill. Mindful that the US has one of the
highest incarceration rates in the world, I wonder if Whatcom County has
comprehensively explored all alternatives in determining the number of beds
needed. I would like to know exactly how the bed number is calculated and know
the breakdown of categories of incarceration.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9). In addition, the analysis of how the
bed count and breakdown is contained in the Needs Assessment, which is available
on the County’s web page.
2.

I support generous funding for alternatives to incarceration such as drug court,
counseling, electronic monitoring, and community service.

Comment acknowledged.

Frances DeRook, MD
1.

The new jail is 8.3 miles from the County Court house, a 15 minute drive on the
freeway under optimum conditions. This means excessive back and forth driving
and ferrying of prisoners and the risk, time, manpower, vehicle wear and tear and
fossil fuel pollution this entails.

See response to Comess Comment 6 (Page 2-10).
2.

Crime, especially violent crime, has actually been decreasing in recent decades
so planning for a jail that will hold 649 and possibly up to 800 in-mates makes
little economic sense. However, it make perfect sense if you plan on filling all
those beds with non violent criminals, those who can’t post bail and those
awaiting trial.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
3.

The new site would require brining in huge infrastructure: water, sewer, waste,
roads, traffic circles, etc. All of this at enormous taxpayer expense, of course.

All of the infrastructure improvements were discussed in the SDEIS. The costs of
those improvements are outside the scope of the EIS; however, it is likely an item that
the County Council will consider prior to taking action on the property.
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4.

Moving out of down town leaves many businesses bereft of their source of
livelihood. Do they relocate to be closer to the new jail? Do they become
unsightly empty shells with all of their attendant decrepitude? Is this optimal for
downtown?

See response to Comess Comment 12 above (Page 2-11).
5.

The name of this new jail is actually “Whatcom County Adult Correctional Facility
and Sheriff’s Headquarters” Everyone should be made keenly aware that 32,000
square feet of this new facility is intended for the Sheriff and 116 of his staff. Is
this truly necessary at taxpayer expense? Have we heard a cogent reason why
the Sheriff needs to relocate there and why – in particular- he needs this
outrageous amount of space?

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
6.

If time, money and the environment were not important considerations, then a
$109 million project with as much space as anyone wants might be a viable
concept. However, given the exigencies of the environment, schools, existing
businesses and the genuine possibly for correctional reform with emphasis on
treatment and rehabilitation, this facility is NOT in the best interests of Whatcom
County or its citizens. There are truly viable alternatives which are more
affordable and reasonable, including building on the parking lots tie adjacent to
the current Sheriff’s office and jail. An appropriate size, safe and properly
located facility can be constructed while preserving the environment and utilizing
tax payer money for more pressing needs.

Comment acknowledged.

Peter Drewes
1.

I do not support building a jail any larger than the 521 bed proposal. In the
future, we will improve our ways of dealing with problem people without
incarcerating them, so even with population growth; the 521 jail will be adequate
for decades.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).

Rev. Arlene C. Ferguson
1.

My concern in this country as a minister, teacher and counselor, is that we
continue to ignore the children with obvious problems and then want to
incarcerate them as adults. An ounce of prevention is worth pounds of cure. Not
only could we diminish the number of criminals but also the number of citizens
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who suffer at their hands. Please start working with children instead of building
more jails.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

Dr. Vince and Dianne Foster
1.

We do not need to spend $100 million on a huge jail. Please do not build over
521 beds, spend the rest on the gaping hole in mental health services, which
have been slashed exponentially at the same rate mental illness is on the
increase. My neighborhood has had a rash of burglaries related to heroine
abuse, and a recent arrest of 11 heroin dealers on Samish Way. We need to
replace the secure detox and residential recovery facility closed by Peace Health.
We need to replace the loss of the E and T unit in Skagit County, this occurring
amazingly AFTER the Zamora killings there. It has always been extremely
difficult in this state to have a psychotic person hospitalized, and this has been
exacerbated by the “anti-tax” and “no government” movement. We should all be
able to see there is a place for a functioning public sector, and prevention trumps
punishment.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

Robert & Charlene French
1.

We have previously sent comments, the comments recently sent by the
Leishman's reflects our opinion and that of most of the residents in the affected
area.

Comment Acknowledged. Please see response to Leishman below (Page 2-23).

Joy Gilfilen- ReEntry Coalition
In reviewing the SDEIS Report, the Coalition has several very specific concerns that
we request be addressed:
1.

On page FS-2 there is discussion (but no explanation there or later) as to why
there are 521 beds required, then immediately talks about adding an extra 128
beds, then more later. Why? There is no explanation for why there is this
discrepancy or the rationale behind it. And there is no matching explanation for
why the Sheriff’s staff and jail staffing is increased either. It seems that this
should be part of the planning process, so that the County Council understands
the full impact of the original jail, the expansion and the staffing costs related to
that.
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Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS. The
Needs Assessment discusses the rationale for the bed count; for SEPA, it is
necessary to look at the upper possible end of impacts to allow for a full range of
decisions for determining environmental impacts. Discussion of maximum build-out
as part of an environmental impact statement does not commit the County to actually
house that many inmates. The actual size of the facility is determined solely by the
County Council.
2.

On Page FS-2 there is a discussion of how large the Sheriff’s office and the
Warehouse will be. This is a huge additional capital expenditure, yet the addition
of a Sheriff’s headquarters to the jail initiative provides for a huge expenditure
that would not be required downtown. In the political process, it only was a 5
minute addition to the Jail Task Force recommendation on the last day. The
Task Force never discussed this in any of their previous meetings, and now it is
suddenly a huge capital cost. There is no justification in the DSEIS for the size
or scale of these facilities, and no explanation of the current size and why the
expansion is so large. This should be explained and justified, not just accepted.

Comment acknowledged. The EIS discusses the impacts of the proposed decisions.
The location, sizing, project elements are decisions made by Council and based on
the Needs Assessment.
3.

On page FS-3, and on S-7 there is a line item that says that an “Emergency Fuel
Storage Facility” would be constructed on the site. Why? Where did that come
from, and why is it included here? There is nowhere we can find in the document
that this is justified, explained, or discussed. There is no environmental or safety
impact considered.
It seems that if the plan is to house hundreds of people on this site, why would
you place a dangerous Emergency Fuel Storage Facility on the site? Especially
since the County’s fueling station is only 2 miles away? Why place this in the
middle of several toxic manufacturing, and hazardous waste companies? This
seems illogical and out of the realm of what a jail is being built for. This should
be justified and considered.

The emergency fuel storage is a fuel tank for the emergency generator. The sections
cited have been corrected to more accurately reflect the nature and purpose of this
fuel tank. Pages FS-3 and S-7 should say “Emergency generator with fuel tank” or
just “Emergency generator”
4.

On page 69-70 of the Off-site Odor Impacts, and on Page S-26 under
Environmental Health – there is a conflict that has not be rectified to our
satisfaction. On these pages they discuss all the odor complaints that have been
filed in the past few years, yet conclude there is no impact on the people
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incarcerated. The conversation seems to be about impacts during construction
only. Then later, it says there is no significant unavoidable adverse impacts.
How can this be, when later, in Wendy Jones comments she states that by law
the inmates need to have outside fresh air. How do they have fresh air in a
hazardous waste manufacturing area when there is clearly a problem with odor at
the sites? Doing an inside HVAC system doesn’t solve the problem of being
outdoors, getting fresh air, especially during summer hours when odor goes up
considerably in the area, and when the inmates cannot leave the area? This
needs to be addressed for health concerns.
Additional information has been obtained from NWCAA and the City of Ferndale
regarding the stack height. While the stack height has been increased, complaints
against Washington Builders continue. However according to NWCAA these
complaints are nuisance related, not a health impact to the existing neighborhood and
the proposed staff and inmates.
There are standards that must be met in terms of indoor air quantity and quality per
ASHRAE 62.1. Possible strategies to mitigate environmental odors include odor
filters at the HVAC systems as well as positioning air intakes in the most favorable
direction. These are mentioned on Table S1-1 (Page S-17) as potential mitigation.
There are also American Correctional Standards that are guidelines supporting
inmate outdoor recreation. The facility has a number of environmental conditions that
will be mitigated during design in order to make the outdoor areas useable as fourseason spaces. Table S1-1 has been amended to add these as potential designphase mitigation measures.
5.

On Page S-3, there is an acknowledgement that there will be impacts on the
inmates of moving the jail facilities out of downtown and away from legal, social
and other services. While it notes there are concerns expressed, it stops there.
There is no additional discussion about these impacts, how and why this is true,
what the social and societal and civic impacts on the inmates, their families or on
the whole of downtown. There is no discussion about the financial, civic, social,
personal, or any other impacts. This needs to be addressed, concerns
discussed, and illuminated.

See Response to Commess Comment 12 above (Page 2-11).
6.

On Page 13-23, the discussion about video trials and visiting; and in Wendy
Jones letter: They indicate that a courtroom would be built at this location, and
that video arraignment, video visiting with all people from friends, family,
attorneys, probation officers and others – even video trials would become the
norm. It appears that the whole conversation is about how it is convenient to
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staff, and less expensive to the County. While this is spoken as if this is normal,
this flies in the face of the evidence that justice is not done when the inmates
(who are already isolated from all personal support) is now reduced to being
seen only on camera. Remember that inside a jail are often first time offenders,
and they have little contact with help, and little compassion is shown – as if they
are already guilty just because they were arrested. Statistics show that 85% of
communication is lost on video. So this further disadvantages the inmates and
creates a preponderance of plea agreements, and does not ensure justice is
done.
Additionally, this means that vendors and vendor costs for providing video
services will likely be moved to the inmates and their families, who cannot afford
to pay. This increases vendor profits, reduces headaches to the staff, but
doesn’t insure any “innocent until proven guilty” standard. There is no evidence
presented that this is good. We would like to see the environmental impact of
this discussed about how it affects the inmates and their families long-term.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
7.

On page 14-1 there is a discussion of Public Services and Utilities. There were
substantial concerns brought forwards and comments made to the EIS scoping
hearing about the social-civic and economic impacts of moving the jail out of
downtown Bellingham and out of the County Seat. This concern appears to be
addressed a small amount here in this section of the SDEIS, but is inadequate to
the size of the questions and concerns.
The Coalition believes there should be a full study of the social and economic
and political impacts of building a new law and justice center outside the County
Seat. This is not addressed anywhere in the EIS Statement.
It does discuss the very shortsighted economic fact that all these utilities and
support services are being changed, often to being provided by the City of
Ferndale. There is no discussion on the financial, civic and social impacts of any
of this on the City of Bellingham, or on any of the other cities, nor on the flow of
commerce out of the downtown core.
The financial impact of moving all this business outside of downtown Bellingham
and away from the people who need these services should be discussed as a
human environmental impact issue. As well, the impact of the No Jail Alternative
should be discussed, and how it would be a positive or negative impact on the
taxpayers and the inmates.
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Economic, social and political impacts are not within the scope of an EIS. The City of
Ferndale conducted a Fiscal Impact Analysis; a copy of that document is available on
the City’s web page.
8.

In the 4 page Memo from Sheriff Elfo re: No Action Alternative: We find many
things to question in this memo since this is a subjective discussion of all the
problems existing in the current jail, as reported by the person who is in charge of
the current jail, and simultaneously most stands to benefit by the building of a
new jail.
It seems that this is not an outside influence review. There is no 3rd party
discussion, nor is there any evidence provided that there has been any 3rd party
review by people who are not part of the jail industry. Has there been any report
of the current state of repair of the jail, and why it could or could not be repaired?
There are many opinions and comments made that are not backed up by the
evidence presented in the SDEIS document, so the people are not fully informed
of the state of affairs.
There is no discussion whatsoever about how the current jail could be repaired or
a smaller one replaced downtown in conjunction with an alternative approach or
a restorative justice or safety focused approach taken. According to this memo,
there is no alternative in the No Alternative solution offered except to build a new
jail in Ferndale.
Therefore, we request that an efficiency study actually be done by an outside
party about the decisions that have been made that have led to the disrepair, and
the decisions that have been made administratively that have led to longer jail
bed stays, more non-violent arrests, and less time being given for “good time”.

Comment acknowledged. The Jail Planning Task Force studied these issues and
concluded that a new jail was needed. Information was provided by jail consultants
and was further vetted as part of the Needs Assessment performed in 2013.
9.

Regarding the multiple-page testimony given by Wendy Jones, Chief Corrections
Deputy. This is again, information given on why the jail should move and how it
would operate. We believe the attempt was made here to explain how it would
benefit the taxpayers and administration, and to discuss the social and civic
impacts.
Unfortunately, this report doesn’t explain how any of the advantages paid for is
actually supporting or helping benefit or assist the inmates, how it makes our
county safer, how it supports reductions in recidivism rates, or any of the other
concerns that have been addressed by citizen questions.
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While there is considerable knowledge demonstrated about many issues, there is
little 3rd party documentation that backs up some of the opinions expressed.
Other than reducing the liability to the County, and having new living quarters
improved, the discussion fails to explain any of the reasons that it is actually
positively impacting the jail population to be moved out of the downtown core. In
fact, it shows the opposite, that there will be substantially more isolation of
inmates, which has a negative impact on inmates, and a negative impact on their
families. The impacts of the isolation of the inmates needs to be further explored
and explained in the next report.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
10. We do wonder why over half of the SDEIS Report was needed for Traffic
impacts, and how much of the capital costs of the jail will be needed? If it was
downtown, there would be no such costs.
Comment acknowledged.
11. The Coalition has testified multiple times and with various details before the Jail
Task Force, before the Jail consultant Jay Farbstein, and at the draft EIS hearing
where we have asked multiple times that this jail building process include a
discussion of how we can reduce the jail populations, and to address how we can
help divert people out of the school to prison pipeline. Our Coalition is working
on behalf of the people who are incarcerated in Whatcom County, their families,
and the people who are most directly impacted by the Jail system itself. They
have no other voice.
Many of the concerns addressed in testimony by the ReEntry Coalition of
Whatcom County on behalf of these inmates and their families seem to not have
been heard clearly, or have summarily been discarded without explanation in the
process of developing the SDEIS Statement.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
Discussion regarding the existing mental health and related services has been added
to the Summary section and is also included in Appendix F.
12. Here are key issues the Coalition has asked for:
That proven alternatives to incarceration be considered in the planning process,
so that we can reduce demand for the jail beds, and therefore reduce the size of
the facility, and not have to move it out of the downtown core. Each time, we
have asked that the jail planning process include a review and consideration for
how we can reduce the jail population using alternatives that provide a higher
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return on investment to the taxpayers than incarceration. These requests have
gone unrecognized.
There has been no such inclusion of this information in the SDEIS, and no
explanation for why it was discarded. Alternatives include implementing options
such as restorative justice, mediation, an expanded drug and teen court, that we
look at Veterans Court, Homeless Court, Mental Health Court and more. We
have asked for recovery programs, intervention programs, job re-skilling options,
functional literacy programs that our Community could implement to reduce the
incarceration rates, jail times, jail bed rates and occupancy. There is no
discussion of any of this, nor any recognition as to why this is not being
considered.
We have asked that a needs assessment for the jail numbers be provided by
people who are not from the jail industry. In the SDEIS process, it was not
included. The needs assessment was only announced at the end of the public
hearing, so the people who attended the public hearing had no time to read or
comment on that needs assessment. Adequate time has not been given to
review their findings.
We request that since the Needs Assessment was completed by the jail industry
consultant the DLR Group, that there should still be a 3rd party review by people
who are not part of the jail industry. We request that a needs analysis be done
by people who are interested in getting people out of the jail system, not those
who are interested in profiting by people going into the system – and that this
study be added to the current process as soon as possible.
Comments acknowledged. These comments fall outside the scope of the EIS. They
do speak to the range of concerns held by the writer.

Marian Henderson
1.

I urge you to keep the jail size at 521 beds. Even Sheriff Elfo agrees with this
figure and you should follow his leadership. Whatcom County does not need a
larger jail!!! All the data supports a smaller new jail that is more affordable.
Please listen to this reasonable request.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).

David Hopkinson
1.

a) A jail of 521 beds will be enough for decades

2.

b) Leave "Phase Two" out of the Environmental Impact Statement.
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See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
3.

c) Include support for: 1) mental health court, 2) drug court, and 3) juvenile
justice.

See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).

Milt Krieger
1.

I add my voice to those who believe a new jail should be built for a population of
521, with no option to enlarge it.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
2.

The decades long industrial approach to public safety through incarceration has
fostered the wrong priorities and diverted resources away from options for
deterrence and rehabilitation. Private sector construction and operations nationwide have skewed jails away from their broad public objectives.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
3.

My own experiences as a pro bono advocate inside "warehouse" facilities along
penitentiary lines in New Jersey and Tacoma, where political asylum applicants
await adjudication of their claims, or deportation, sharpen my perspective on this
issue. On the Canadian border, Whatcom County is inevitably a place where
those who favor the expansion of prison facilities will seek their opportunities to
expand and profit by the enterprise. They should be rebuffed.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
4.

Local citizens broadly recognize the need for a new facility but clearly support
sensible limits to its size. I trust the decision-makers will acknowledge this public
opinion and act accordingly.

Comment acknowledged. The facility size of 521 beds resulted from considerable
analysis and public discussion. The County is confident that this is the correct total to
serve future needs.

Tom Laplante
1.

I believe that the new jail should be built as small as possible with room for
expansion at a later date and no larger than 521 beds currently. "Phase 2 should
not be considered at this time and removed from the EIS. Since so many
incarcerated are in there for "failure to appear" and drug violations, I support
Drug Court/mental health programs and any other programs designed to keep
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the people that we shouldn't be spending our tax dollars on "housing" them, and
use the jail resources for the people that it was designed for.
See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).

Cathy Lehman
1.

It is clear we need a new jail of 521 beds. The largest impact of the jail will be its
size, and based on the SDEIS, anything over 521 beds would be too large for the
next many years. As responsible stewards of public funds, Whatcom County
shouldn’t build Phase I of a larger, 660 bed jail. We should simply build a
reasonably sized 521 bed jail that can expand to meet future needs, whenever
they arise. Anything bigger, sooner, shifts the large cost of future jail needs onto
existing tax payers. Please remove any reference to expansion to a 660 or 800
bed jail, and a Phase 2.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
2.

Please find ways and implement policies to reduce the number of people in jail,
pre-trial. According to your Needs Assessment, 73% of people in our jail are pretrial and just 27% have been sentenced. We can do better implementing policies
that reduce pre-trial activity, and I encourage Whatcom County to be creative in
finding ways to do so. Not only is this an exorbitant cost to tax payers, but it is the
wrong step for a community like ours that cares for each and every person we
serve. It is not a crime to be poor and fail to make bail; let’s make sure our jail
doesn’t convey otherwise.

Comment acknowledged. These comments pertain to issues that lie beyond the
coverage of SEPA and this EIS.

Terry & Laurie Leishman
1.

First the County said that they wanted a jail; then they said they wanted a jail and
a sheriff office; then they said they wanted a jail, sheriff office and a jail support
area; and now they want a jail, sheriff office, jail support area and a service
building. What will be next? Sheriff Elfo told us that inmates would not be
released at the Corrections Facility, but transferred to the Court House to be
released. Now on page #172, inmates can be released to a designated driver.
Where is the money going to come from? We are already taxed out!

Comment acknowledged.
2.

TRAFFIC LaBounty Rd. is substandard with an excessive amount of speeders
going to and from work and the traffic to and from the dump.
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If this facility is built, ingress and egress should not be from LaBounty Rd.
Other options should be an entrance straight across from the end of Sunset Ave.;
an entrance past the front of Scrap It; or extending Creighton Rd. into the back of
the site.
Jail and Sheriff traffic should be restricted from using LaBounty from the north,
and how can you stop that?
On page #1175 it states that there will be 911 average daily trips to and from the
facility.
That didn’t include lunch time, which is a big traffic hour from about 11:30 to
1:30PM, which most of the traffic will be going north into Ferndale.
According to those averages, that means approximately 300 trips from the facility
going north, excluding the lunch rush.
Improving LaBounty with an LID would be unfair to the residents (only 15
residents) paying for road improvements from (Smith Road to Sunset Rd.) that
would be of no benefit to any of us.
Another concern of ours is our children’s safety in our neighborhood. Of the
100+ homes here (most are less than a mile radiance from the proposed facility),
most of them are families with children. These kids are standing at the road
being pick up and dropped off by the school buses. What will the added traffic be
to their safety?
The access to the site was evaluated for several different scenarios, including an
access scenario that has an access aligned with Sunset Avenue and a scenario that
has access only via Thermal Reduction Road. The level of service analysis shows
that study intersections along LaBounty Drive will operate at an acceptable level of
service, regardless of the access scenario. Only 20% of the trips generated by the
site are anticipate to travel to and from the north along LaBounty Drive.
The 911 average daily trips include all of the trips that travel to and from the site in a
24-hour period (midnight to midnight) and would therefore include the lunch traffic.
Approximately 182 of these daily trips are anticipated to travel along LaBounty Drive,
split evenly between northbound and southbound trips. The development will be
providing frontage improvements, which are anticipated to include pedestrian
facilities.

5

The reference to 911 ADT is correct; however the reference to page “#117” may be incorrect.
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3.

WATER What additional strain will a 789+/- bed facility, (521 now + the
additional 128 beds + 140 beds thirteen years from now) plus a Sheriff’s Office
(116 people) place on Ferndale’s ill conceived well water plan? That’s a major
water consumption.
Residences up the hill on Douglas Rd. are suffering lower well water levels and
are having to reduce water pressure to keep their wells from running dry this
summer. This is most likely from Ferndale’s new well located at the base of the
hill. This should be a great concern to the City of Ferndale and its residences.

Impacts of the project on the City’s water system have been analyzed by the City’s
Department of Public Works. The project will impact supply, storage and treatment
facilities. The City and the County are jointly reviewing several mitigation options in a
cooperative effort to minimize or eliminate any adverse impacts. The project must still
be issued a Conditional Use permit which will require adequate provision of water
service. No permit will be issued without such provisions
4.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS. What will be the effect on Ferndale’s finances, as in loss
of property tax revenue from some other business or facility on this site vs. sales
tax and other undefined direct economic benefit?
What will be the impact be on surrounding property values?
What are the potential LID costs to residents?
Would a jail in this location affect the decision of potential business to locate in
the area?
What would a jail do to the salability of homes in the neighborhood?

Comments acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
However, a Fiscal Impact Analysis was conducted by the City of Ferndale and is
available on its web page. LID costs only get imposed on new developments, not
existing. Future connections by individual homeowners may require payment of a
hook up fee. These are unrelated to water or sewer utilities being built to serve the
jail site.
5.

In conclusion, we think that the facility proposed here on LaBounty Dr. is a poor
decision. It’s not safe for our neighborhood. The impacts are huge, every way
you look at it. Our children are at risk. We think that there are better options.
Either update the current jail for less money, or the property on Smith and the
Guide, which is more suitable, and not in a residential zone.

Comment acknowledged.
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Larry McCarter - RDS, Inc.
1.

Traffic - LaBounty Road was designed to handle local traffic only. Until just a few
years ago, Labounty was a dead-end, and as such, the Slater-Labounty
intersection was adequate to serve those of us who have business on this stretch
of road. Now what was called "Labounty Place" is called "Labounty Road" and is
connects Slater to Sunset Drive, and as such, more and more people from all
over the county are utilizing LaBounty as their access to Slater Road, rather than
using Sunset Drive and the Control lights at Rural and Slater. If substantial
efforts by the City, in conjunction with the County are not taken to direct "All nonlocal traffic" away from our section of LaBounty, then I will need to oppose this
project. I believe designation of the stretch of road from Slater, north to Sunset
must have signs installed that designate this stretch of road for "Local Traffic
Only". Enforcement must be available too so that non-local drivers really do use
the stoplight at Rural instead of our Slater access.

There is planned to be wayfinding signing along Slater Road that will direct traffic
along Sunset Avenue/Rural Avenue. This signing will help reduce traffic along
LaBounty Drive, south of Sunset Avenue. A mitigation measure has been added that
the County will participate in that program.
2.

Zoning - The jail site is currently zoned Manufacturing, and as such will be
essentially re-zoned "High Density Residential" by virtue of housing hundreds
people. I understand there are provisions in our state's laws for the City allowing
public facilities. I also believe my Solid Waste Facility is, though privately owned,
a necessary "public facility". It is inappropriate, and inconsistent with our laws to
locate diverse, incompatible uses, even if they are both "public-facilities". I take
pride in being a good, and considerate neighbor, and will continue to be one, but
I fear a conflict between our two separate uses and do not want my business to
suffer as a result of my 24-7 operation disrupting the "quiet enjoyment" one might
expect inside of a jailhouse. In the event these two "public facilities" are
incompatible, I need assurances my operation will take precedence over those of
the Jail or, the location of this new jail must be opposed. Additionally, though I
am not the owner of the closed Ashfill abutting this site, there could be a legal
land-use conflict of Landfill siting requirements and new residential housing
development regulations which should be explored before the County pays for
the land, thus avoiding unexpected prohibition of future housing uses. It is
counter-intuitive to expect to locate new residential housing units within set-back
requirements of active or closed landfills, ashfills, or known Hazardous Pits.

The zoning of the property will not change as a result of the proposed jail. The
permitted noise levels are based upon receiving zones rather than use as described
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in the SDEIS under Environmental Health. See response below (Comment 3) to your
concerns about the ashfill (former Wilder Landfill).
3.

Hazardous Waste Pit on proposed Jail site: - I do not have any specific, personal
knowledge (other than Department of Ecology's analysis), and as such only offer
that the County should aggressively explore this entire site, and undertake the
clean-up before the County actually pays good money for this patch of land.
Since there is known pollution, I think the Government is the right owner, and as
such, a comprehensive study and clean-up of the Hazardous Waste Pit should
be conducted BEFORE the purchase and those costs offset the purchase price. I
doubt the current owner knew anything about the pollution and as such should be
compensated for his purchase, but we shouldn't pay a premium for land we can
expect additional, and potentially huge costs. Dig it up, then clean it up first,
assess those costs, then we will know what the land is worth. It is my
understanding that the Pit is on the same 40 acre jail-site and a simple lot-line
adjustment, ROUGHLY carving out the Hazardous Waste Pit is an inadequate
solution to dealing with the polluted area's proximity to where people will be
forced to live. Knowing the extent of the pollution or the associated clean-up
costs is essential in completing this environmental impact assessment.

The former Wilder Landfill is not located on the proposed property. It is however
adjacent. Significant testing of the perimeter of the property line that shares the
property line with the former Wilder Landfill was conducted and the information is
contained in the SDEIS under Environmental Health. In summary, nine soil samples
and three groundwater samples were recovered from explorations advanced near the
pit in order to evaluate the presence of contamination that might be migrating onto the
site. All samples tested yielded results that show results that are below the laboratory
reporting limits. In addition, there is no requirement that development be set back
from an existing landfill or former landfill, the WAC (173-351-140) states that any new
landfill needs to be set back from existing uses.

Lisa McShane
1.

I agree that current conditions in the downtown jail are deplorable and I support a
new jail. The new jail is a significant investment and deserves a thorough
process and a good understanding with strong support by the public. I write to
provide ideas, information, suggested corrections and comments not only on the
SDEIS, but also in support of good public involvement moving forward and in
strong support of robust diversion programs to reduce the number of people we
incarcerate.
The largest environmental impact is the size of the jail. Jail beds – at $80,000
each on average just to build – are expensive. Every step we take to reduce our
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need for a jail bed saves money now, saves operational costs down the road,
improves community safety and reduces the impact of the new jail.
See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
2.

Recommendation: do not build a jail larger than 521 beds.
The largest environmental impact of the jail is the size and at 660 beds, it
remains too large.
While you use several numbers, on page S-3 you state “the decision was made
to build a first phase of 660 beds, with expansion capabilities to 800, perhaps by
2030.” It is clear to me that a 660-bed jail is being proposed and that’s 139 beds
too large, making it roughly $10.2 million more costly than we need.
Please remove any reference to expansion to 800 beds and a Phase 2. At 2013
our population is projected to be 256,6436 and 800 beds means we would
increase our incarceration rate to 0.003. That is high for Washington State where
a rate of 0.002 is more common, high for our aging population and saddles us
with needlessly high jail costs.
In 2010 13.24%7 of our county population is 65 and over. By 2030 21.26% will
be. Our aging population must be taken into account when we look at crime rates
and our Needs Assessment and it’s unclear that current population estimates
were incorporated.

See response to Britain Comment 1 above (Page 2-9). Regarding references to
future capacity or expansions, the challenge under any SEPA review is to disclose
what eventually could happen on a project site, even while decisions are being made
on what will happen. An EIS would be open to challenge if it ignored what the
maximum use could be. An EIS is intended to provide all known information about a
site so that decision makers have complete body of data as they make their decisions
on actual project size. Nothing will compel the County Council to go beyond building
a 521-bed facility; however SEPA requires that the impacts of doing so be assessed.
Regarding the issue of population aging, there was population analysis as part of the
Needs Assessment; however, there is not a standard metric allowing conclusions on
how an aging population will affect long term incarceration rates. The metrics that

6

Office of Financial Management (OFM). Washington State Growth Management Population Projections for
Counties: 2010 to 2040.
7

OFM. Population 65 and over (percents)
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were used were considered satisfactory for facilities planning and are in line with best
assessment practices.
3.

Recommendation: implement diversion from jail and alternatives to jail to make
our community safer, at a lower cost.
There is often confusion in local discussions regarding ‘alternatives to jail’. Jail
staff point out that we have programs in the jail that are alternatives. While those
are good programs and I support the good work of implementing them, when the
public talks about alternatives TO jail they mean programs that keep low-level
offenders, drug users and the mentally ill out of jail. Those programs range from
pre-arrest diversion to effective triage to divert the mentally ill away from jail and
directly into stabilization and treatment.
While we do a good job at jail programs for people who’ve been booked into jail,
we could do much better at diversion programs. Given the cost benefits, we
should fully fund Drug Court, Juvenile Justice programs, Mental Health Court,
Mental Health triage and other programs to keep low-level offenders from jail.

See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).
4.

Recommendation: implement simple measures such as reminder calls to reduce
the Failure to Appear rate.

See response to McShane Comment 8 below (Page 2-32).
5.

Other jurisdictions in the US have successfully increased the rate at which
people show up for court, thus reducing the number of people in jail for Failure to
Appear. This is a simple phone call – just like dental offices use – to remind
people to show up. A phone call costs significantly less than time in jail at
$78/day.

Please see response above.
6.

Recommendation: consider the configuration of rooms and beds in order to save
money.
According to your recently released Needs Assessment, the minimum-security
jail at Irongate houses 150 inmates on average. The SCORE jail houses 822
inmates on 15.6 acres and cost $54-million. One of the reasons their jail cost less
to build is because some of their space is dormitory style, similar to our current
Irongate facility.
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The current plan in Whatcom County is for 4 or fewer to a room. Given that we
safely house 150 at Irongate, why not include some dormitory style rooms to
save costs?
The decision not to use dormitories (as they do at the 802 bed SCORE facility) was
based on several factors:
1) SCORE has indicated that the dorms are the least operationally efficient
housing option,
2) Dormitories offer little flexibility in the future as only certain inmates can be
housed in them,
3) Quad units can be locked down, if needed,
4) The construction cost difference between dormitories and quads was not
enough to make dormitories worth the concessions that come with them.
5) Dormitories would require direct supervision by an officer 24/7 thus increasing
ongoing operational costs.
7.

Recommendation: please do not consider raising funds for Whatcom County by
charging families and community members for video conferencing.
The Sheriff’s office recommends video conferencing for offenders to
communicate with their friends and family. Maintaining community ties is
important to reduce recidivism and help people reenter their communities. We
should do what we can to encourage those connections and not look at this as a
potential money making scheme.
On page 2 of Appendix C, Wendy Jones wrote:
There is a possibility that this program could become a revenue source for the
county. The program in Ada County charges the offenders a per minute fee for
the use of the system for personal visits, at a rate less than that charged for a
phone call. Professional visits for attorneys are not charged. Based on the
information from Ada County, we anticipate the system would be at least self
supporting, and would most probably be a source of revenue to help off-set
taxpayer costs of incarceration.
I strongly encourage you to NOT charge for people who are in jail – most of
whom have not even been sentenced – to communicate with their families and
friends. This is not how we should fund our jail and we should not add barriers to
successful reentry.

The comment regarding possibly charging offenders for the remote video visiting was
noted as an option. If it were instituted, it would be used primarily to off-set the cost
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of the service, including repairs to equipment. At this time, it is anticipated that there
will also be video visiting booths within the public area of the jail.
8.

Recommendation: incorporate the work of the Washington State Institute of
Public Policy in your Needs Assessment to provide a more accurate picture.
Correct several errors that impact your assessment of our jail needs. Expand
your analysis to include programs citizens are requesting in order to consider
their benefits.
Whatcom County citizens are relying on the jail consultant to deliver accurate
assessments and it’s important that the underlying assumptions are correct.
First: we didn’t decriminalize marijuana in Washington, as your Needs
Assessment says on page 11, we legalized it. Those are subtle, but important,
differences. The Needs Assessment says that has no impact on jail yet there is
reason to believe that legalization impacted the jail. A Bellingham Herald article
on November 10, 2012 says:
"We'll be looking at all the pending cases," McEachran said. "But the law
certainly is not retroactive….McEachran's decision could affect more than 50
possession cases in Whatcom County. Almost all of those cases have other,
more serious charges attached to them.”
Since possession of small amounts of marijuana was added to some sentences,
legalizing marijuana probably reduced the Average Length of Stay, impacting our
overall jail need.
Second: your needs assessment cites the California example yet that seems
very unlikely to occur here. If your staff believe that what happened in California
– a state with a history of federal intervention into their chronic prison problems –
is likely to occur in Washington, please include references to back up the
assertion or remove it from consideration. The needs assessment should only
look at reasonable possibilities and those should be evidence-based.
Third: you fail to include programs the public is asking for in your analysis.
Diverting people from jail or out of jail and into proven and effective programs
provide substantial cost savings for the investment made and reduce our need
for a larger jail. Drug treatment in the community costs, on average, $1,602 and
provides $17,711 in benefits8. Mental Health Courts deliver $17,488 in net
benefits. Diverting the mentally ill from being booked into jail and placing them
into in-patient treatment facilities should have an immediate impact on jail needs
and a beneficial effect on our overall criminal justice costs.

8

Washington State Institute for Public Policy Estimates for Washington State. Monetary Benefits and Costs
of Evidence-Based Public Policies as of April 2012.
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Fourth: please include the impact of the 4th Superior Court Judge in the Needs
Assessment. I assume it will quickly reduce the Average Length of Stay and that
we will see an impact on our jail. Is that assumption true? Please include this
analysis.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS
Regarding the Fourth comment, there may be a decrease in the average length of
stay, however there would, in turn, be a higher percentage of sentenced inmates who
will not have met their sentence requirement in their pre-sentenced jail stay. There
will be fewer instances where a sentence has been completed at the time of
sentencing and result in a ‘time served’ judgment.
9.

Recommendation: work within the criminal justice system to find alternatives to
bail and implement policies to reduce the number of people in jail pre-trial.
Your Needs Assessment shows that 73% of people in our jail are pre-trial and
just 27% have been sentenced. Of those 73%, how many are low-level offenders
who are there because they can’t make bail?
In New Jersey that number is nearly 40%9. While that seems high, other states
are reporting higher numbers10. If we’re paying $78 a day, not to mention the
high cost of building a jail, we need to know how many we are housing in jail
because they’re poor. And if that number is high, then we should research
alternatives to cash bail and reduce the pressure on our jail.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS. See
response under McShane Comment 8 above.
10. Recommendation: follow the Jail Planning Task Force recommendation to find
space for a Mental Health Triage Facility.
In 2011 and 2012 I co-chaired the Jail Planning Task Force. This was a group of
citizens and staff who focused on learning the issues and making decisions
based on a specific request from the County Council. The JPTF met a number of
times, our meetings were open to the public, and we took the time needed to get
all of our materials on the county website as promptly as possible. Over a period
of months we reviewed a great deal of material and unanimously supported our
recommendations.

9

AllGov. Almost 40% in New Jersey Jails are There for being too Poor to Post Bail. April 18, 2013.

10

WNYC News. No Bail Money Keeps Poor People Behind Bars. September 19, 2013.
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Among the recommendations was this:
In addition, the Mental Health Triage Facility is part of the Jail Planning Task
Force charge and we recognize this is important. While we restricted ourselves to
the jail for the purposes of moving a new jail forward, we recommend that space
be found for a Mental Health Triage Facility with sufficient capacity and capability
to offer pre-booking diversion from jail.
It is my opinion that this is one of the most important recommendations we made
that year and vital for improvements in our criminal justice system.
See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).
11. Appendix A: please incorporate the attached DEIS comments and earlier citizen
comments at the public meeting into your final EIS.
The comments made on the 2010 DEIS were reviewed in preparation of the SDEIS.
A summary of those comments was provided at the beginning of each of the chapters
and addressed within the discussion as applicable. The actual 2010 DEIS comments
have been adopted by reference. Ms. McShane resubmitted her 2010 comments in
2013; those are addressed in Attachment 1.
12. There were profound problems with the earlier work of Omni-Group and HDR
Engineering. Unfortunately the new SDEIS glosses over important citizen input
and minimizes significant community concerns. If we are to successfully pass a
bond measure to build the jail, it’s important to hear the concerns and address
them, if possible.
Those topics that are to be assessed under WAC 197-11-444 as they apply to the
LaBounty site were carefully analyzed. 2010 citizen comments that were relevant to
the current site alternative were re-stated in the 2013 Draft and were analyzed if
pertinent to the LaBounty alternative. Non-SEPA issues, although not required to be
studied, have been re-stated in the Summary section of this Final EIS.
13. A number of community leaders including two former County Council members,
local attorneys, business leaders, neighborhood leaders and two City Council
members signed the attached comments (Appendix G) that they submitted in
response to the DEIS on 11/19/2010. They stated that the jail proposed in 2010
was too large and they went on to provide examples and information based on
similar counties (including the SCORE jail), provided updated population numbers
to correct inaccuracies, asked that you consider the option of a jail in downtown
Bellingham, and requested that Whatcom County implement robust diversion and
alternative sentencing programs. These comments remain relevant and were
overlooked in your SDEIS.
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Comment acknowledged. It is the opinion of the co-lead agencies (Whatcom County
and Ferndale) that all comments were considered, including 2010 comments that
relate to LaBounty Road, non-SEPA comments and alternatives to incarceration.
These are matters that the public may want to convey to the County Council as it
decides on property acquisition and construction; however, they may not be
appropriate for discussion in an environmental impact statement, given the content
requirements of WAC 197-11.
14. One of the most relevant comments is that the downtown jail represents a minimal
environmental impact. Had you compared a new jail on the parking lot adjacent to
the courthouse, you would find that not only would your jail footprint fit – even at
the very large size of 660 beds, but also that the environmental impact would be
minimal.
Please see the response to Comess comment 14 (Page 2-14).
15. I also ask that you incorporate the citizen comments made at the February 2,
2011 public meeting held by Whatcom County. Nearly 300 citizens attended and
spoke up that they want mental health treatment and diversion to jail as a part of
the jail plan. There was very little support for the large jail. Your SDEIS describes
this as “several citizens challenged the need for a facility of up to 800 beds.”
There was significant concern and the statement is not accurate. More recently
we’ve seen up to several letters to the editor in any given week. These are
concerns that you should take seriously as these are the same citizens Whatcom
County will turn to when it’s time to fund the new jail.
To avoid voluminous duplication, the total record of the February 2, 2011 meeting will
not be reproduced for the FEIS. However, stronger language has been provided
conveying the extent of comment on the issues cited. This FEIS describes a current
jail size of 521 beds and contains discussion of the non-SEPA alternatives raised by
citizens in their review of the SDEIS. These represent a response to the issues
raised by the public in 2011.
16. Note that your information on when the earlier jail planning process was
inaccurate. The process appeared to end when the Jail Planning Task Force was
formed by resolution – April 26, 2011 – yet the SDEIS states that the planning
suspension occurred in January. Please don’t gloss over the concerns the public
had with an 880-bed jail in 2011; those are likely to be the same concerns they’ll
have with a 660-bed jail in 2014.
The dates contained in the SDEIS are accurate and were intended to reflect the
history of the process, not to diminish the concerns expressed by the public.
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17. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. I hope you’ll consider again
the size of jail we need. I strongly recommend we build a jail no larger than 521
beds and I will support and work towards a jail of that size.
Comment acknowledged.

Carlos Montage
1.

One topic that seems to be missing from the discussions regarding the new
"Super-Size Me" jail (aka Elfo's Palace) concerns the compounding effect of
importing, then releasing large numbers of ex-offenders into this community.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
2.

In order to remain economically viable, Elfo's Palace will need to bring in
prisoners from other facilities. (The process of correctional institutions turning to
other facilities with open beds is a fairly commonplace practice.) Sometimes this
is due to overcrowding; while at others it represents a clean and easy way for
other institutions to dump the worst of their worst elsewhere, allowing them
become somebody else's problem.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
3.

Once these folks conclude their stay at Elfo's Palace they will be free to go
wherever their dreams take them. I imagine a few will be independently wealthy
and will immediately set out to see the world; some will no doubt have rich
benefactors lining up to fly them back home in private chartered planes. Most,
however, will soon be back to their old tricks, but in a new locale where naiveté
is, in this instance, not exactly an asset.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
4.

I'm sure some will be amazed at how easy the pickings are here in Whatcom
County, and the good news will travel fast. Friends and family will be recruited,
and with a little luck, the Elfo Palace will no longer have to advertise for guests.
In fact, it might be turning to the taxpayers of Whatcom County again; this time
requesting funding to ship the overflow elsewhere, or perhaps to expand the
palace even further.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

Moonwater
Please accept my comments for consideration in the jail planning process. I
recognize the need for a new jail. I also believe the following:
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1.

It is critical that we have a safe, affordable, and sufficiently sized jail to meet our
current and near future needs (i.e. the next 20 years) - not more than
approximately 500 beds.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
2.

It is prudent for us to build the jail in such a way that enables its expansion, also
in an affordable, judicious manner. However, it is imperative that we only build
what we need now, and that information and considerations regarding Phase
Two not cloud or impact our current need, nor be inappropriately incorporated
into the EIS for Phase One.

Comment acknowledged.
3.

Alternatives to jail must be both fully funded, and incorporated into the jail
planning itself. There are numerous local organizations, and state and national
models of best practices for these diversion programs. We have already
successfully enacted some of them. We need to ensure the continued funding of
them, and budget additional funding to pursue even more alternatives. Mental
health court, drug court, our juvenile justice system, community service
opportunities, and social skill building services need to be financially and
philosophically supported.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
4.

We must not lose site of the rapidly changing drug laws and the extreme
likelihood that they will significantly reduce our incarceration rates.

Comment acknowledged.

Irene R. Morgan
1.

Founded ReEntry Coalition – almost 7 years ago – Dec. 2008. I attended all but
the first Jail Task Force meetings – was not notified. Several of our members
have attended various City and County Council meetings and other venues
sharing our views with statistics on alternatives to jail. Advocating for Restorative
Justice* (RJ), diversion, expanded drug courts, Mental Health court (thank
goodness this is being considered), Homeless and Vets courts. We have been
excluded and ignored – none of our ideas/proposals have been included in any
of the plans for the jail or operations of its’ programs. Jay Farbstien was
presented with many documents for his study – none of our stats showed up and
no mention of alternatives as we have sought. Joy Gilfilen our former President
submitted a 17 page statement for the last EIS process – most of what she
submitted has not been used.
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See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).
2.

Thank you Lisa McShane for your research and stating in the Cascadia Weekly
yesterday that in New Jersey up to 40% of folks in jails are too poor to make bail.
“I bet if we tried we could find an alternative that costs a lot less than $79 a day!”
Guess what – That’s what the REC does!! We help folks coming back from
prison and we have been stumping RJ and other alternatives for years; Burien –
just announced that they have cut their student expulsions from 30 a year to
ONE last year – using only RJ – why are we not considering this? RestoreALife
Center is my vision for helping get former prisoners on their feet - Delancey St.
(http://www.delanceystreetfoundation.org/facsf.php). With housing, education,
training, recovery and wellness – a farm where they can learn about the cycles of
life.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
3.

Education is far more effective than incarceration, the price much cheaper and
the results are functional members of our society – tax payers and good citizens.
We have done it – we have the results.
Woman #1 – 25 yrs. old arrested 24 times by age 21, 4 years in prison @ $30K
yr. = $120,000 plus courts and jail visits. She came to us; 5 months of case
management and help with housing costs = $1,500. She enrolled in college,
volunteered and was employed part time at the end of 5 months of coaching.
Return of investment is off the charts! Perfect condition for RJ, employment
program or the RestoreALife Center we have proposed.
Other cases where alternative means could have made a difference:
Youth #1 – 17 yrs. old, arrested for drug use – sent to minimum security work
camp for 17 months $51,000 - - - he learned how to work! He had never worked;
mother and grandmother dealt drugs and he had no male figure to emulate in his
life. He now loves to get up and go to work! Could we not have taught him to
work for much less money? and achieved an even better outcome? Perfect
condition for an RJ, employment program or the RestoreALife Center we have
proposed.
Youth #2 – juvenile tried as an adult age 14 – car theft and attempted murder,
60+ foster homes, joy ride and locked owner in trunk – owner jumped out when
the trunk opened 5 minutes later and ran away. 17 years in prison, no social
skills (did not know how to order meal from menu) traumatized with daily living.
Learned how to be a better crook. 17yrs x $36,000 = $612,000
Cost of
Alternatives? - $5000. Perfect conditions for RJ, school and employment
program and RestoreALife Center.
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Man #1 – 24 yr old DUI, jail, license suspended, (had a job – no transportation to
get to and from) drug court that took him away from his job middle of the day.
Incalculable amount of expenses and lost wages. Perfect condition for alternative
transportation program (license for work only). drug treatment /RestoreALife
Center.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
4.

It’s been proven; jail is NOT the place for implementing the kinds of alternatives
we speak of; jail atmosphere prevents inmates from learning; it’s a closed
atmosphere. Jails are closing everywhere. 80% of the folks in our jail are nonviolent. Let’s follow the lead of many other communities and use Prevention, and
Early intervention practices. Longmont CO, RJ is a model that has been
successful for almost two decades.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9tl4YmYYnI.
Why are we not doing it here in Whatcom County?

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
5.

Why are we improving so many roads for this jail? Keep it in downtown
Bellingham and there will be no need for drastic and expensive road
improvements. Is this plan for improved roads a ‘make work’ project to create
more jobs? We cannot afford this kind of ‘creative’ job proposal. If my math is
correct, in my opinion, this entire project will bankrupt our county. This kind of
expenditure for Whatcom County is NOT sustainable.

Regarding road improvements, such improvements are typical of those required for
public or private projects, in accordance with the regulations of the City of Ferndale.
Other comments are acknowledged.
6.

*Restorative Justice (RJ) seeks to redefine crime, interpreting it not so much as
breaking the law, or offending against the State, but as an injury or wrongdoing to
another person. Victims are at the center of the Restorative Justice process.
Why was the ‘Needs Assessment’ not available much earlier to be examined by
the public instead of just before the meeting on Sept 23?
Page 11 - In addition, the team also developed a list of possible alternative
programs that might be implemented in a detention system. Most, as it turns out,
have already been in-place in Whatcom County for some time. Each was as
robust as space and budget allowed. What this means to the effect on jail bed
need for Whatcom County is that the majority of the jail population who are
eligible for alternative programs are already benefiting from that privilege and that
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no other significant segment of the jail population would be available for
alternative programming.
It is unfortunate that the Sheriff and his staff are not aware of or not interested in
learning more about the programs mentioned above, for they could reduce his
population
by
several
percentage
points
if
implemented.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9tl4YmYYnI. There IS a better way - when
people know better – they do better - - let’s use our tax dollars to educate before
we incarcerate!!
See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).
7.

"Bellingham’s Civic Center – If the jail should move out of Bellingham’s’ civic
center, what will the costs be in terms of loss of revenue to the city with support
businesses moving out near the new jail site? Where, by the way – there are NO
services at all! Also what are the costs of those support businesses moving into
an area with no infrastructure for these businesses? There has been no
estimation of impact to any of these conditions should the jail move out to
Ferndale".

The preferred location for the Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and
Sheriff’s Headquarters was annexed into the City of Ferndale City Limits in February,
1977 as part of Ordinance 541. The site is fully serviced by the City of Ferndale
(including water and sewer). This EIS provides a preliminary analysis of the demands
the potential correctional facility and sheriff’s headquarters would place on these
existing services. Since 2000, nearly 200,000 square feet of fully serviced
commercial/ industrial development has been built within Ferndale’s City limits in this
area, and an estimated 500 people now work nearby.

Lisa Parberry ‐ Scrap-it Stow-it
1.

As landowner of property bordering the southern boundary to the proposed
site for the new county jail I have concerns of how my current operations
and/or potential operations might impact the wellbeing of the jail population
and its employees. The EIS and the SEIS do not seem to address my
concern(s) of what impact existing, (or expanded), businesses will have on the
jail population and/or if any mitigation is planned beyond leaving remedial
actions to the neighboring landowners.

Comment acknowledged. See specific responses to your comments below.
2.

Noise, and to a lesser extent odors, that would otherwise remain
inconsequential within an industrial setting will likely be relevant to a
residential complex located within the industrial zone. Therefore, we express
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concerns with the siting of a residential jail within the industrial zoning
classification within the City of Ferndale.
See response to Gilfilen Comment 4 (Page 2-17).
3.

Our existing businesses employ heavy equipment involved in the processes
needed for the preparation of scrap metal and other material for recycling
along with the transportation of these materials and large storage containers.
Our operations generate a significant amount noise, indoors and outdoors,
often outside normal business hours. A flexible operating schedule is
essential to meet the business needs and remain competitive in the market
place.

Comment acknowledged; however, all existing and proposed businesses are required
to comply with the City of Ferndale regulations, that include noise and air quality.
4.

The EIS fails to discuss the impacts that the existing neighboring industrial
operations, and/or potentially new operations, operating flexible hours will
have on the residential facility. The supplemental EIS indicates that regulatory
agencies exist that will address any such issues thereby essentially delegating
remedial actions to be the burden of the existing industries that would
otherwise not be burdened if the jail was not sited.

See response to Parberry Comment 3 above and McCarter Comment 2 (Page 2-26).
5.

I feel we have a right to conduct business as afforded by locating our
businesses within the industrial zone and/or as established under a conditional
use permit and that it should be the responsibility of the County to mitigate any
issues that might be caused by a neighboring business operating their
business while utilizing accepted business practices should such activity
impact the residential population to be housed at the facility.

See response to McCarter Comment 2 (Page 2-26).

Ellen Posel
1.

I was glad to hear that Sheriff Elfo no longer wants to build a jail larger than 521
beds. All available information indicates that this will be sufficient for the
foreseeable future. A second phase should not be part of the current planning
because 1) there is no foreseeable need and 2) the price tag would be
unacceptable, especially because we do not need this second phase.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
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2.

Alternatives to incarceration are a necessary part of the planning and financial
allocation for the new jail. Mental health court, drug court and juvenile justice
alternatives and other non-jail alternatives have been shown to be effective in
terms of improving people's lives and costing less than incarceration. (See Texas
and Colorado for programs and data about their effectiveness). We need to plan
these alternatives now, parallel to the jail planning.

See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).

ReSources – Wendy Steffensen
1.

Thank you for accepting comments regarding this Supplemental Draft EIS. We
are submitting these comments on behalf of RE Sources for Sustainable
Communities and the North Sound Baykeeper Program. RE Sources is a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting environmental stewardship within the
community. The North Sound Baykeeper is a program within RE Sources that
works to protect the water resources and critical areas of Whatcom and Skagit
Counties. The objectives of this comment letter are to communicate our concerns
about this Draft EIS and to offer suggestions that can improve the project. Thank
you for your attention.

Comment acknowledged.
2.

We would like to begin by thanking staff at Whatcom County Planning and
Development Services for all the work that has already gone into this project.
This supplemental Draft EIS is an improvement over the previous version of the
report, and we appreciate the staff’s work in revising the document into its
present form. We were glad to see that Sites 4 and 5 have been removed from
consideration. We were also glad to see that the County took scoping comments
seriously and performed a Limited Environmental Assessment of potential
contamination from the old Wilder Site and Friese Hide & Tallow.

Comment acknowledged.
3.

Though this Draft EIS is an improvement over the initial version of the document,
we believe that there are still opportunities to strengthen the content and scope
of the study. Our first area of concern relates to groundwater at the LaBounty
Site. Page 3-7 of the Draft EIS states that “Portions of (primarily the eastern
portion) the LaBounty Road Site are located within an area of high aquifer
susceptibility.” On Page 3-12, it is also stated that an “Aquifer Recharge Area
Technical Study” may be prepared for the project “if deemed necessary by the
City of Ferndale.” We recommend that Whatcom County conduct this study and
implement any appropriate mitigation measures. Some of the activities
associated with the project may have impacts on groundwater recharge or water
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table depths; since a portion of the LaBounty Site is a high aquifer susceptibility
area, we think it is appropriate to conduct a study that will help planners fully
understand the potential aquifer impacts of the jail’s construction. The Draft EIS
specifically references a number of project-related activities that may affect
groundwater at the LaBounty Site:






Certain activities can reduce groundwater recharge rates by decreasing
the permeability of the surface layer. Activities including clearing and
grubbing of vegetation, soil compaction, and construction of stormwater
facilities are expected to take place as part of the project, and all of these
actions may reduce surface permeability (3-12).
Dewatering may occur if high groundwater is encountered during
construction, or it may be necessary to facilitate “other construction
activities” (3-12). The Draft EIS states that dewatering “could cause a
temporary and localized lowering of the water table near the construction
zone” (3-12).
Though it is not discussed at length in the Draft EIS, we are also
concerned about how the construction of impermeable land cover in the
form of parking lots and buildings will affect groundwater recharge rates.

The site is underlain by a base layer of very low permeability clay (glaciomarine drift),
which acts to preclude recharge of any deep aquifer. The eastern portion of the site
has a thin siltry sand layer which currently allows for some infiltration of surface water.
From the explorations conducted at the site to date, it appears that the surface water
that infiltrates into the subsurface near LaBounty Road, moves laterally to the west as
a perched groundwater system which daylights on the lower elevation portions of the
site. The construction of buildings and paved areas will therefore limit the amount of
recharge to this perched zone and this can be mitigated through the use of the
proposed on-site retention facilities.
4.

In summary, there are a number of opportunities for the project to affect the
properties of the aquifer. Because the area is designated high susceptibility, we
believe that a Technical Study should be conducted prior to construction, so that
the County will better understand the potential aquifer impacts (and how to
properly mitigate, if necessary). For the public’s clarification, the Final EIS should
describe the procedures of an Aquifer Recharge Area Technical Study, and what
circumstances would compel the City of Ferndale to require one of these studies.

Additional infiltration studies will be conducted as part of the preliminary and final
design to better assess the characteristics of the deep aquifer at the site. In addition,
field testing will be conducted to facilitate the design of surface infiltration and
retention and detention facilities.
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5.

We would also like to express concern about the wetland impacts associated
with the project. Under both site design plans, Wetlands D and H would be
completely filled in as part of construction. Though 3.1 acres of wetlands will be
permanently impacted, the Draft EIS states that “both of these site layouts were
designed to avoid direct and indirect impacts to wetlands to the maximum extent
possible” (4-7). With such an extensive wetland area impacted, we believe that it
is important for the Draft EIS to thoroughly demonstrate that additional avoidance
of impacts is not possible. Avoidance is the first step in mitigation sequencing,
and impacts should be avoided wherever possible. A complete explanation of
why certain impacts cannot be eliminated or moved elsewhere should be an
important part of avoidance in critical areas mitigation. Please add additional
content to the Chapter 4: Environmental Impacts section that explains why it isn’t
possible to avoid filling in Wetlands D and H as part of the project. Why can’t
layout of buildings be different? Why can’t the construction area be fully moved to
a different part of the site where wetland impacts can be avoided?

Wetlands D and H and their associated buffers occupy a large portion of the property
that is the most buildable. These wetland areas have relatively less value compared
to Wetlands A and C in the northwest corner of the property. The proposed
correction facility has many design criteria that require a specific project footprint that
does not allow flexibility in how the buildings can be arranged. This required
impacting Wetlands D and H in order to avoid impacting the higher value wetlands
(i.e., Wetlands A and C), accommodating the design requirements for the correction
facility, and using the most buildable portion of the property.
6.

On a related subject, the proposed construction of the stormwater detention pond
will impact just over 41,000 square feet of stream buffer (4-7). We are wondering
why the detention pond needs to be sited in a manner that will disrupt the stream
buffer. Please amend the appropriate section of the Draft EIS to justify the
placement of the detention pond in the buffer. Can the detention pond be placed
in an area that doesn’t impact any streams or wetlands?

The detention pond needs to be located such that the runoff from the project can
gravity flow into it out of it. In order to minimize the area required for the pond, and
therefore minimize impacts to wetlands, the available pond storage depth needs to be
maximized, which will be accomplished by emptying into the stream. During design,
reduction in the size of the pond will be considered through infiltration and onsite
wetland recharge. The ultimate size of the pond will be kept to the absolute
minimum, and it will be situated to result in the least amount of total impact.
7.

We also noted that Wetlands A, C, and F may be temporarily impacted by utility
line excavation. We are glad to see that Whatcom County plans to rectify these
impacts. However, it would be preferable if these temporary impacts could be
avoided altogether. This could be achieved by rerouting the paths of the utility
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lines to avoid any interference with the wetlands. Please explore the possibility of
siting the utility lines in a manner that avoids wetland impacts to the greatest
extent possible. While rectification of impacts is acceptable, it is better from a
water quality and habitat standpoint to avoid impacts altogether.
Based on the current design, only Wetland C is anticipated to be impacted directly
(i.e., through pipe / trench installation) for the rerouting of the sanitary sewer and
water lines. During final design, it is likely that these can be rerouted in a less straight
line to avoid physically crossing through Wetland C. However, the City of Ferndale
has indicated that they need to approve this alignment because they are city-owned
utilities within city easements and the easements need to be outside of any secured
areas. The City will have ultimate design authority.
8.

A final comment on wetlands impacts relates to water quality impacts from the
stormwater system. Page 4-8 states that “there could also be water quality
impacts to wetlands from discharge of storm water from the detention pond.” We
think that wetland water quality is very important, and we request that this
particular discussion be expanded. What specific water quality impacts are the
project planners expecting to see? Page 4-8 also states that “these indirect
impacts would be attenuated by providing flow control and water quality
treatment for new impervious surfaces.” Again, we would like to see this point
elaborated in the EIS document. What kind of water quality treatment and flow
control does Whatcom County plan on employing here? We think it is important
that these procedures be outlined in the Final EIS.

The County proposes to mitigate any water quality impacts to wetlands through
treatment and flow control as required by the City of Ferndale. Treatment will be in
accordance with the Department of Ecology Western Washington Stormwater
Management Manual. At a minimum this treatment will achieve 80% removal of Total
Suspended Solids (TSS), dissolved metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, phosphorous,
and pesticides / fungicides.
Flow control strategies will use a combination of infiltration in rain gardens and
detention pond(s). A calibrated continuous simulation hydrologic model will be used
in compliance with Department of Ecology and Environmental Protection Agency
requirements to ensure that the post development runoff flows will match the
predevelopment runoff flows. Potential methods for providing treatment and flow
control are discussed in Chapter 3 of the SDEIS. However, the specific best
management practices that will be utilized to accomplish this treatment and flow
control will be determined during final design.
9.

Moving away from on-site land use, we request that the EIS include an
estimation of the proposed jail’s total expected water consumption, accounting
for all expected end-uses of the municipal water supply. We have noted that
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discussion of peak hour domestic water flows, fire flows, and sewer flows (14-3
&14-4). This is important information on its own, but we also think it is important
for the EIS to clearly explain the facility’s total draw on the area’s water
resources. The North Sound Baykeeper is concerned about water demand and
water rights in Whatcom County, and we consider fresh water usage to be an
environmental impact. Since this is an EIS, it is appropriate to discuss the
facility’s consumption of the area’s limited water resources. The information
included in the EIS could also be useful for county or city-wide water resource
studies conducted at a later date.
The commenter requests an analysis that goes beyond the project-specific nature of
this EIS. The City’s analysis of the water impacts indicate that water rights are
adequate and that the projects water demands are within the supply capabilities of
the system. The commenter is concerned about the overall regional supply system
and with no concerns being expressed by providers; it must be assumed that supply
is not an issue.
10. In conclusion, we are asking for the following actions:
 Perform an “Aquifer Recharge Area Technical Study,” and describe the
requirements, process, and findings in the Final EIS.
 Provide thorough evidence that the proposed site designs avoid wetland
and stream impacts to the maximum extent possible. This includes layout of
buildings and placement of the stormwater detention pond.
 Consider routing utility lines in a manner that will avoid impacts to Wetlands
A, C, and F.
 Describe potential wetland water quality and flow control issues associated
with the installation of the detention pond. Also describe potential treatment
options.
 Prepare an inventory of the facility’s total expected demand on municipal
water supplies.
Comment acknowledged. Responses are provided above within the full text of the
comment letter.

Kay Sardo
1.

Impacts of increased traffic to get to the site outside of the county seat. should
include family visitation travel, bondsmen, lawyers, newspeople, back and forth
transport of inmates to hospital, courts and mental health services.

The traffic study analyzed both direct and indirect impacts from the proposed jail and
Sheriff’s Headquarters project.
2.

Impacts of Construction of buildings for ancillary services that are now located in
the County seat
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Please see response to Comess Comment 12 (Page 2-11).

R.E. Stannard Jr. (Ted)
1.

Let’s make sure our jails are for public service, not private profit. They must not
feed a human warehousing industry. Large enough to serve well, small enough
to oversee well.
Managed to raise the social fitness of inmates and
professionalism of staff. Located conveniently for legal processes and access by
families and social services. Built to protect both inmates and society. Designed
to minimize the wasting of lives. That would be a happy use of my taxes. We
are in modest retirement, but I worry less about how high my taxes are, than
about how they are employed.

Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

J. Riley Sweeney
1.

The size of the proposed facility is essential to calculating the environmental
impacts. We need to build a jail of 521 beds or smaller. For the last three years,
our average daily inmates continues to decline - even with population increases
and changing legislation, 521 beds will sustain us for the next two decades. I
reject the idea that building a 649 bed facility is required or prudent. It is wasteful
and excessive.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
2.

Finally, although it is outside the scope of the environmental impact statement, it
is essential that we have a system of diversion programs that are fully funded
and supported in our community. For too long, the jail has been used as a
warehouse for the mentally ill. We need to provide resources for these people
that provide care, not incarceration.

See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).

Dove Toll
1.

If it is important to use money wisely, it is important to build a jail of the right size.
If we build a jail that's too big for our current needs we waste money and send a
message to our community that it's okay to go to jail, this is what we expect you
to do. That's why we built such a big jail.

See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
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2.

If our law and justice system supports mental health approaches for people with
mental health issues, we will have fewer prisoners and will therefore need a
smaller jail. It has been calculated that a jail with 521 beds would be adequate for
our needs for the next twenty years. If at that time we find we need more space,
we can deal with it at that time.

See response to Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 2-20).

Wes Withrow
Please accept my comments for consideration in the jail planning process. I
recognize the need for a new jail. I also believe the following:
1.

No more than 500 beds seems reasonable for our community size, and the next
10-25 years. I do understand the need to easily and economically expand in the
future if needed, although my hope is that will not be necessary. Recent
changes to drug laws and a continued hope for alternatives to incarceration when
appropriate feed that hope.

See response to Britain Comment 1 above (Page 2-9).
2.

I think it is important to build what we need now, and not predict and then walk
into a future where this community is incarcerating an even higher percentage, or
even "importing" prisoners from other communities. We don't have to look
outside of our own state to see planning for too many beds can leave a
community with a mess to handle.

Comment Acknowledged
3.

I would prefer to see the new jail closer to downtown Bellingham within close
proximity to court and legal services, public transit, and social service agencies.
Thank your for your time and commitment to this process. I know this is a
difficult project, but is of critical importance. Without doubt, these choices will
have an impact and legacy on our county for decades to come.

See response to Comess Comment 12 (Page 2-11) regarding the location of services
near to the jail property vs. downtown.
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Public Comment Meeting Comments and Responses
The following are oral public comments received at the SDEIS Public Comment
Meeting held September 26, 2013.

Oral Testimony
Walter Haugen
See response to written comments below (Page 2-55).

John Robinson
1.

7 years in Law Enforcement (prior) and worked with Emergency Response Team
and Sheriff’s Academy, so have spent time in the jails and been to the
courthouse many times. Locally do we have need? No question, what we have
now is literally life threatening; current building and office, someone is going to
end up getting killed. Absolutely needed! I’m a “Ferndaleion” – love community,
been here since 1990. From all I have read and heard and studies, not a
negative impact on environment. Major plus in benefit: time means money. Buy
locally. Net plus from fiscal standpoint. Design seems to be one that one would
not recognize as a jail. Look like an industrial type of an area. Major plus for law
enforcement. Won’t have to worry about traffic, congestion.

Comment acknowledged.

Yoshe Reuelle
2.

One thing we have to realize about people being in prison, no matter how much
we try to bury them in prison, when they come out of prison, we are still with
them. They are still a part of our community. This is a dollar bill, it is a drug,
there are people addicted to that dollar bill and they will harm people for that
dollar bill. Don’t see very many of them in prison, and yet we have all these
prisoners put in for, yes pot, alcohol, mental illnesses. They are a problem, but
they are salvageable. Pot, alcohol, mental health issues, not salvageable if in
prison. Stick them in a building like this and pretend they do not exist, does not
work.

Comment acknowledged.

Kay Sardo
3.

See response to written comments below (Page 2-57).
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James Riley Sweeney
4.

Last several years, my wife struggled with mental illness; daily struggle, good
days and bad days. Had access to education and healthcare to make sure it was
treatable and manageable. I still remember the dread that I felt with the knock on
the door, Police called because we were noisy; health issue has become a law
enforcement issue. That is not right and not helpful. Hundreds of people across
our County experience same. Use jail to warehouse mentally ill. When I read
the EIS for 660 bed facility, something that can meet our needs for the next 50
years, I wonder could we just do it for the next 20 years. Can’t we build a facility
with 521 beds, use savings to fund mental health services?

See responses to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9) and Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 220). The proposed bed size for the development is 521.

Tim Johnson
5.

Would like to see things in the EIS, particularly economic analysis. I spoke to a
number of attorneys in town and they had questions about it and would be
interested in the EIS addressing their issues. Analysis on transportation costs.
There is expectation that major population center of Bellingham is where most
people live there would be an added cost in transporting from Bellingham into
Ferndale. Other issue: Expectation that there would a bifurcation of the criminal
and civil court, I think this EIS should analyze that. Most of Civil cases handled
in Bellingham and Criminal handled in Ferndale. What does that mean in terms
of judges, court commissioners; these costs should be included in EIS. At what
point does the definition of the county seat change, by changing the jail and the
court system and Sheriff’s Office moving that to Ferndale. So that essentially
Ferndale becomes the de facto County seat, rather than the City of Bellingham
and what does that mean for Whatcom County, would like to see some analysis
of that and in addition to that maybe some transparency on the owners of the
property around the property, because that is where the law offices will be
located to handle criminal cases.

Comment acknowledged. A fiscal analysis has been prepared apart from the EIS
and is available for review. The location of a Sheriff’s office in Bellingham ensures
compliance with the “county seat” provision of State law.

Lloyd Zimmerman
6.

Would like to see included in the EIS the Economic impact. On the Ferndale City
Council #6. Good and bad things with jail. If we do get the jail and the entire
sheriff’s coming to Ferndale, what could be a great benefit, and cost savings.
We have talked about; let’s start up a Fire Dept. Right now we are contracted
out to a fire district. If the Jail comes to Ferndale we would want to know what
economic impact of now having 120 officers plus 80 or so in homeland security
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across the street, I think we would be very safe. Would we could we, contract
out to sheriff’s dept and close police dept. Mental health – trying to get to bottom
of things. Little element of toxicity that people have, creates aberrant behavior.
Need better healthcare facility. 50% of residents have emotional and physical
issues. Prisoners in own body. Why did Ferndale draw the short stick?
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS. A fiscal
analysis has been prepared apart from the EIS and is available for review.

Yoshe Reuelle
7.

One of most healing things in terms of mental illness – is giving myself
permission to cry. Cheaper to allow crying and allow emotional healing path than
to build this huge complex.

Comment acknowledged.

Barbara Stremburger
8. About 4 years ago I was made aware of this jail being built and got really involved.
Right size jail coalition. Timing and mental health issues. I keep Wondering 4
years later why keep going around in circles. Urgency is clear when listen to
stories about what happens inside the jail, but size of jail and not enough attention
to mental health issues is slowing the process. If we could finally get to a # that
we can agree on, thought it was 521, not increased. People clearly don’t want a
large sized jail. Friend – just visiting boyfriend put in jail – she went to visit. He
was beat up. Not what you think, trying to protect mentally ill person in jail. Other
inmates beat him up. What’s happening in jails is awful. Until we address these
two issues about getting the right size jail, we will hear more stories like this.
See responses to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9) and Gilfilen Comment 11 (Page 220).

Lauren Beall
See response to written comments below (Page 2-54).

Eugene Goldsmith
9.

Been here for 25 years, wife was mayor of town: Need it, like it. Not concerned
that we are overbuilding. The future of this County is going to be tremendous
growth. Cheaper to build today than to expand it. Yes Mental Health is a
problem, but everything that’s happened lately (theater in Colorado, WA DC), it’s
a mental health person who is out. Need to make sure folks are secure and safe
in our homes and in our community. GDP commenter was incorrect.
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Comment acknowledged.

Bob Burr
10. Prefer to see jail in Bellingham, our county seat, actually on the waterfront which
is under development. Had the pleasure of living in existing jail for a couple of
days. I can testify to how inhumane conditions are. Looking forward to a new jail
irrespective of where it’s located. Overpopulation of jail w/ mentally ill people.
Sat up all night and listened to wailing and cries of the mentally ill. One of my
worries about the current site – transportation to and from the courts, big hassle
compared to what we have now. Particular concern perhaps unsolvable, when
people are booked, their money is taken. Given a check when they leave, but if
banks are closed, difficult to cash that check. County should have a check
cashing facility on site. Or that people can be delivered to check cashing
facilities. Even with a new modern jail, inhumanity will not be solved. Experience
with a good portion with deputies that staff jail, they seem like they come from B
Hollywood Movie, not respectful of the people who are put in there – who are
innocent until proven guilty. Act like goons. Concerned about distance between
jail and hospital. Medical conditions, currently hospital too far away. Sleep
apnea machines not available in jail. No provision for timely prescription drugs to
be delivered; worse if jail is remote from hospital. Greatest stewards of our
environment in this County are the Lummi Nation. Seek out their council on the
EIS.
Comments acknowledged. These comments fall outside the scope of the EIS. The
Lummi Nation received a copy of the SDEIS.

Margaret Rojsza
11. From where I come from (communist country for large part of my life) we have
real prisoners and political prisoners. In America, I am extremely shocked what I
am seeing. Thought communist was oppressive; I observe a more frightening
approach here in this country. People are quickly booked today for minor
happenings. Opposed to jail. America bookings are way higher then the rest of
the world.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

Irene Morgan
12. I studied the Re-Entry coalition 7 years ago. Presented at many Meetings,
advocate for people w/ conviction histories. Advocate for restorative justice,
which is having much success across the nation and world. Feel that diversion is
a good plan and along with to keep so many people from going into our jail we
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could have the restorative justice, diversion and expand drug courts. Thank
goodness the mental health courts are being considered. Need homeless and
veterans courts because most of these people do not know how to live in our
society. What I have experienced with my sharing ideas we have been to many
different places and most ideas have been excluded and/or ignored. Mr.
Farbstein came, hired by the County during JPTF. He came and presented and
asked for different people to present different alternatives, none showed up in his
statements. Joy submitted 17 page EIS statement the last time – very little what
she said was included. Thank Lisa McShane – too poor to make bail. If tried,
could find alternative that costs less than $79 per day. Guess what, that is what
the Re-entry coalition does. We help people who are coming back to the
community – A young woman had 24 arrests, 4 years in prison $250M in
taxpayer money. It took us 5 months of caring and saying how can we help you,
$1,500 and 5 months of case management – within that time she became a fully
functional citizen, a taxpayer, a volunteer. Burien just announced they have cut
student problems 30 students in one year who were having problems, solved
with restorative justice. Last year, one problem with a student. Why are we not
considering restorative justice, why are we not spending our money on
restorative justice? Vision – Restore Life Center – farm, (it is housing, education,
employment and also a recovery center), go to farm and get connected with the
cycles of life and how we all actually live on this planet. Education is far more
effective than incarceration. The price is much cheaper and the results are
functional members of our society. (Taxpayers and good citizens). We have
done it, we have the results. Jails are closing everywhere across the land. This
kind of Expenditure we are putting forth is not sustainable. It has been proven
that jail is not the place for implementing the kinds of alternatives we speak of.
Jail atmosphere doesn’t allow people to learn. Use tax dollars to educate before
we incarcerate.
Comments acknowledged. These comments fall outside the scope of the EIS.

Joy Gilfilen
13. Past president of Re-Entry Coalition. Chose to step down so I can speak directly
as a taxpayer and business woman. I have actually read the entire EIS. I have
also read research that is out in the community, in the prison industry, in many
places that actually show that we can, with restorative justice, with behavior
modification therapy with many other solutions we can get anywhere from a $4
dollar to a $45 dollar to even $75 dollar return on every single dollar we invest in
citizen education and therapies. Have presented at multiple JPTF committees,
we have presented to the County Council, we have spoke to the sheriff, Wendy
Jones, we have spoken with hundreds of people in Whatcom County who are
both criminals (with that label because they have been incarcerated), spoken
with students who actually have been arrested and lives have been dramatically
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changed because of situations with the law. We have HS students who have told
us they are afraid to call the cops in Bellingham or Whatcom County. Frankly we
have a Problem in Whatcom County: same across the nation. We have a great
Depression going on, people not willing to address it. Poverty through the roof.
50% of students in Ferndale Elementary on fixed/supported income for food.
Can’t fix poverty and economic problem with more jails. Self destruction pattern
of behavior that we need to break the pattern of addiction, abuse, penalty and
readdiction to abuse. I believe Whatcom County can change it. We have brilliant
people. But have to be honest with problem facing. Not okay to video
conferencing for first arrest – sit them in a jail cell over video. Too isolated. My
son was arrested for a college party. He went into the Pubic defender’s office.
Public defender did not give him a police report. He asked for it, he did not get it.
I went in and asked why he did not get police report, was told none of my
business. He’s 18, he can do it himself. How can he do it himself, when you
have an entire institution telling him he’s wrong, so he cannot even get a
defense. That’s not okay. We have a whole pile of our children in Whatcom
County going into this jail because we have a system that is messed up. Need
3rd secured party analysis, look at what’s the matter that we’re in this mess. If we
are smart, we will use EIS as an opportunity to look at alternative restorative
community coalitions, we will actually build a solution that works for the
community. We can in fact have a facility at downtown, lock up the 300-400
people that are violent and take the rest of them and put them in the federal
building or another facility for a fraction of the cost. Economically not
sustainable, we cannot do it!
Comments acknowledged. These comments fall outside the scope of the EIS.

Lisa McShane
14. I read the headline in the newspapers saying that the jail proposal is for 521
beds, surprised to see 649 beds in the EIS. Recommend 521 and no larger, and
make it expandable. If in 20-30 years the future taxpayers, if they need a new
wing, they can pay to add to it. Current jail is 30 years. If it had been sitting
empty for 30 years, would we want it now? Things change. Need to make sure
this one can be expanded. Empty jails are not free; it costs money to maintain it.
I think we should build the right size jail and Invest in programs that are proven to
reduce our need for a large jail. Such as investing in Juvenile justice; putting
money into getting the mentally ill into treatment, instead of into jail. And paying
for a simple reminder system (just like dental offices use) to remind people to
show up to court date, to reduce the failure to appear rate and implement alts to
bail so jail isn’t full of people waiting to make court appearance because they
can’t make bail. All of this environmental impact, because the footprint of a
building is one of the large impacts it is going to have on the environment. Size
is important. Looks forward to reading the Needs Assessment when it comes
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out. In constructing and designing the jail, make sure it has a lot of natural light.
Average length of stay is 27 days. People who spend a lot of time there are the
people that work there. Make better environment for people who work and will
be there. Make sure good insulation, reduce operating cost. Hard to comment
on EIS w/o “Needs Assessment” being done. Thought we’d know needs
assessment before we moved forward with options.
The proposal has been clarified to state that the initial phase will contain 521 beds.

Jayne Baron
15. I’m wondering what is the purpose focusing on building a bigger jail. I appreciate
need for safety and security (the environment). I’ve been thinking about what
makes people feel safe and secure. I’m not sure anyone in jail feels safe and
secure. It doesn’t feel safe and secure with current system. A lot of people have
voiced similar feelings. Daughter that got randomly stopped and charged and
her and her friends are very leery of cops. Don’t call the cops; if you have a
problem we can solve it between ourselves. The system, you get caught up in it,
it is a downward spiral. Support talk about alternatives. People feel safe when
needs are met and treated with humanity and everyone feeling they have value
and purpose. Look at a future where jail becomes obsolete because we take
care of needs and everyone can be a contributing citizen. Everyone is safe and
secure.
See response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).
Written comments received at the Public Comment Meeting

Lauren Beall
16. I am very disturbed by the fact that an overwhelming number of beds in the
current and proposed jail would be filled by low-level offenders who cannot afford
or fail to appear in court, the price of bail. Please let us work together to end this
criminalization of poor people. Instead I believe that together the intelligent and
resourceful officials of our local governments and the citizens of Whatcom
County, can figure out how to allocate resources and tax money to mental health
programs, phone reminders of court appearances and other social programs to
aid rather than demonize the most vulnerable but still precious human beings in
our society.
Comment acknowledged, see response to Britain Comment 1 (Page 2-9).

Joan Dow
17. I feel that the Whatcom County and Ferndale due diligence have been complete
and accurate. The jail plans should proceed.
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Comment acknowledged.

Walter Haugen
18. The jail is a Fail. There are four reasons why I say this. The first reason is the
extravagance. The cost is reported to be $109 million. Now consider the GDP
for the whole of Whatcom County for 2012, which Dave Gallagher of the Herald
reported on September 13th as $9.89 billion. The jail cost of $109 million is 1.1%
of the entire Whatcom County GDP for a whole year. So what does this statistic
mean? Consider that all of the petroleum used in the US every year only
accounts for 5 to 5.5% of GDP. Think of it. Our country runs on oil – our
factories, our agriculture, our infrastructure. All of it runs on oil, but for all those
functions, the value of the oil used is only 5% of GDP. Since Whatcom County is
similar to the rest of the country, what pro-jail advocates are proposing to do is
use the equivalent of one-fifth of the oil energy in Whatcom County for one
project. One!
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
The second reason is Washington State already has too many jails. Right now
there is a 389 bed jail in Thurston County that is sitting empty at a cost of
$500,000 per year (Whatcom Watch, Sept 2013:7). Several years ago the per
year cost was at $450,000. How much will it be by the time a new jail is
completed? $600,000 per year to sit empty? $700,000? How much will it cost
for the new jail in Whatcom to sit partially filled? If it is not to have empty beds,
what is the justice system going to do? Start jailing people for spitting on the
sidewalk.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
The third reason is the prison-industrial complex. We all know that the US has
the highest incarceration rate in the developed world – even higher than South
Africa and Russia! This is because of the prison-industrial complex. For
instance, in California law enforcement unions lobbied extensively for the threestrike law and this law alone has contributed a great deal to California’s budget
troubles. It is likely Washington will suffer the same fate unless we damp down
this predilection to put people behind bars. We already have budget problems
now. Consider how much it costs to keep someone behind bars. “For example,
in the US as a whole in 2007, the average cost per person on probation was
$3.42 per day while the average for parole was $7.47. If one compares this to
the average cost to house a prisoner of $78,95 per day, it quickly becomes
apparent that social sanctions agreed to by the prisoner (i.e. probation or parole)
are more cost-effective than actually warehousing prisoners.” (Daily prisoner
costs: http://www.creditloan.com/inforgraphics/how-much-does-it-cost-to-keep-aFinal EIS: Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters
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criminal/. – from The Laws of Physics Are On My Side, Haugen (2012:77). What
does the prison-industrial complex have up its sleeve? Simply put, it is slavery.
Besides the structural racism of more people of color being in prison than their
representation in the population at large, the “new chain gangs” are far too
inefficient. Recent forays into institutionalized slavery by the prison-industrial
complex sheds some light on how inefficient slave labor can be. “For example, in
the fall of 2011, 105 prisoners from a Washington state correctional facility
helped pick apples at an orchard in Quincy, Washington. They picked 1,217 bins
of apples in 6 days, or an average of 1.93 bins per person per day. Since I was a
migrant worker myself and picked apples for 8 years in Washington, I can state
with some credibility that this is inefficient and far below minimum work levels.
Over my career picking apples, I never picked less than 3 bins a day, even on my
first day. In my last two seasons, I averaged 8 bins per day. My experience is
typical of migrant workers, whether Mexicans or Americans. (Prison labor:
Milkovitch, Matt, “Prison Labor Works for Colorado Growers, “Fruit Growers
News,
Issue
37:
January
2012.
Available
online
at:
http://fruitgrowersnews.com/index.php/magazine/article/prison-labor-works -forcolorado-growers/ - - from The Laws of Physics Are On My Side, Haugen
(2012:77)
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
The fourth reason is that it’s a boondoggle. The prison-industrial complex is a
boondoggle in itself, since it makes quite a bit of money off the sufferings of
prisoners and the structural racism of prison. In addition, it provides welfare for
law enforcement. High-paying jobs are created based on fear and greed. A
constant stream of prisoners is needed to keep law enforcement officers
employed. If you doubt this boondoggle, just look at the exponential growth of
the Border Patrol and Homeland Security. Billions of dollars are wasted annually
on increased security procedures that do little to deter terrorists but instead
harass ordinary citizens. There are an incredible number of jobs in Whatcom
County that are based on fear – fear of Muslims, fear of blacks and Latinos, fear
of foreigners, fear of “the other”. It is just shameful. This jail is shameful. The
jail is a fail.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.

Judy Hopkinson
19. I have several comments regarding this EIS. The proposed number of beds is
too large. There is no justification for building a jail larger than 521 beds.
See response to Britain Comment 1 above (Page 2-9).
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Siting the jail in Ferndale rather than Bellingham will create not only hardship for
families of inmates, but also increased traffic & pollution – because most of the
population of Whatcom Co. is in Bellingham.
Comments Acknowledged.
$109 million devoted to construction of a building to house prisoners, means less
money and fewer resources available to keep people out of jail in the first place.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
It is far less damaging to the environment to create & staff programs that keep
people out of jail than to build an excessively large building to house them.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
Simple solutions that will reduce the number of people incarcerated are not
included in the proposal such as (a) routine phone calls to remind people to
attend court appointments, (b) rehabilitation & mental health services. Because
of the orientation toward warehousing rather than problem solving, this proposal
would cause unnecessary harm to the environment and the community.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS, but are
mentioned in the Summary section of the Final EIS.

Elinor King
20. I am excited to have a new local jail that will be large enough to keep people off
our streets & neighborhoods. Also to have space to assess those with mental
health problems. The healthy & safe work area is so important. I like that the
location is not in a busy downtown area. I have attended previous meeting so
have listened to several ideas & believe this location & building will serve
Whatcom County for many years. Totally in favor!
Comment acknowledged.

Kay Sardo
21. I’m coming to you tonight to once again remind all of us that the proposal for the
new jail, now being reviewed for siting in Ferndale moves forward, there are
tradeoffs that seem to me to be being made without much public discussion or
really acknowledgement by planners, consultants, council and some media. I’m
here to ask that you include consideration of these tradeoffs in your public
discussions and decisions: First there is a trade off of immediate construction of
a 500 bed unit in the county seat where there is property going vacant instead of
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plans for an expandable incarceration campus outside Ferndale beyond regular
WTA service. To me this is a trade off for cheap and accessible property adding
to the sprawl northward into the county. For already existing infrastructure
lawyers, bail bond places, accessibility to the hospital and mental health and
rehabilitation services as well as loss of accessibility for families of those charged
who will not need to find ways to and from Ferndale. Phone and long distance
skype services are exorbitantly expensive when families are expected to pay for
them.
Comment acknowledged. Several comments fall outside the scope of the EIS.
Discussion of the mental health and family needs issues are discussed in the
Summary section and in Appendix F.
We can do better than planning for this campus that will assure increased traffic
both directions and be the most expensive investment of tax dollars ever in this
county while jail populations decrease. King County is now looking to the State
to help fill their cells. Meanwhile, prevention and rehabilitation programs here in
Whatcom county need more, not less financial support. We can do better. Let
us be reminded that our short stay jail needs to be close to the hospital for drug
and wound related help. Beyond that, aside from headline grabbers most arrests
are DUI and failure to appear. Let’s utilize best practices from other places that
require a simple call in process to help schedule appearances and decrease
confusion by those awaiting trial.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
And I do agree the service of the sheriff’s department and the Border patrol serve
us well. I’m just looking for your leadership to pause before cheap real estate
becomes the tradeoff for careful building of our much needed right size jail and
funding of sorely needed mental, addiction and rehabilitation services.
Comment acknowledged. This comment falls outside the scope of the EIS.
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Attachment 1
2010 Comments - Lisa McShane
Note: As part of the 2013 SEPA review process, Ms. McShane requested that
comments submitted during the 2010 review be included in the Final EIS. They are
provided below and are taken from a November 19, 2010 letter from Ms. McShane to
Michael Russell, Whatcom County Facilities Manager.
Where appropriate, comments have been inserted updating information. These additions
are clearly marked. Otherwise, the letter is presented in its entirety.

--------

----------

----------

Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
November 19, 2010
Re: DEIS Comments
Headquarters

on

the

Adult

Corrections

Facilities

and

Sheriff’s

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and
Sheriff’s Headquarters.
We understand current conditions in the downtown jail are deplorable and, while
somewhat alleviated by the 2006 interim jail, we agree that a new solution must be
found.
There is no more important part of siting, building and financing a jail project than public
involvement. While we are pleased to provide written comment, we are dismayed at the
lack of public involvement to date in this critical project. Studies1 have time and again
demonstrated that a thoughtful approach of reaching out to the public before and during
this project results in a better project and one that the public is more willing to fund. The
first published report from your consultant is dated in 2008 and according to your staff
approximately $1 million has been spent on this process2, yet there has been no public
meeting, presentation or hearing. The DEIS even states that there will be no public
presentation or hearing during this EIS process.

1

Department of Justice, National Institution of Corrections, An Information Brief: Issues in Siting
Correctional Facilities.
2

Michael Russell, personal communication, 10/10/10.
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So we write to provide ideas, information, questions and comments not only on the DEIS
content, but also in support of further public involvement and ultimate government
decision-making aligned with emerging best public safety policies.
Recommendation: We ask that you extend the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement deadline and hold a public hearing in order to engage the public in this
important project.
The extreme size of the project is the single largest impact to the environment
Tied to this Draft EIS are the Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters
Master Plan by Omni-Group, Inc. and HDR Engineering. Since the size of the jail,
sheriff’s headquarters, parking lots, storage buildings and power plants are all based on
the foundational numbers presented in the Master Plan, the environmental impacts
cannot be logically separated from the Master Plan and so we will address this first and
foremost.
The projected bed capacity requirements are extremely high.
The consultants predict that the county will triple its incarceration rate in the next few
decades, and yet provides no reasonable explanation why. HDR has been a consultant
for Whatcom County for approximately a decade and they brought their subcontractor,
Omni-Group in3 to provide an analysis of both the jail need and the sheriff’s
headquarters needs. Omni-Group presents an analysis that averages a range of
numbers. They start with the number of beds needed in 2007 – a year when alternative
sentencing and an effective early release program ended and a year where the need for
bed space was higher as a result, and multiply those by the rate of population increase.
They then take what they call “Method II” which appears to be created by multiplying the
number of beds needed in 2007 by a factor – 1.43 to 1.74 according to our calculations –
though they provide no explanation for how they arrive at that factor. That product is
then multiplied by 1.25. This provides a safety factor of from 1.79 to 2.17. This opaque
calculus is at the core of Omni-Group’s recommendations – and any rationale that might
support a massive investment by our County’s taxpayers. This is NOT a rationale any
taxpayer should be asked to endorse. No one makes decisions this way about their
family’s spending.
Why should there be a lower standard of disclosure and
accountability here?
The impact of Omni-Group’s opaque factoring quickly translates into enormous levels of
investment by County taxpayers when its math gets converted into projected required
beds. If Whatcom County builds a prison sized using Omni-Group multipliers, our rate of
incarceration would need to first double, then more than triple in order to make use of
those beds. To restate, those numbers take into account an expected population
projection, and then more than triple the expected increase in prisoners locked up. That
is an extreme and grim view of our future county, based on completely opaque math
provided by an outside expert no longer answering its phone and is not supported by the
evidence available from other jail projects under consideration by other counties in this
state and elsewhere.

3

Personal communication, Dewey Desler, 10‐10‐10.
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Given the importance of an accurate projection, the need for the public and policy
makers to trust their decision making process, and the financial burden to a community
when they get this wrong, Whatcom County has a responsibility to taxpayers to make
the model methodology and process transparent, and then validate those numbers by
comparing them against the methodology and conclusions reached by others.
Recommendation: We ask that Whatcom County revisit and revise the projected
number of jail beds needed.
In support of their high numbers, Omni-Group states: The results are not
inconsistent with projected detention bed rates in similar Washington State
Counties.
Our research shows that the opposite is true.
There are 39 counties in Washington State. Here are those with similar populations:


Kitsap -248,300 people – they have 510 beds and believe that will suffice for
quite awhile.4



Skagit -119,300 people – they have 180 beds but would like to build a new,
larger bed facility.



Thurston - 252,400 people – They have 316 beds plus an unused new facility
with 352 beds that aren’t needed. 5



Whatcom – 195,500 people – planning to build a new jail of 844.

Recommendation: We ask Whatcom County to clarify or revise that supporting
statement.
2013 County Response:
The current proposal is for a jail that could
accommodate up to 649 beds, but will have 521 beds on opening. Future bed
totals will depend on updated needs assessments in the future.
The size, cost and acreage of Whatcom County’s proposed new jail project appear
to be out of step with other projects in our region and throughout the United
States.
South King County Jail
The example of the South King County (SCORE) jail project is striking. This is a new jail
to serve the cities of Auburn, Burien, Des Moines, Federal Way, Renton, SeaTac and
Tukwila. The cities’ combined population in 2009 was 341,240. They are building a new
jail on 15.6 acres for 822 inmates at a cost of $58 million. Their current population is
roughly twice Whatcom County’s population and we can assume the growth rate in

4

History of the Kitsap County Corrections and Detention Facility. 2/28/2005.
http://www.kitsapgov.com/sheriff/pdf_scripts/Jail%20History%20022805.pdf
5

Thurston County jail ready but still too costly. The News Tribune. 10/05/10.
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these cities will be at least as rapid as Whatcom County’s yet their jail is a similar size,
significantly less expensive and on a much smaller parcel.
Jail Projects in our region and throughout the United States
These current or recently completed jail projects are estimated to accommodate growth
through 2025. No other community has required 60 acres for their horizontal jails.
Lubbock County’s jail is large because they have plans to rent out jail space for federal
prisoners and other counties. Only Whatcom County and Lubbock County are building
jails to accommodate more than 278 jail beds per 100,000 people.

County
Lancaster
County, NE

Beds
in
new
jail

Acre
s

384

San Mateo,
768
CA
South King
822
Cities, WA
Thurston
County, WA

352

Whatcom,
WA

844

Guilford
County, NC

1,032

Lubbock,
TX

1,512

Projected
Cost

Cost
per Current
new bed
Population

$25.5
million

$66,406

278,728

776

278

5

$150 - $160
$201,822
million

718,989

1,602

223

16

$58 million

$70,559

341,240

822

241

$45 million

$127,841

252,400

60

11.5

139

$140-$160
million + land $177,725+
and fees

200,434

844

398

$114.6 million

$111,046

472,216

1,302

275

$100 million

$66,137

264,418

1,512

571

Recommendation: We ask Whatcom County to evaluate and compare the size and
cost of jail projects in counties in our region and across the United States.
There are discrepancies in the 2050 unincorporated population numbers in the
Omni-Group report.
This apparent error was pointed out in the 9/16/2010 scoping comments by Steve Brinn
yet were not addressed in the Draft EIS. Whatcom County staff acting as lead for the
project stated that this will be answered in the FEIS6. However, that’s a foundational
number for the Sheriff’s Headquarters’ needs. If that number is wrong, then a large
6

Total
Beds
per
100,00
0

Total
#
Beds
in
County
After
Completion

Personal communication, Michael Russell, 10/10/10.
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portion of the DEIS is also wrong. This is an important point that should have been
addressed prior to the DEIS in order to produce an accurate report and must be
addressed immediately.
The Omni-Group report states “The extrapolation of projected 2025 requirements to
2050 has been predicated upon a year 2050 total county population of 327,000 for the
Bureau of Custody and Corrections and Facilities Management functions; and an
unincorporated county population of 203,653 for Sheriff’s Headquarters functions, as
tentatively estimated by the Whatcom County Planning and Development Services
Department.7”
In that estimate the percent of Whatcom County population in the unincorporated area is
62%. Currently around 45% of residents live in the unincorporated areas and as growth
increasingly concentrates in cities, and cities bring in their urban growth areas, that
percentage should drop rather than increase. However, Table A.2 on page A.4 of the
same report reverses the incorporated/unincorporated population numbers.
Recommendation: We ask Whatcom County to confirm that you used the accurate
numbers in evaluating the Sheriff Department needs.
2013 County Response: Updated population information is contained in the
2013 Needs Assessment.
Based on our average daily inmate population and our rate of population growth,
it appears that our jail in Phase I should be from 466 to 530 beds rather than 844.

2013 County Response:
The current proposal is for a jail that could
accommodate up to 649 beds, but will have 521 beds on opening. Future bed
totals will depend on updated needs assessments in the future.
Whatcom County has had roughly 0.2% of our population in jail. If we simply multiply
that times the population increase, we would need 424 beds by 2015 and 654 beds by
2050. If we add a 10% or 25% safety factor we would need from 466 beds to 530
beds by 2015 and from 719 to 818 by 2050.
2007

Phase I: 2015

Phase 2: 2025

Phase 3: 2050

County Population

188,300

211,880

244,525

327,200

Beds needed

376

424

489

654

Plus a safety factor 10%

414

466

538

719

Plus a safety factor of 25%

470

530

611

818

% of population in jail

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

7

Omni‐Group, Inc – HDR Engineering, Inc. Appendix A, P. viii.
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2007
As
proposed
Whatcom County

by 376

As proposed by Whatcom 0.2%
County - % of population in
jail

Phase I: 2015

Phase 2: 2025

Phase 3: 2050

844

945

2,450

0.39%

0.38%

0.74%

Recommendation: We ask that Whatcom County revise the numbers to reflect our
current need, multiplied by our population growth projection and including a
safety factor of 10% to 25%.
2013 County Response: Numbers were revised during the 2011-2012 planning
period and are accurately reflected in the current EIS.
There is no explanation given of why 60 acres are needed. This was a primary
limiting factor during the site selection process.
HDR states that 60 acres are required for a buffer from the road and the neighbors.
However Site 5 has no buffer from the road or the neighbors. There is no explanation
provided to support a 60-acre requirement and jails throughout the United States are
built on much smaller parcels.
Recommendation: We ask that Whatcom County reconsider the need for 60 acres
and that smaller sites be evaluated.
All potential sites should be on the table and evaluated in the EIS.
2013 County Response: The LaBounty Road site is 40 acres, including
structures, parking, wetlands, buffers, setbacks, etc
The Site Evaluation Report states that their goals and objectives to assist in identifying
and evaluating potential sites include:
 Conduct an objective, rigorous screening process to find the most suitable site.
 Foster community acceptance and endorsement of the selected site.
It’s important to note that those goals were not achieved.
When the project was first discussed there were nine candidate sites and a list of goals,
desired characteristics and attributes. In 2008 seven sites were removed because they
were within 1 mile of a school and/or were not 60 acres in size. Given that all nine sites
would require an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan or a rezone or both prior to
building, and that sites 4 and 5 would require amendments to both the City of Bellingham
and Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan, it doesn’t make sense that several were
eliminated simply because an amendment would be needed. As all of them need an
amendment or rezone, all should remain on the table at this time for public input and to
have a real comparison of impacts and costs.
Similarly, most sites were eliminated because they were smaller than 60 acres. We
question the need for 60 or more acres for a county jail and believe that the county
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should look more closely at either a smaller project or a vertical jail. At this time, no sites
should be eliminated simply because they’re smaller than 60 acres.
The job of a public Environmental Impact Statement process is to provide the public and
elected officials with a true range of options and to evaluate their different impacts. The
County currently is looking at two similar sites in the same neighborhood with one
already identified as preferred. It would be far better to consider what the long-range
impacts are across a greater variety of sites.
Recommendation: Given the great long-term significance of the ultimate site
selection, we ask that the EIS evaluate more diverse site options.
Since a vertical jail has a lower environmental impact, requires a smaller site and
could be built at a number of reasonable locations in Bellingham, we should look
again at our options for a vertical jail.
The DEIS lists the pros of a horizontal jail and the cons of a vertical jail yet the role of an
EIS is to accurately analyze the impacts. Absent was any discussion of the
environmental benefits of building on an existing site in an urban area or any reasonable
analysis of the difference in operational costs. This needs to be corrected in the Final
EIS in order to provide decision makers with good information.
Utility and road work would be reduced in Bellingham as those are already in place. Jail
support services such as courts, attorney offices, bail bond businesses and other needs
exist and won’t face disruption.
The consultant has previously provided one study done by the city of Seattle to
demonstrate that vertical jails cost more to operate than horizontal jails. Yet other
studies show the opposite to be true. For instance, Spokane County is considering a jail
and found that the operating costs of a horizontal jail outside the city are about $1.3
million more each year due to increased transportation costs.
A small vertical jail on the block to the south of the existing courthouse provides some
benefits. The county either owns or could easily purchase the entire city block and if the
future jail bed needs were recalculated to be the right size for Whatcom County’s needs
– say 720 to 820 over the next 40 years - we could consider constructing a small vertical
jail on that block and then remodeling or rebuilding the existing jail as more space was
needed. Parking could be combined with other civic center needs to the north of the
courthouse and alternative transportation in the city center is widely available.
Here are additional advantages and disadvantages of a vertical versus a horizontal jail:
A High-rise Jail
Advantages
• Location of the jail in the city center means it
is close to the courthouse, transportation
hubs, attorneys, judges, mental heath
counselors, drug and alcohol support
services, domestic violence counselors,
bail bond businesses and a wide variety
of support services associated with jail

Disadvantages
Construction costs are usually higher for a
high-rise jail
Parking is likely more difficult to locate and it
may be required to include underground
parking
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operations and inmate support.
• Several studies have shown that operations of
a vertical, high-rise jail are often less
than horizontal jails
• A vertical jail has a much smaller footprint and
needs much less space
• A high-rise jail located near the current
existing jail may enable the county to
remodel the existing jail for additional
cost savings.

A Low-rise Jail
Advantages
Disadvantages
• A horizontal, low-rise jail on a large site can • It requires a lot of space
be less expensive to build initially
• The two currently preferred sites are far away
• It can be easier to add modules incrementally,
from existing jail support services, such
as needed
as courthouses and attorneys.
• Parking lots can be larger
• Transportation out to a site is more difficult
and will impact the surrounding
neighborhood
• Impact on wetlands is high on the two
preferred sites
• The current two proposed sites do not have
utilities extended to the site and the city
has indicated it will not annex that area
in the near future.
Recommendation: consider the long-range benefits of a smaller vertical jail in the
civic center including an accurate analysis of the size needed and the annual
operational costs over time.
We should look at ways to have safer communities at a lower cost, reducing the
need for beds in the jail.
With the current estimate of $140 million to $160 million to construct Phase I alone, a
range of options should include consideration of how we can have a safer community at
a lower cost. Other communities are looking at safe alternatives to reduce the need for
hard beds such as pre-arrest diversion in the case of certain non-violent behaviors,
pretrial services, better mental health services and veterans court to divert our combat
vets from being locked up, when possible. We should do the same.
We are concerned that we’re moving down one path, looking at one preferred site and
just one plan that the community may not be able to afford. If we reach that point after
years of work and more than a million dollars in studies then a practical solution to our
deteriorating jail is delayed. Other communities are dealing with aging jails also requiring
replacement – but they are aggressively exploring new public safety strategies, which
include lower cost, but equally or more effective alternatives to incarceration – to deliver
the public safety taxpayer’s seek at substantially lower cost than the plan generated
using Omni-Group’s multipliers.
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The assumptions behind a 2,450 bed jail in Whatcom County by 2050 appear to be
based on the expectation that the jail demand trends of today will triple in the future. As
other jail committees elsewhere have noted, “if you build it they will come.” These base
assumptions should carefully examine growing evidence that public safety strategy is
shifting throughout the country toward pre-arrest diversion programs, alternative
sentencing, pretrial services8 and improved mental health services as alternatives to
costly incarceration. (The U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics estimated in 2006 that 24
percent of jail inmates suffer from mental illness and by addressing that directly local
jurisdictions can see significant cost savings.) As these changes occur, the “demand” for
correction facility space may well not escalate at the rate assumed in the current
forecast.
The proposal before us is a three-phase jail ultimately resulting in 2,450 beds. Phase I
alone is expected to have 844 beds at a cost of around $150 million, not including
design and land costs and including a new Sheriff Headquarters and Facility
Management space. Based on the plans of other jurisdictions in our region, this proposal
seems to be both much larger and much more costly than other projects. Thurston
County provides an informative example.
Thurston County Jail and Alternatives to Jail Program
After the public rejected a jail bond, Thurston County turned to a new approach, one
that:
 Emphasizes assessment, intervention and monitoring
 Is designed to keep low-risk offenders from entering the “system”
 Emphasizes appropriate services and treatment to prevent repeat offenses
 Utilizes Evidence-Based Practices to deliver most effective services and
treatment aimed at returning offenders to productive, contributing members of
the community
 Works on the “AIM” principle: Assess (risk and needs), Intervene (with
appropriate treatment and services) and Measure effectiveness of services
 Seeks to achieve 20-30% reduction in “hard bed” usage
 Provides better mental health services.
Thurston County held 21 public hearings, meetings and workshops and built a new jail of
352 beds. They focused on reducing incarceration by 20 – 30% by working to keep lowrisk offenders from entering the system and are using evidence-based practices to
deliver effective services and treatment.
Thurston County’s jail cost $45 million. Their population is larger than ours with an
unincorporated population of 140,100 and a total of 252,400. By 2025 their population is
estimated at 336,511. So with a larger population they built a much smaller jail in part by
incorporating proven approaches to reduce incarceration.
Interestingly, their alternatives worked and reduced their need for hard beds in the jail.
Those beds are not currently needed and as it turns out, they also have no funds to
operate the jail.

8

National Association of Counties, Jail Population Management: Elected County Officials’ Guide to Pretrial
Services, September 2009.
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Recommendation: We ask that a robust diversion and alternative sentencing
program be implemented.
Where is the analysis of how we’ll pay to build the jail? Where is the analysis of
the cost to run the jail?
The project has been moving forward for more than two years yet there is no available
analysis of how we will pay for construction of the facility. Phase I alone is estimated at
from $140-$160 million plus architect fees and land. That financial analysis should be
done right away and the information should be immediately provided to taxpayers.
There also is no information regarding the high annual cost of operating such a large jail.
This information is absent from the DEIS and it states:
among the unresolved issues are “how to fund construction and
operation of the project. These details would be resolved during the
design phase of the project.”
Operating such a greatly expanded facility will present an enormous annual cost to
taxpayers already strapped and resistant to tax increases – even for public safety.
Doesn’t it seem critical, even at the early stages of decision-making regarding the design
of such a facility, to address the feasibility of funding for operations? In addition to direct
costs to operate such a facility, should decision-making even at this stage also involve
consideration of the funding required for operation of the courts, which must exist to
process charges against arrested individuals? Court funding today is strained. Will it
even be possible for our County to support an expansion of the courts implicit in the
projected scale of such new corrections facilities?
Recommendation: We ask that these financial numbers for construction and
operation of the jail and for increased costs in the court system be estimated and
provided at this time.
The county moved from an estimated cost of $41 million for a jail to an estimated
cost of $140-$160 million for a jail during a severe reduction in public budgets.
The jail size expanded significantly in the Omni-Group/HDR plan in 2008 and in addition,
a new Sheriff’s Headquarters, a power plant and public facilities were added on. There is
no explanation for the increase in incarceration, the increase in jail size or the need for
such things as a $16 million power plant or $7 million in buildings for facilities support.
Item

Current Cost

Power Plant

$10,666,250

Adjusted to Project Total incl tax and %
of
Start*
Project
contingency
$13,652,800
11.6%
$16,205,587

New
Sheriff’s HQ

$11,104,963

$14,214,352

$16,872,435

12%

Facilities
Support

$4,589,283

$5,874,282

$6,972,773

.5%

Source: Omni/HDR Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters Master Plan.
*This adjustment was originally published in March 23,2009 as a 50% adjustment to cover cost increases between the
time of estimation and the 2015 start time. In 2010 it was adjusted down to 28%. While it’s more likely that the actual
adjustment should be in the middle, we’ve used the lower estimate of 28%.
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Recommendation: Given the current and future economic conditions we ask
Whatcom County to pare down the project and significantly reduce extras.
We need a transparent and inclusive public process.
A robust public process will result in a better project in many ways. Citizens not only can
provide good ideas and suggestions, they can support a project and ultimately they pay
for the project. The best time to involve the public is early on, when needs are
determined and the most important decisions are made.
The goals for the project, as stated in the Omni-Group 2008 report, include laudable
intentions such as “Foster community acceptance and endorsement of the selected site.”
Unfortunately, this current scoping process is the first opportunity for public comment
and is the minimum required. There is little available on the website, there has been no
broad outreach, and the information is exceptionally difficult to track down. The site
evaluation process was to have included “transparency for review and comment by
governmental and community interests.” Yet there was no opportunity for public
comment during the site evaluation process. A desired site attribute is to “Be perceived
by the community and local jurisdictions as an appropriate jail location.” That attribute
will not be there if the community is shut out of the process or if we are presented with
just one or two sites and a project that this community cannot afford.
Washington State SEPA handbook encourages lead agencies9 to engage the public as
early as possible. Yet Whatcom County has not done that and the Draft EIS states:
Time and Place of Public Meeting to Receive Comments on the Draft EIS
Because Whatcom County provided a 60-day scoping period in lieu of the
standard 21-day scoping period, and offered to conduct site visits for
interested parties during the scoping period, the County does not anticipate
holding a public meeting to receive comments on the Draft EIS. The Proposed
Action will be addressed by the Whatcom County Council in a future open
session.
Recommendation: We ask that Whatcom County hold at least one public hearing
on the EIS.
The two sites under consideration have many and significant environmental
constraints
In addition to the concerns we’ve raised, it seems useful to also echo those raised by
others during the scoping period that appear to remain unaddressed:
 The City of Bellingham does not intend to provide utilities nor do they have plans
to annex this area. This seems like a serious constraint on the ability to build on
sites 4 or 5,
 There are numerous wetland constraints on your selected properties,
 Plant species must be better identified,
 Bird and animal populations need more careful study,
 Habitat loss must be planned for, and
 Traffic impacts are underestimated. With an additional 1325 daily trips in 2015 on
narrow rural roads there will be an impact and that needs to be evaluated.
9

Department of Ecology, SEPA Online Handbook. 3.1 Encouraging Public Participation in the EIS.
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Recommendation: We ask that Whatcom County revisit the site selection process
to evaluate potential sites that would have a lower environmental impact.
Again, we agree that the current jail system is a problem and that a new jail will be
needed.
We ask that you:
 involve the public in this process,
 put all the sites back on the table for consideration,
 revise the foundational numbers so that we begin design and site selection with
an accurate and realistic projection of our needs, and
 work with the public on alternatives that will make our community safer at a lower
cost.
We look forward with working with you on this and offer our help and support so that our
community can have a safe jail that is the right size for our current and future needs and
so we can have robust and adequately funded alternatives to incarceration in the future.

Signed,
Steve Brinn
891 E. Lake Samish
Bellingham, WA 98229
Vanessa Blackburn
Bellingham, WA 98225
Arlene Feld
1510 Broadway
Bellingham, WA 98225
Laurie Caskey-Schreiber
1969 N. Springfield Court
Bellingham, WA 98229
Jody Biermann
1401 Marietta Avenue
Bellingham, WA 98226
Marian Henderson
PO Box 40
Bellingham, WA 98227
Stan Snapp
2620 Shepardson Street
Bellingham, WA 98226
Diane Kanda
4595 Wynn Road
Bellingham, WA 98226
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Dan McShane
1451 Grant Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
Jeffrey Thigpen
1811 C Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
Michael Lilliquist
Bellingham City Council
210 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
Kay Sardo
510 South State Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Whatcom County Sheriff and Police Chiefs Association March 2013 Resolution
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Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities
and Sheriff’s Headquarters
Notice of Availability of the
Final Environmental Impact Statement

Distribution List
Local Governments
Whatcom County Council1
Whatcom County Executive1
Whatcom County Administrative Services Department1
Whatcom County Health Department1
Whatcom County Parks and Recreation1
Whatcom County Public Works Department1
Whatcom County Planning and Development Services1
Whatcom County Facilities Management1
Whatcom County Sheriff’s Department1
Whatcom County Water District No.21
Whatcom County Fire District No.81
Whatcom County Fire District No. 71
Whatcom Transit Authority1
Whatcom Council of Governments1
Public Utility District #1 of Whatcom County1
Port of Bellingham1
City of Bellingham Mayor’s Office1
City of Bellingham Planning Department1
City of Bellingham Fire Department1
City of Bellingham Police Department1
City of Sumas2
City of Nooksack2
City of Blaine2
City of Ferndale2
City of Lynden2
City of Everson2

State of Washington
Department of Archaeology & Historic Preservation2
Department of Ecology SEPA Register1
Department of Ecology, Bellingham Regional Office1
Department of Fish and Wildlife2
Department of Health2
Department of Natural Resources2
Department of Transportation2
Office of the Attorney General, Regional Services Division2
Parks and Recreation Commission2
Recreation and Conservation Office2
State Patrol2
Utilities and Transportation Commission2

Federal Agencies2
Bureau of Indian Affairs of Whatcom County
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region 10
NOAA Fisheries – National Marine Fisheries Service
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Seattle District
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey

Tribes2
Lummi Tribe
Nooksack Tribe

Libraries1
Bellingham Public Library, Central Branch
Ferndale Library
Western Washington University Library
Whatcom County Library System, Central Branch

Schools1
Bellingham School District No.501
Ferndale School District

Special Interest Groups / Individuals1
Alliance Properties, LLC
Rural Avenue Neighborhood Association (RANA)
Brent Ebergson
Gregory Jilek

Other2
Andrew Reding
Arlene Feld
Barbara Brenner
Barbara Davenport
Barbara Schumacher
Barbara Stremburger
Bea Acland
Bellingham Housing Authority
Bob French
Brent and Jody Biermann
Brenton Fox
Brian and Lisa Parberry - Scrap-It
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway
C Schindler
Carlos Montage
Cascade Natural Gas
Cathy Lehman
Christine and Robert Schindler
David and Judy Hopkinson
David M Laws
Deb Gaber
Doralee Booth
Dove Toll
Dr. Vince and Dianne Foster
Dylan Richardson
Elinor King
Ellen Posel
Frances DeRook, MD
Glenn Stewart
Harbor Lands LP Attn: Joel Douglas
Herb Goodwin
Homeless Coalition
Irene Morgan
J. Riley Sweeney
Jayne Freudenberger
Jill May
Joan Dow
Joe Erickson
John Robinson
Judith Colver
Kay Sardo
Keith Allen Comess, MD
Kevyn Jacobs
Kristin Sunshine

Larry McCarter - RDS, Inc.
Lauren Beall
Lisa and Dan McShane
Lloyd Zimmerman
Lummi Restorative Justice Project
Lyle Mydland
Marian Henderson
Milt Krieger
Moonwater
National Marine Fisheries Service
NW Clean Air Agency
Opportunity Council
Pat Britain
Peace and Justice Center
Peter Drewes
Philip E. Humphries
Puget Sound Energy
R.E. (Ted) Stannard Jr.
Ray Baribeau
ReEntry Coalition of WC Attn: Joy Gilfilin
RESOURCES Attn: Wendy Steffensen
Reuse Works
Rev. Arlene C. Ferguson
Robert and Charlene French
Robin Barker
Scott Bowlan
Scott Cooper
Seattle LEAD program, King County Prosecutor’s office
Skagit County Planning and Development
St Lukes Foundation Chestnut Professional Building
Terry and Laurie Leishman
The Ferndale Double Dome Aquatic Center
Tim Johnson
Tom Laplante
Walter Haugen
Wes Withrow
Whatcom County Homeless Coalition
Whatcom Dispute Resolution Center
Yoshe Reuelle

Newspapers3
Bellingham Herald
Ferndale Record

1. These entities have received a printed copy of the Notice of Availability of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), printed copy of the Final EIS, and a CD copy of
the Final EIS.
2. These entities have received a printed copy of the Notice of Availability of the Final EIS
and a CD of the Final EIS.
3. The Notice of Availability of the Final EIS is being published in this newspaper and has
received a CD of the Final EIS.

Appendix B
No Action Alternative Memorandum
(Please see the Supplemental DRAFT EIS)
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Appendix C
Sheriff’s Operational Plans Memorandum
(Please see the Supplemental DRAFT EIS)
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Appendix D
EAGLE Checklist
(Please see the Supplemental DRAFT EIS)
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Appendix E
Updated Traffic Impact Analysis
(This document was intentionally left out due to size. For copies please visit:
http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/jailsiting/index.jsp or Contact Michael Russell,
Whatcom County Facilities Management, (360) 676-6746).
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Appendix F
Mental Health Memorandum
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WHATCOM COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
MEMORANDUM
DATE: 10/07/2013
TO: Camie Anderson, Senior Associate, Shockey Planning Group
FROM: Wendy Jones, Chief Corrections Deputy
RE: Mental health diversion and the proposed new jail
As you had requested, this memo will be addressing some of the issues that have been
voiced in various public hearings over the past few years concerning the intersection of
the County jail and mental health.
A predominant comment that has been made is that if the County simply provided more
mental health services, we would not need either a new jail or a new jail of the proposed
size. While it is clear that a significant portion of offenders in the jail have mental health
issues, the issue is more complex than mentally ill people being arrested and brought to
jail.
An important point is that offenders are not arrested simply because they are mentally ill.
Being mentally ill is not against the law, and individuals cannot be brought to jail simply
because they may be acting in an unusual manner. In order for someone to be booked
into jail, they must have engaged in behavior that the officer determines is a violation of
either state or local laws.
Many of the offenders booked in our local facility do have an underlying mental health
issue, a chemical dependency issue or a combination of the two. These offenders are
not arrested simply because of the underlying issues; they are arrested on offenses
ranging from trespass to murder.
The mentally ill offenders we see tend to fall into 4 groups; those who have an
undiagnosed mental illness, those who have a “co-occurring” disorder (mental illness
and chemical dependency), those who are non-compliant with mental health treatment,
and those who do not have the community resources to address their illnesses.
Offenders often fit in more than one category.
Undiagnosed: The jail routinely identifies community members who have not been
previously diagnosed with mental illness. This is generally because their time in jail may
be the first time they have been in a controlled, observed, environment with staff who are
trained to identify individuals with behavioral health issues. Once staff recognizes there
is an issue, the offender is referred to the mental health staff at the jail.
The jail has 2 full time Mental Health Professionals, 1 Re-entry Specialist who is certified
in both mental health and chemical dependency, and a part-time Psychiatrist. The jail
mental health staff work to get individuals stabilized while they are in custody, seek
access to the emergency mental health system if the offender meet the criteria for
involuntary treatment, and/or works with the individual to find continued treatment in the
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community for when they are release on their criminal charges. The focus is to help set
up a way to keep them stable in the community.
Co-occurring: A significant portion of our mentally ill offenders fall into this category.
Many of the offenders have a chemical dependency issue in addition to their mental
illness. Frequently it is unclear whether the mental illness may have been triggered by
the chemical dependency, or if the chemical dependency occurred when the individual
self-medicated with street drugs and/or alcohol to help with the symptoms associated
with the mental illness. Co-occurring disorders are difficult to treat; the treatment for one
often runs counter to the treatment for the other, and there are few programs available
for low income individuals. In addition, the behaviors associated with this category of
illness can make it challenging to find a treatment facility or provider.
Non-compliance: This group is also very prevalent in our facilities. Many of our mentally
ill offenders repeatedly rotate through the jail and the local emergency mental health
provider. Some individuals express strong denial about their illness, or simply don’t
recognize what is occurring. Many will take medications for a certain period of time, feel
better and then stop taking them, others will not, or cannot, take medications because of
the side effect, and some do not appear to be helped by the treatments that are currently
available. Legally, except under very strict circumstances, people cannot be forced to
accept treatment, even when it is questionable that they understand the consequences
of not complying with the treatment that is prescribed.
Resources: Most of our mentally ill offenders have little if any financial resources, and,
because of Federal and State governmental policies, have what aid they may be
receiving cut off when they are booked into jail. These are individuals who do not have
insurance, and if they were on Medicaid and/or Social Security disability, lose those
payments when they are incarcerated. Even if they are stabilized in jail, and given a 1-2
week supply of medications when they leave, it can be challenging to find a local
provider to provide services upon release, and get them re-established with
Medicaid/Social Security.
In many cases, the offenders will not connect with the community provider, but will
remain in the community. Then, because they are not receiving treatment and/or
medication, they decompensate and wind up drawing on either emergency mental health
services, or re-offender and come back to jail, to start the cycle again.
The issue of scarce public resources is not unique to offenders. Over the past few
years, there has been over $17 million dollars cut from community mental health
services statewide. This has resulted in treatment facilities closing, involuntary
treatment beds becoming unavailable, community clinics closing and reductions in outpatient programs.
The issue of people with untreated mental illness is a broader societal one; the causes
are complex and range from a lack of resources to the right of individuals to not seek or
accept treatment except under very restricted circumstances. In recognition of the
growing presence of mentally ill offenders in our jails, the Sheriff’s Office has worked
over the years with local providers and the Health Department to increase mental health
resources within the jail, and to strengthen the connection to available community
providers. Despite this increased emphasis, the percentage of mentally ill offenders has
continued to grow.
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We are not unique in this aspect. It is a phenomenon that is being reported across the
country. Bexar County Texas, a community with a model mental health jail diversion
program, has seen the number of mentally ill offenders in their jail grow from 300-600
offenders a day in 2003 to an estimated 900 a day in 2011, an increase of approximately
33%. A recent story on the TV news magazine “60 Minutes, outlined the challenges
being felt at the Cook County Jail in Illinois.
Our local community does have a number of different resources to assist individuals with
a variety of needs. Attached to this memo as “Exhibit A” are 3 different lists of
resources. 2 of the lists are working documents used by the Health Department to share
with community members who need assistance. The final and largest list was put
together by the prior Human Services Manager for the Health Department as part of a
grant application aimed at providing Re-Entry services to offenders with Behavioral
Health Issues. Due in large part to the availability of different services in the area, the
County was given the grant and utilized the funding to expand housing and case
management services. This included the creation of the City Gate Apartments program,
which provides permanent supportive housing to offenders with behavioral health issues.
Whatcom County supports and encourages the diversion of appropriate mentally ill
offenders into the mental health and community support systems. We must plan,
however, for what appears to be the situation in our planning horizon. We cannot
responsibly ignore the factual information which indicates that mentally ill offenders will
be with us now and into the future, and sufficient space needs to be provided to house
them in a humane manner.
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Pro

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH ACCESS PROGRAM
2013 Provider List
The following are mental health providers who are qualified by the County to
receive referrals from the referents listed by Whatcom County. Clients referred
under these services have no insurance or other ability to pay. Clients may be
subject to a co-payment depending on income.
The highlighted providers also offer psychiatry services.
SeaMar Behavioral Health Services
4455 Cordata Pkwy.
Bellingham, WA 98226
Phone: (360) 734-5458
Fax: (360) 734-5298

Cantrell & Associates
1000 McKenzie Av. #26
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: (360) 714-1525
Fax: (360) 935-2288
Whatcom Counseling & Psychiatric
Clinic
3645 East McLeod Road
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 676-2220
County Line: 384-3100
Fax: (360) 676-7750

Providers added in 2011
Mark Lazich, MS, LMHC
1101 Harris Ave., Ste. 26
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: 360.306.5975
Fax: 360.543.5672
mark@marklazich.com

Erika Creydt, Psy.D., LMHC
2390 Peace Portal Drive, Suite A
Blaine, WA 98230
Phone: 360.990.3848
Fax: 360.778.1423
erikacreydt@hotmail.com

Mon. through Thur. 10:00AM-6:00PM
Occasional Fridays

Mon., Wed. 9:00AM-7:00PM

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Adolescents and adults
Issues: Parent-child/family conflicts
Anxiety, anger
Depression
PTSD/Trauma
School problems
Tall staircase leads to his office. ADA
accommodations available on request.

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Children, adolescents, adults
Issues: Depression
Anxiety
Sexual abuse/Assault Trauma
Domestic Violence
Impulse Control
Anger Management

Karen E. Jackson
1200 Harris Ave., Ste. 205
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: 360.820.2222
Fax: 1.888.828.0991
karen@therapyinbellingham.com

Christine Phelan
103 E. Holly St., #402
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: 360.927.0600
Fax: 360.715.1607
christine@bellinghamtherapist.com

Mon. through Thur. 9:00AM to 7:00PM

Standard business hours
Evenings and weekends by appointment

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Youth, young adults & families,
adults

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: 4-60 years old

Issues: Family issues
Relationship problems
Anxiety
Depression
Grief and loss

Treats Individuals, Couples, and Families

Elizabeth Snyder
214 Commercial Street, Suite 100
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: 360.734.5552
Fax: 1.360.676.8595
liz@elizabethsnyder.com

Amy Glasser
P. O. Box 4
Custer, WA 98240
Phone: 360.366.7492
Fax: Same as above – call first to indicate fax
forthcoming
amyglassermsw@yahoo.com

Issues: Depression
Anxiety and panic
Behavior problems
Obsessive-Compulsive behavior
Relationship issues

Monday through Thursday 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 or 7:00 p.m.

Monday through Thursday noon – 7:00 p.m.

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Adolescents and young adults

Has access to Bellingham-based office if
necessary

Issues: Depression/Suicidality
Anxiety
Social Phobia
Chronic medical issues
Grief and Loss
School Refusal
Relationship Issues

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Ages 6 years old and above – Children,
Youth & Adults
Issues: Family Problems/Family Violence
School Behavior Problems
Parenting
Depression
Anxiety
School Outreach Services
Other pertinent information:
Ms. Glasser mainly provides treatment in home
visit settings. She provides service from
Bellingham north to the Canadian border
(Ferndale, Blaine, Birch Bay, Custer, Sumas,
Everson, Lynden)

Donna Davis
1920 Main St., Ste. 7
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phone: 360.715.1343
Fax: 360.637.1550
ddavis3204@yahoo.com

Melanie Cool
2600 Lakeway Drive
Bellingham, WA 98229
Phone: 360.715.2166, ext 2
Fax: 360.734.7246
howofhappiness@yahoo.com

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9:00 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m. Some flexibility with other
days

Tuesdays & Thursdays 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Fridays Noon to 4:00 p.m.
Clinical Practice Focus

Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Ages 14 and older
Ages: Ages 6 years old and above
(Children, Youth & Adults)
Issues: Depression
Anxiety
Anger Management
Family Problems
PTSD
School Problems
Other pertinent information:
Therapy practice is primarily office-based
in Ferndale. Has access to Bellinghambased office if necessary. Home visits are
available along the I-5 corridor.
Interfaith Community Health Center
220 Unity Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: 360.676.6177
Fax: 1.877.235.6850
Contact: Cindy Paffumi
Pertinent Information:
Only current patients of Interfaith, or
individuals who are in need of a Primary
Care Physician/Health Care Home are
prioritized for BHAP services.

Issues: Variety of general issues
Grief & Loss
Mid-life crises
Other pertinent information:
She is a Licensed Mental Health Counselor
(LMHC) who works with people ages 14 and
older. She employs "Positive Psychology" and
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.
Her office is located in the Lutheran Church,
although her practice is not Christian focused.

Providers added 2012
Gary Dolin
952 Piper Rd.
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phone: 360.303.7221
Fax: 360.384.2820
gary.dolin@gmail.com
M-F 5-10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Clinical Practice Focus
Ages: Ages 14 and older
Issues: Variety of general issues
Grief & Loss
Veterans’ issues
Senior issues
PTSD
Other pertinent information:
Rural office setting

Freedman and Associates
2110 Iron Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone: 360.734.2664
Fax: 360.671.8006
www.freedman-associates.com

Matthew “Matt” Meyer
1415 Larrabee Avenue
Bellingham, WA
And
1816 18th Street
Lynden, WA 98264

Krista DeRoche, MA, LMHC
Tara Ettlin, MS, LMHC
Jordan Feigal, MS, LMHC
Jayme D. Fergoda, PhD., LICSW
Evan B. Freedman, PhD.
Jennifer Gronholt, PsyD.
Jason Prinster, PhD.
Cristina Sanders, PsyD., LMHC

Phone: 360.223.1919
Fax: 360.778.3375 (call first to alert of fax)
matthewmeyer.therapy@gmail.com

Monday through Friday, hours vary based
on practitioner

Ages: Ages 14 and older (some younger
exceptions

Clinical Practice Focus

Issues: Variety of general issues
OCD
DBT Counseling those with Christian
faith

Ages: children, adolescents, adults

Bellingham: M 10-5, T 1-6, W 11-5, F 1-6
Lynden: Th 10-3
Clinical Practice Focus

Issues: Variety of general issues
Other pertinent information:
Multiple practitioners

Other pertinent information:
Lynden office at Christ the King Church

SA. Treatment Partners

NAME

AGENCY

Jan Bodily

WCPC

Jaelyn Falcone

SeaMar

Linda Ford

WCPC

Mary Reed

Whatcom County Detox

Lex Rivers

CCS Recovery Center

Linda Waller

WCPC

Donna Wells

CCS Recovery Center

PHONE

360-676-2220
360-734-5458

EMAIL

PRESENT
(PLEASE
INITIAL)

jan.bodily@whatcomcounseling.org
JaelynFalcone@seamarchc.org
Linda.ford@whatcomcounseling.org

360-676-2220
(360) 676-2205, ext 5
(360) 676-2187
(360) 647-7577
(360) 676-2187, ext. 127

mary.reed@p-h-s.com
lexr@ccsww.org
Linda.waller@whatcomcounseling.org
donnaw@ccsww.org
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1.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Housing

Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding

Hours

Services Provided

34th Street
House

n/a

Nichole

1127 34th
Street
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-224-2409

n/a

case by
case

varies,
average $300
per month

n/a

clean and sober housing

Anderson
House

n/a

PO Box 3121
Ferndale, WA
98248

360-380-1435

n/a

case by
case

varies,
average $300
per month

n/a

clean and sober housing

n/a

Case by
case

variable

M-F 8:30
to 4

Affordable housing
below 50 AMI

360-676-6887

n/a

Federal
HUD

M-F 8:30
to 4

Section 8 /Shelter Plus
Public Housing
Programs

360-756-0399

n/a

case by
case
allowed by
federal laws
case by
case

varies,
average $300
per month

n/a

clean and sober housing

360-715-9170

n/a

yes

n/a

M-T
9:00am5:00pm, F
9:00am4:00pm

%25-%50 of Bellingham
median income, 3
homes per year, partner
with low income families
to build homes

Archdiocesan
Housing
Authority

Steve Powers

Bellingham
Housing
Authority

n/a

John Harmon

Grace House

n/a

Gregg

Habitat for
Humanity

n/a

John Shorthill

James House

n/a

Lydia Place

n/a

Teresa
Josephson

Maplewood
House

n/a

Kelly

110 E.
Chestnut
Street
Bellingham
WA 98225
208 Unity
Street
Bellingham,
WA 98227
2624
Birchwood
Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98225
495 E.
Bakerview
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360 671-0715

2522
Birchwood
Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98225
PO Box 28487
Bellingham,
WA 98228

360-647-8795

360-671-7663

n/a

Case by
case

n/a

2710 W
Maplewood
Ave
Bellingham,
WA. 98225

360-647-8075

n/a

case by
case

varies,
average $300
per month

transitional housing
Women and Children
n/a

clean and sober housing

360-592-5163

n/a

yes

Federal/state
and tribal

1-206-3545634

n/a

yes

varies,
average $300
per month

n/a

clean and sober housing

1111 Cornwall
Ave
Bellingham,
WA. 98225

360-734-5121
ext 217

n/a

yes

varies

n/a

depends on
house

depends on
house

360-746-8775
(Prince Ave),
360-933-1349
(View ridge
Rd), 360-7383549
(Whatcom)

n/a

yes

varies,
average $300
per month

n/a

2 year transitional
housing program,
serving survivors of
domestic violence with
or without children
clean and sober housing

n/a

Caroline

2505 Peabody
Street
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-656-6640

n/a

case by
case

varies,
average $300
per month

n/a

clean and sober housing

Stepping
Stones
Housing

n/a

Pam Pearsal

2820 Eldridge
Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-671-5586

n/a

yes

varies,
average $300
per month

varies, call
office
phone

clean and sober housing

Upper Skagit
Tribal Housing
Authority

n/a

Mary
Honhongva

360-854-7011

n/a

yes

Federal/state
and tribal

YWCA

Emergency
Shelter

Julie Foster

25944
Community
Plaza Way
Sedro
Woolley, WA
98284
1026 N. Forest
Street
Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-734-4820

n/a

case by
case

varies

Nooksack
Indian Housing
Authority

n/a

Northwest
Recovery
Clean and
Sober Housing

n/a

Faith Worthley

Opportunity
Council

Dorothy Place

Ann Bright

Oxford
Housing

n/a

Peabody
House

4979 Mt.
Baker Hwy
Deming, WA.
98244
n/a
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Coordination of
affordable housing

Coordination of
affordable housing

M-F
8 to 5

Shelter and Transitional
Housing for women

2. & 4.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Vocational Training - Employment

Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding/Fees

Hours

Services Provided

Bellingham
Technical
College

n/a

Dr.
Thomas
Eckert

3028
Lindbergh Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98225

n/a

case by
case

varies

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

offers over 50
degrees and
certificate options

Current
Industries

n/a

Chris
Webb

3720
Williamson
Way
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-7380221
FAX
360-6762798
360-7345353
FAX
360-6471450

n/a

Case by
case

No Charge

M-F
8:00 AM –
3:15 PM

Employment Services
for developmentally
disabled individuals

DSHS

Community
Services
Office

Ronnie
Sue
Johnson

4101 Meridian
Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98226

1-800-7357040

n/a

Case by
case

No charge

M-F
7:00 AM –
5:00 PM

Medical, child care,
drug & alcohol
treatment services

DSHS

Division of
Vocational
Rehabilitation

Lyndell
Hewell

4101 Meridian
Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-7144136

n/a

Case by
case

No charge

M-F
8:00 AM 5:00 PM

Employment
assistance for
individuals with
disabilities

Good Will

Bellingham
Job Training

Jim Hale

360-7380483

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

No charge

M-Th
11:00 AM7:00 PM

ESL, Basic Computer
skills, GED, College
Prep

Job Corps

n/a

Maryn
Gunning

1115 E.
Sunset Drive
#105
Bellingham,
Wa 98226
1303
Commercial
Street Suite 1
Bellingham,
WA. 98225

360-7389592

n/a

Case by
case

No charge

M-F
8:00 AM5:00 PM

Employment
education and
training for young
adults

Labor Ready

n/a

Liana
Suffield

360-6477642

n/a

Case by
case

No charge

M-F
5:30 AM –
6:30 PM
Sat
6:00 AM –
10:00 AM
& 5:30
PM – 6:30
PM

Temporary and tempto-here employment

1310 G Street
Bellingham,
WA 98225

Northwest
Industries

n/a

Rebecca
Anderson

3406
Redwood Ave
Bellingham,
WA 98227

360-7349240

n/a

Case by
case

No Charge

M-F
8:00 AM –
4:00 PM

Work Source
Employment
Security Office

n/a

Reception

101 Prospect
Street
Bellingham,
WA. 98227

n/a

Case by
case

No charge

M-F
8:00 AM –
5:00 PM

Western
Washington
University

Career
Services
Center

Reception

n/a

Case by
case

$25.00/ hr.
Career
Counseling
fee

M–F
8:00 AM –
5:00 PM

Employment resource
library.
Career Counseling

Whatcom
Community
College

Advising/
Counseling
Center

Trish
Onion

Old Main
#280, MS
9002
Bellingham,
WA. 98225
237 West
Kellogg Road
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-6761521
FAX
360-6762090
360-6503240
FAX
360-6503293
360-6762170

Sheltered
employment
workshops for
developmentally
disabled individuals
Career planning &
occupational training.
Employment search

n/a

yes

no charge

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

Academic Advising,
Career center

Whatcom
Community
College

Career Center

Meg
Delzell

360-6762170

n/a

Case by
case

No charge

M–F
8:30 AM –
5:00 PM

Employment resource
library & career
counseling

237 West
Kellogg Road
Bellingham,
WA. 98226
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3.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Education

Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding/
Fees

Hours

Services Provided

Alger Learning
Center

Independent
High School

John
Lackey

121 Alder
Drive Sedro
Woolley, Wa

n/a

case by
case

varies

M-F
9:00am5:00pm

K-12 private school

Bellingham
Technical
College

n/a

Dr.
Thomas
Eckert

3028
Lindbergh Ave
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

1-360-5952630
FAX
1-360-5951141
360-738-0221
FAX
360-676-2798

n/a

case by
case

varies

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

offers over 50
degrees and
certificate options

Good Will

Bellingham
Job Training

Jim Hale

360-738-0483

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no charge

M-Th
11am7pm

ESL, Basic
Computer skills,
GED, College Prep

Lummi Nation

Education
Department

Larry
Byers

1115 E.
Sunset Drive
#105
Bellingham,
Wa 98226
2334 Lummi
View Drive
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-758-4300
FAX
360-758-4303

n/a

yes

none for
Native
Americans

M-F
7:30am4:30pm

K-12 School

Northwest Indian
College

general
program

Cheryle
Grajey

2522 Kwina
Road
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-676-2772
FAX
360-738-0136

n/a

case by
case

tuition

M-F
8:00am6:00pm

NWIC promotes self
endurance,
determination and
knowledge thru
education.

Whatcom
Community
College

Adult High
School
Completion

Margen
Riley

237 West
Kellogg Road
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-676-2170
ext. 3454

n/a

tuition

M and W
9am-4pm

Whatcom
Community
College

Advising/
Counseling
Center

Trish
Onion

237 West
Kellogg Road
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-676-2170

n/a

possibly,
depends
on
placement
test
yes

no charge

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

students can earn
diploma, currently in
high school and
need to make up
credits
Academic Advising,
Career center

Whatcom
Community
College

general
program

Dr. Kathy
HiyaneBrown

237 West
Kellogg Road
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-676-2170

n/a

yes

varies

classes
8:00am10:00pm

educational services
for associates
degrees

Whatcom Dream

n/a

Western
Washington
State University

Liberal Arts
College

Whatcom
Literacy Council

n/a

Trudy
Shuravloff

Rachel
Myers

2303 Moore
Street
Bellingham,
Wa 98336

360-319-3759

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no charge

516 High
Street
Bellingham
WA. 98225

360-650 3000

n/a

tuition

237 West
Kellogg Road
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-647-3264

n/a

possibly,
depends
on
placement
test
yes
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no charge

M-F
10:00am5:00pm

financial skills
classes, community
development events
Under graduate and
graduate programs

M-S
9:00am5:00pm

helps adults improve
literacy skills

5.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Parenting Education

Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding

Hours

Services
Provided

Bellingham
Childcare and
Learning

n/a

Karen
Ekdahl

2600
Squalicum
Parkway
Bellingham,
WA. 98225

360-676-0905

website:
bellinghamchildcare
.com

no

fees
assoc.
with age
of child

M-F 6:30am6:00pm

childcare and
preschool

Bethany
Christian
Services

n/a

Connie
Schmotzer

360-733-6042
FAX
360-733-8934

n/a

n/a

call for
fees

M-F 9am5pm

adoption, birth
parent counseling,
foster care

Brigid Collins

Growing
Together

Catherine
Lyons

4204
Meridian
Street Suite
106
Bellingham,
WA. 98226
1231 N.
Garden
Street #200
Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-734-4616

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no
charge

M-F
8:00 AM –
4:30 PM

Brigid Collins

Foster Vision
Support
Group

Byron
Manering

1231 N.
Garden
Street #200
Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-734-1763

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no
charge

Thurs PM

case management
for high risk
mothers in need of
mental health or
substance abuse
services
Support groups
Thursday
evenings

Brigid Collins

Family
Support
Team

Tory
AllenPotter

1231 N.
Garden
Street #200
Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-734-4616
FAX
360-734-1763

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no
charge

M-F
8:00 AM4:30 PM

classes, case
management,
counseling

Brigid Collins

Health
Families
Whatcom
County

Vicky

1231 N.
Garden
Street #200
Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-734-1763

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no
charge

M-F
8:00 AM4:30 PM

classes, case
management,
counseling

DSHS

Adoption
Support Line

n/a

PO Box
45713
Olympia,
WA 98504

1-800-5625628
Administration:
1-360-9027903

n/a

no
charge

M–F
8:00 AM –
5:00 PM

support phone
number

Lynden
Human Life

n/a

Juli
Schifman

PO Box 95
Lynden, WA
98264

1-888-3995433

n/a

no

varies,
average
$250 per
month

M-F 10am2pm, 24/7
for
emergencies

Mother Baby
Center

n/a

Linda
Dorsett

360-647-1544
FAX
360-647-8972

n/a

n/a

DSHS,
private
insurance

M-F 10am5Pm, Med
Office 9am5pm

Western
Washington
University

Associated
Students
Child
Development
Center
Le Leche
League

Patricia
Ashby

360-650-3021

n/a

yes

no
charge

7:30am5:30-pm
when WWU
is in Service

childcare for
students and
faculty only

360-595-2403,
360-592-5052,
360-398-1741

n/a

yes

no
charge

n/a

coaching, usually
by phone

Parent Child
Services

n/a

851 Coho
Way Suite
301
Bellingham,
WA 98225
516 High
Street MS
9118
Bellingham,
WA 98225
5163
Ranchos
Road
Bellingham,
WA 98226
1500 N.
State St.
Suite 201
Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-676-6762

n/a

yes

Sliding
fee

M–F
8:30 AM –
4:30 PM

Visiting nurse
services,
parenting and
pregnancy
education,
parenting support

Whatcom
County

Whatcom
County Health
and Human
Services

Brenda
Dunford
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Pro-life, non-profit
group, educational
materials to public
schools, operates
a pregnancy home
in Lynden
pregnancy and
post partum
support

6.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Financial

Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding

Hours

Services Provided

Assistance
League of
Bellingham

n/a

Ann Marie
Wadnizak

1415 Cornwall
Ave Bellingham,
WA. 98226

360-371-5158

n/a

yes

none

10:00am4:00pm

n/a

2116 Cornwall
Ave

360-733-1380

n/a

yes

none

call

services for underprivileged
kids, woman's shelter,
clothing, service work with
hospital
vouchers, assistance with
rent, varies

n/a

1111 Cornwall
Ave Suite C

360-714-2201
FAX 360-6762600

n/a

yes

none

call first

Annual fund

Terri Holm

210 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA.
98225

360-676-6900
FAX 360-7387500

n/a

yes

none

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

discount on water bills for
senior citizens on SSI/SSA

Assumption
Church
Bellingham
Herald

Lend A
Hand Fund

City of
Bellingham
Cornwall
Church

n/a

n/a

4518 Northwest
Road Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-733-2150

n/a

yes

none

call

furniture vouchers, free
mechanical repairs with
license and insurance

Department of
Social and
Human
Services

general
programs

Ronnie
Sue
Johnson

4101 Meridian
Street
Bellingham, WA
98226

1-800-7357040

n/a

yes

n/a

M-F
7:30am5:00pm

Faith Lutheran
Church

n/a

n/a

Northwest and
McLeod Road
Bellingham, WA.
98226

360-733-3970

n/a

yes

none

call

medical assistance,
housing, food stamps, job
resource center, alcohol
and drug treatment, cash
assistance
money for prescriptions,
gas vouchers

Hillcrest
Community
Services

Bridging
Counseling
Ministries

De
Ivancovich

1400 Larabee
Street
Bellingham, WA.
98225

360-733-8400

n/a

yes

Sliding
scale

M-F
9:00am5:30pm

counseling, food bank,
support groups, works
closely with Love Inc

Love In the
Name of
Christ

n/a

Coleen

PO Box 1607
Bellingham, WA.
98227

360-671-6201

n/a

yes

none

M-F
9:00am12:00pm,
1:00pm3:00pm

transportation, wheelchairs,
whatever is needed

Peach Arch
Christian
Assistance

n/a

Lynn
Chapmann

580 C Street
Blaine, WA
98230

360-384-9292

n/a

yes

none

call first

emergency heating, electric
bills, clothing, no help with
rent

360-354-4673

n/a

yes

none

360-733-1410

n/a

yes

none

205 12th Street
Lynden, WA
98264

360-354-3848

n/a

yes

none

call to
leave a
message

emergency clothing and
household goods

Kim Clift

2901 Squalicum
Parkway
Bellingham, WA
98225

360-715-8000
FAX 360-7156522

n/a

yes

none

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

help with medical bills and
other related services

n/a

n/a

1110 14th Street
Bellingham, WA
98225

360-734-2850

n/a

yes

once a
year
help

always
voicemail

emergency gas/food
vouchers

Washington
Telephone
Assistance

n/a

DSHS

Po Box 45413
Olympia, WA
98504

1-888-7008880

n/a

yes

none

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

discount on phone service

Whatcom
Dream

n/a

Trudy
Shuravloff

2303 Moore
Street
Bellingham, WA
98336

360-319-3759

n/a

yes, no
sex
offenders

no
charge

M-F
10:00am5:00pm

financial skills classes,
community development
events

Wise Buys

n/a

n/a

401 West Holly
Street
Bellingham, WA
98225

360-734-0202

n/a

yes

n/a

call

thrift shop

Project Hope

n/a

n/a

Salvation
Army

n/a

n/a

St. Joseph’s
Catholic
Church

Emergency
Assistance

church

St. Joseph’s
Hospital

Charity
Care
Program

St. Vincent de
Paul Sacred
Heart Church

205 South B.C.
Ave Suite 105
Lynden, WA
98264
2912 Northwest
Ave Bellingham,
WA 98227
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M-W-F
9:30 AM
– 3:00
PM
M-F
9:00am11:00am,
1:30pm4:30pm

food bank, transitional
living shelter

food bank, vouchers,
clothing

7.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Substance Abuse

Agency/
Organization
Belair Clinic

Program
Name
n/a

Contact
Person
Scott
Cedergreen

Address

Phone

Email

1130 North State
Street
Bellingham, WA
98225

360-6764485

n/a

Catholic
Community
Services

n/a

Lex Rivers

2806 Douglas
Road Bellingham,
WA 98225

360-6762187

n/a

case by
case

Lummi Care

n/a

Reception

2593 Kwina Road
Bellingham, WA
98226

360-3842330

n/a

yes

Sea Mar
Counseling and
Social Services

Behavioral
Health

Beatrice
Giraldo

4455 Cordata
Parkway
Bellingham, WA.
98225

360-734-5458
FAX
360-734-5298

n/a

yes

Reception

1200 Dupont
Bellingham WA
98225

360-647-7577

Westcoast
Counseling

Offender
Eligibility
yes

Funding/
Fees
$35.00
per hours,
%50 off if
no
insurance
varies

Hours

Services Provided

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

In patient and Out
patient CD treatment

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

CD treatment and
assessments, adults
and minors Outreach

free for
tribal
members

M-F
8:00am4:30pm

Intensive Outpatient

DSHS,
private
insurance,
varies

M-F 8am5pm

counseling, emphasis on
Spanish speaking
population

yes

DSHS,
private
insurance,
varies

M-F 8am5pm

CD treatment and
assessments, adults
and minors outreach
Intensive Outpatient

Intensive Outpatient

Pioneer Human
Services

Social
De-Tox
Services

Bill Gleghorn

2030 Division Street
Bellingham, WA
98226

734-2867

n/a

yes

varies

24-7

Social detox

St. Joesph's
Hospital

Recovery
Center

n/a

809 E. Chestnut
Street 3rd Floor
Bellingham, WA
98225

360-7886400

n/a

no sex
offenders

insurance,
sliding
scale

M-F
9:00am5:00pm

Out patient groups
Intensive Outpatient
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8.

Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Mental Health

Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding/Fees

Hours

Services Provided

Catholic
Community
Services

Community
Mental health
Provider

Rod Elin

1133 Railroad
Ave #100
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

360-676-2164
FAX
360-676-2144

n/a

n/a

medical
coupons

M-Th
8am-6pm,
F 8am5pm

counseling for children up
to age 18, supervised
visitation, long-term care
givers

Lake Whatcom
Residential
Treatment
Center

Residential
and
Outpatient
MH Svs.

Kaye
Burbidge

609-A North
Shore Drive
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-676-7350
FAX
360-676-6006

n/a

yes for
enrollable
consumers

Medical
coupons,
rarely other
insurances

M-F
8:30am5:00pm

mentally ill/ boarding
community, outpatient,
case management

Lake Whatcom
Residential
Treatment
Center

PACT
program

Kaye
Burbidge

609-A North
Shore Drive
Bellingham,
Wa 98226

360-676-7350
FAX
360-676-6006

n/a

yes for
enrollable
consumers

Medical
coupons,
rarely other
insurances

M-F
8:30am5:00pm

Intensive case
management program for
high risk mentally ill
consumers

National Alliance
for the Mentally
Ill

Advocacy

PresidentLarry
Richardson

1212 Indian
Street
Bellingham,
Wa 98227

360-671-4950
ADMN
360-733-6714

n/a

yes

free,
memberships
available

M-F
10:00am1:00pm

Advocacy
support groups, classes,
educational events

North West
Youth Services

Youth
Services

David
Webster

1020 North
State Street
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

360-734-9862
FAX
360-734-4720

n/a

yes

no charge to
client

M-F
9:00am5:00pm

counseling, transitional
living for homeless,
disenfranchised youth,
"safe home" for children in
crisis, teen court, foster
care, support group for
gender issues

Paysant Health
Services

Trauma
Resource
Center

Loren
Davis

360-647-7905

n/a

yes

sliding scale

M-F
10:00am8:00pm

counseling, psychotherapy
for adults, specializes in
depression and trauma

Sea Mar
Counseling and
Social Services

Behavioral
Health

Beatrice
Giraldo

203 West
Holly Street
Suite 328
Bellingham,
Wa 98225
4455 Cordata
Parkway
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

360-734-5458
FAX
360-734-5298

n/a

yes

DSHS, private
insurance,
varies

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

counseling, emphasis on
Spanish speaking
population

Seattle VA
Medical Center

n/a

n/a

1660 South
Columbian
Way Seattle,
Wa 98109

1-800-3298387
recorded
message

n/a

n/a

no charge
with veterans
benefits

n/a

counseling, assessments

50

St. Joseph's
Hospital

Mental Health
Inpatient Unit

Richard
Geiger

809 E.
Chestnut
Street
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

360-715-6414
FAX
360-715-6463

n/a

yes

insurance

24hrs a
day, 7
days a
week

acute care inpatient psych.
Unit, psychiatry, social
work, group therapy,
counseling, M.D. for
medical needs

Whatcom
Counseling and
Psychiatric Clinic

Jail Diversion
Program

Tosha
Vanderberg

3645 E.
McLeod Rd.
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-676-2220
FAX
360-676-7750

n/a

yes

no charge to
client

M-F
8:00am5:30pm

case management to
those coming out of county
jail, housing assistance,
transportation

Whatcom
Counseling and
Psychiatric Clinic

PACT

Bruce
Johnson

360-676-2220
FAX
360-676-7750

n/a

yes

no charge to
client

M-F
8:00am5:30pm

Street outreach to
chronically mentally ill

Interfaith Clinic

Community
Mental health/
Community
Health Clinic

Doug
Benjamin

3645 E.
McLeod Rd.
Bellingham,
WA 98226
220 Unity
Street,
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-676-6177

n/a

yes

GAX, Title IXX
private
insurance,
sliding scale

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

Provides mental health
services coordinated with
primary care services

North Sound
Mental Health
Administration

Regional
Mental health
Authority

Charles
Benjamin

Mt Vernon

360-416-7013

n/a

yes

State and
Medicaid
Funding

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

Administrative center for
all state and federal
mental health funding

Whatcom
County Health
Department

Human
Services
Division

Gary
Williams

509 Girard
Street
Bellingham
WA 98225

360-676-6724

n/a

yes

County
Funding

M-F
8:30am4:30pm

Administrative center for
all county mental health
funding

Whatcom
Counseling and
Psychiatric Clinic

Community
Mental health
Center

Andy Byrne

3645 E.
McLeod Rd.
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-676-2220
FAX
360-676-7750

n/a

yes

GAX, Title IXX
private
insurance,
sliding scale

M-F 8:00
am5:30pm

Whatcom
County
Behavioral
Health Triage
Center

Designated
Crisis
Responder
(DCR)
CDMHP

Sandara
Amun

2030 Division
Street
Bellingham,
WA 98226

n/a

yes

no charge

24 hrs a
day, 7
days a
week

Whatcom
County
Behavioral
Health Triage
Center

WCPC- Crisis
Respite

David
Sager

2030 Division
Street
Bellingham,
WA 98226

1-800-7478654 Crisis
Line
6762205(Local
number to
facility)
676-2205

counseling, case
management, housing
assistance
medications, Elder
Services
Crisis responders, for
voluntary services. and
evaluation for mental
health commitment

n/a

yes

no charge

24 hrs a
day, 7
days a
week
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Short term housing for the
mentally ill in crisis

9. Whatcom County Re- Entry Inventory - Anger Management
Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Whatcom
Dispute
Resolution
Center

Lummi
Health
Center

Behavioral
Health

Genesis
Two

Sea Mar
Counseling
and Social
Services

Behavioral
Health

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

reception

13 Prospect
Street
Bellingham
WA. 98225

Reception
Gordon
Oats

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding/Fees

Hours

Services Provided

676-0122

Yes
requires
offender to
self identify

Fee schedule

By
appointment

Conflict resolution

2592 Kwina
Drive
Bellingham
WA 98226

384-0464

yes

DSHS, private
insurance,
varies

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

Anger Management

reception

6750
Mission Road
Bellingham
WA. 98226

966-7778

yes

DSHS, private
insurance,
varies

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

Anger Management

Beatrice
Giraldo

4455 Cordata
Parkway
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

360-7345458 FAX
360-7345298

yes

DSHS, private
insurance,
varies

M-F
8:00am5:00pm

Anger Management

n/a
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counseling, emphasis on
Spanish speaking
population

10. Whatcom County Re-Entry Inventory - Basic Needs – Life Skills Training
Program
Name
Opportunity
Council

Contact
Person
reception

Address

Phone

1111 Cornwall
Bellingham WA.
98225
2912 Northwest
Ave
Bellingham WA.
98225
1195 Alger Cain
Lake Road
Sedro Woolley,
Wa 98264

360-7345121

Salvation Army

reception

Alger Food
Bank

n/a

360-7245131

Bellingham
Community
Meal
Alternatives to
Hunger

n/a

2116 Cornwall
Ave

Mike
Colten

Blaine Food
Bank

n/a

Christ the King
Community
Church

Email

Offender
Eligibility
yes

Funding

Hours

Services Provided

M- F 8:30 – 4:30

Varity of life skill classes (some
connected to specific programs)

yes

none

M- F 8:30 – 4:30

Rent assistance, Food,
Clothing, bus passes, gas
vouchers

n/a

yes

none

first week of month
8:00am-2:00pm

food bank

360-7331380

n/a

yes

none

call

end of the month meal

1824 Ellis Street
Bellingham, WA
98225
PO Box 472
Blaine, WA
98230

360-6760392

n/a

yes

none

M,W,F 1:00pm5:00pm

food bank

360-3326350

n/a

yes

none

T 9:00am12:00pm, F 9:0012:00pm

Food bank

n/a

5373 Guide
Meridian Street
Bellingham, WA
98227

360-7331337

n/a

yes

none

T 1:00pm-3:00pm

food bank

Bridging
Counseling
Ministries

De Ivan
Covich

1400 Larabee
Street
Bellingham, WA
98225

360-7338400

n/a

yes

Sliding
scale

M-F 9:00am5:30pm

counseling, food bank, support
groups, works closely with Love
Inc

Lummi Nation

Reception

2593 Kwina
Road
Bellingham,
WA 98226

360-3847106

n/a

yes

free for
tribal
members

M-F 8:00am4:30pm

Rent assistance, Food,
Clothing, bus passes,
vocational training, gas
vouchers

New Way
Ministries

n/a

205 South B.C.
Ave Suite 105
Lynden, Wa
98264

360-3544673

n/a

yes

none

M-F

food bank, transitional living
shelter

360-7331350

Salvation Army

n/a

We Care

Mary Eliker

2912 Northwest
Ave Bellingham,
WA 98227
2015 Alpine Way

360-7331410

n/a

yes

none

360-6475415

n/a

yes

small
donation
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M-F 9:00am11:00am, 1:30pm4:30pm
call

food bank, vouchers, clothing

clothing

11. Whatcom County Re- Entry Inventory - Special needs
Agency/
Organization

Program
Name

Sexual
Assault and
Domestic
Violence
Services

Contact
Person

Address

Phone

Email

Offender
Eligibility

Funding/
Fees

Hours

Services Provided

hotline
number

1407
Commercial
Street
Bellingham,
WA. 98225

1-877-7151563

n/a

yes

none

Office M-F
9:00am5:00pm,
hotline 24
hours 7 days a
week

sexual assault and DV support
group, legal help, referrals

n/a

Whatcom
County
Prosecuting
Attorney

Domestic
Violence
Specialist

Pauline

311 Grand
Ave Suite 20
Bellingham
WA. 98225

360 6766784

yes

none

M- F
8:30 to 4:30

Referral ,information

Whatcom
County
Public
Defender’s
Office

Social
Services

Kimberl
y
Schuste
r

215 N.
Commercial
St.
Bellingham
WA. 98225

360 6766670

yes

none

M- F
8:30 to 4:30

Referral ,information

Whatcom
County
Court

Whatcom
County
Court

311 Grand
Ave
Bellingham,
Wa 98225

360-7382459

yes

$10.00
cash

appointment
only

legal assistance
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Appendix G
Supplement Draft EIS Comments

Final EIS: Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters
Appendices

This Page Intentionally Left Blank

Final EIS: Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters
Appendices

NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Murron, Susan (ECY) <SMUR461@ECY.WA.GOV>
Friday, October 11, 2013 2:05 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff's HQ: Supplemental Draft EIS
201304577 Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff's HQ; LaBounty Rd..pdf

Hello Michael,
Attached are the comments from Dept. of Ecology for the above‐referenced project.
Thank you,

Susan Murron / Office Assistant 3 / Department of Ecology / Bellingham Field Office / 1440 10th St,
Suite 102 / Bellingham, WA 98225 / (360) 715-5200

1

STATE OF WASHINGTON

DE PA RT ME NT O F E CO L O G Y
th
Bellingham Field Office • 1440 10 Street, Suite 102 • Bellingham, Washington 98225
(360) 715-5200 • FAX (360) 715-5225

October 11, 2013

Tyler Schroeder
Whatcom County Planning & Development
5280 Northwest Dr.
Bellingham, WA 98226
RE:

LA File#
DOE file#
Applicant

Supplemental Draft EIS
201304577
Whatcom County Facilities Management; Michael Russell

Dear Mr. Schroeder:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the above referenced Determination.
Based on review of the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) checklist associated with this
Determination we offer the following comments:

Wetlands Comments from Susan Meyer:




Wetlands were delineated and verified by the Corps of Engineers and Ecology for the
LaBounty Road Industrial site. Both build alternatives for the corrections facility and
Sheriff’s Headquarters show development beyond the Industrial Site’s boundaries. There
are some discrete overland flow features that may support wetland conditions, and wetland
studies in this area have not been verified by the Corps (Personal Communication, Randel
Perry, 10/3/13) or Ecology.
We have a concern that shallow groundwater flowing from east to west may be interrupted
by site development, thereby cutting off some of the water supply to Wetlands A, C, F and
the mitigation area. It may be necessary to install subsurface drains directed to the wetlands
or some other feature around the site to ensure that the wetlands continue to receive the
necessary cold, clean water they currently receive. Chapter 1 (Geology and Soils) states that
the western portion of the site is underlain by very fine clayey soils to a depth of roughly 50
feet in places. These soils are not conducive to infiltration. Infiltrating stormwater in the
eastern portion of the site may not help the wetlands to the west, since building foundations
will be placed between the infiltration areas and the wetlands.

LA File#
DOE file#
Page 2 of 2





Supplemental Draft EIS
201304577

Both build alternatives show one-story structures across the site. In order to adequately
demonstrate wetland avoidance, at least one alternative should include multi-story
buildings. The Sheriff’s Headquarters could be above the inmate housing or some other
configuration.
A 50-foot buffer on the wetland mitigation site is not adequate to protect the projected
functions of the mitigation wetland. If the buildings were constructed as multi-story, there
would be more room for an adequate buffer on the site. It is assumed that lights would be
needed outside of the facility, so a wider buffer will help diffuse the lighting and protect the
nocturnal wildlife in the wetland.

Construction Stormwater Comments from Stephanie Barney and Kurt Baumgarten:
Stormwater runoff can have a significant impact on water quality, introducing sediment and
other pollutants into waters of the state. Such pollutants can impair or eliminate aquatic
habitat and prevent such waters from having multiple beneficial uses (e.g., fishing, swimming,
drinking, etc).
From the SEPA register, it appears that this project may be subject to one of Ecology’s National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permits for Stormwater Discharges.
NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit
Permit coverage is necessary if clearing, grading, and/or excavation results in the disturbance
of one or more acres and discharges stormwater to surface waters of the state.
This includes:
 Sites smaller than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale
that will ultimately disturb one acre or more
 Forest practices including, but not limited to, class IV conversions that are part of a
construction activity that disturbs one or more acres
Information regarding the NPDES Construction Stormwater General Permit can be found at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/construction/
NPDES Industrial Stormwater General Permit
Permit Coverage is necessary if the industrial activity at the proposed facility meets the
following criteria:


Industrial activities that:
1. Are listed in 40 CFR Subpart 122.26(b) (14)
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201304577

2. Discharge stormwater from the site into state surface waters or into storm
drainage systems which discharge to state surface waters. (Surface waters may
include wetlands, ditches, rivers, unnamed creeks, lakes, estuaries, marine
waters).
Information regarding the NPDES Industrial Stormwater General Permit can be found at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/stormwater/industrial/index.html
If you have questions about determining the need for NPDES coverage or you need information
regarding applying for and implementing an NPDES please contact us.
Thank you for considering these comments from the Department of Ecology. If you have
questions please call Stephanie Barney at 715-5233 or Kurt Baumgarten at 715-5210.
Sincerely,

Susan Meyer, Wetlands Specialist

Kurt Baumgarten, Water Quality Specialist

Stephanie Barney, Water Quality Specialist
kb:sm
cc:

Whatcom County Facilities Management; Michael Russell
BFO SEPA File
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US

Subject:
Attachments:

Jori Burnett <JoriBurnett@cityofferndale.org>
Monday, October 14, 2013 4:43 PM
Camie Anderson (canderson@shockeyplanning.com); NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US; Janice
Marlega; Greg Young
City of Ferndale comments
Water Report Final.pdf; Jail Sewer tech memo9-6-13.pdf; Sewer Report Final.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:
Sent:
To:

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments related to the proposed Whatcom County Jail and Sheriff’s
Headquarters. As co‐lead agency, the City has a number of comments on the Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (SDEIS).
1. The City recognizes efforts to include visual representations of potential site plans, utility configurations, access
points, required permits, fees and more. However, the City reserves the right to identify additional conditions
and/or restrictions on these elements at the time of development review, based on requirements in place at the
time the respective applications are determined to be complete.
2.

The County has identified 2017 as a potential opening date for the jail. However, there are 185 references to a
2019 opening/ a 2019
target/ study date within the SDEIS.

3.

Glossary – 100‐Year floodplain: consider providing reference to FEMA maps. Area adjacent to a watercourse is
not necessarily the only requirement.

4. Page S‐7: “access to the campus will be from LaBounty Road at two curb cuts.” The City reserves the right to
require that the potential location of these curb cuts be changed, pending review of a proposed site plan. The
City Development standards assume one curb cut, but allows the Public Works Director to permit two or more
driveways. Such approval can only be provided at the time of development review.

5. Page S‐8: the City presumes that frontage improvements would continue through the frontage of the
archaeological site.
6. Page S‐11 – fence height – may require a building permit depending on height.

7. S‐13 (conceptual plan) – general statement for all such exhibits: consider renaming “conceptual plan” or
“preliminary concept” – the word “alternative” suggests that this alternative or another alternative will be
built. May suggest that City has reviewed/ approved concepts.
8. Many if not most of the mitigation measures identified in S‐14‐ S‐20 are going to be reviewed as part of the
development review. There are not necessarily any changes or omissions here, but there may be additional
conditions that are identified through that development review – if for no other reason than the City will be
looking at a very specific mitigation plan.
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9. Page 1‐6: As part of the development review, the City may require compaction tests on all or certain portions of
the site. These are fairly standard, and straight‐forward.
10. Page 1‐7 – mitigation measures are very specific, but may require amendment based on the specific work being
proposed.
11. Page 2‐4: EAGLE points cannot be assumed at this time.
12. Figure 3‐2: Existing conditions shown as of 2010; the City will likely require an updated existing conditions map
or a reconfirmation of the existing conditions as part of the development review.

13. Page 3‐6 – updates to FIRM maps may not be forthcoming in the near future as the result of modeling
uncertainties.
14. Figure 3‐4: Conceptual Stormwater Plan.
15. Wetland section: the City of Ferndale will conduct a wetland review at the time of development submittal and
will consider a specific mitigation plan at that time, based upon the specific site plan being proposed. The City
agrees that the adverse impacts identified through that review, if any exist, will be mitigated as per the City’s
Critical Areas Ordinance and other companion regulations. The City reserves the right to modify, replace, add,
or reject mitigation measures described in the SDEIS.

16. 16. Page 8‐6: Environmental Impacts: consider striking the first paragraph. A 2002 study does not reflect
subsequent development, rezoning, or environmental encroachment.
17. General comment (Page 10‐3): this section discusses the fact that complete design has not yet occurred and
therefore cannot be addressed. For these reasons, the City of Ferndale cannot verify all conditions/ mitigation
measures and must defer some of these processes/ reviews until the development review process when these
design, site, and need elements are addressed. This is a typical comment of the City, and should be listed.

18. 10‐4 Building Design – discussion needs to be updated to reflect City approval of new code. Continues to Page
10‐5.
19. Page 13‐21: Concern that the traffic improvements identified include the caveat that the County would include
these improvements in their comprehensive plan and would construct the improvements “if necessary” prior to
operating the facility. It is unclear which entity would determine the necessity.
Please see additional comments and reports (attached). The City looks forward to discussing these and related
comments. Thank you.
Jori Burnett
Community Development Director, City of Ferndale
360/685‐2367
2095 Main Street
Ferndale, WA 98248
All correspondence to or from me is considered a public record, and subject to public records disclosure requests
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TO:

Janice Marlega, Public Works Director, City of Ferndale

FROM:

Andy Law, PE, Curt Schoenfelder, PE

SUBJECT:

Whatcom County Jail Planning – Sewer Capacity Analysis

JOB NO.:

2013-012

DATE:

September 6, 2013

Purpose
This technical memorandum provides analyses of the following items pertaining to the proposed
Whatcom County Jail near Labounty Dr and Sunset Ave (refer to City of Ferndale letter to Whatcom
County Facilities dated May 29, 2013):
1)

Analysis of the size of existing utility lines and their capacity to serve the proposed use.

2)

Analysis of water and sewer use compared to manufacturing facilities at this location.
Significant differences between water and sewer use normally anticipated for
manufacturing facilities and the proposed jail may require mitigation in addition to
normal utility connection fees.

3)

Analysis of the impact the proposed facilities may have on associated sanitary sewer
main lines and pump stations, specifically analyzing the need to upsize or modify such
stations/lines in advance of already-planned improvements.

Analyses
Item 1. Analysis of the size of existing utility lines and their capacity to serve the proposed use.
The proposed jail facility location is shown on Attachment 1 (modified Exhibit B Existing Sanitary
Sewer Collection System, City of Ferndale Comprehensive Sewer Plan [CSP]). Attachment 1 also
shows the existing sanitary sewer collection system trunk main GM6E that would serve the jail.
Attachment 2 shows the existing trunk main characteristics, capacities, and existing peak flows (CSP
Exhibit B Trunk Main Capacity Table). The capacity of trunk main GM6E, according to this table, is
758 gpm. It should be noted that this capacity is calculated using a conservative Manning’s n
roughness coefficient of 0.013 (the actual clean-pipe capacity could be as much as 25 percent
higher). Attachment 2 also shows the existing peak hour flow of 469 gpm to trunk main GM6E,
which was calculated from the demographics data from the City of Ferndale Traffic Analysis Zone
(TAZ). The following table summarizes Trunk Main GM6E existing flow characteristics:
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Trunk Main GM6E* Flow Characteristics
Flow Capacity (gpm)

758

2010 Peak Hour Flow (gpm)

469

Remaining Peak Hour Flow Capacity (gpm)

289

*This does not include the last two downstream pipe segments,
which have higher flows but also much higher capacity
The following table summarizes information from the letter from Wilson Engineering to the City
dated June 18, 2013 regarding Whatcom County Jail Planning Public Infrastructure Evaluation
(Attachment 3). Based on these data, the existing trunk main that would serve the jail appears to
have enough capacity to serve both phases of the proposed jail, with about 100-gpm capacity
remaining for other sources.

Proposed Jail Anticipated Peak Flows
Phase

Peak Hour Flow (gpm)

Initial Phase

165 +/-10

Add Alternates 2026+/-

185 +/-10

Item 2. Analysis of water and sewer use compared to manufacturing facilities at this location.
Significant differences between water and sewer use normally anticipated for manufacturing
facilities and the proposed jail may require mitigation in addition to normal utility connection
fees.
Attachment 3 shows the sewer loading that would be anticipated from the proposed jail site versus
if it were developed as Industrial. The water usage should be very similar to the sewer loading and
for both the planned industrial use and the jail. Therefore, only sewer loading is evaluated herein.
The Industrial sewer loading was calculated using Ferndale TAZ data (yr-2034) and assuming an
average daily flow of 25 gallons per day per employee, which is in accordance with calculations for
the Ferndale Comprehensive Sewer Plan. The following summarizes the sewer loading comparison:
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Comparison of Site Development Sewer Loading
Proposed Jail
Initial Phase

Industrial

Add Alternates 2026+/-

Average Daily Flow (gpd)

63,000

71,000

5,000

Peak Monthly Flow (gpd)

94,000

105,000

7,700

Peak Hour Flow (gpm)

165 ±10

185 ±10

15

The BOD loading from the jail is expected to be similar to domestic sewer BOD loading. The BOD
loading from light industrial uses should also be similar to domestic sewer BOD loading; however,
some industrial uses (e.g., food processing) have very high BOD loading and some may have very
low BOD loading (e.g., boiler blowdown).
Item 3. Analysis of the impact the proposed facilities may have on associated sanitary sewer main
lines and pump stations, specifically analyzing the need to upsize or modify such stations/lines in
advance of already-planned improvements.
The water usage should be very similar to the sewer loading and for both the planned industrial use
and the jail. Therefore, only sewer loading is evaluated herein. Refer to Item 1 in the preceding for
analysis on the immediately impacted sanitary sewer main lines.
Gravity Sewer Main GM6E
The projected future sewer loadings to Pump Station #4 and trunk main GM6E shown below are
excerpted from CSP, Exhibit I, Table 5, Pump Station Capacities and Model Peak Hourly Inflows). The
full table is included herein as Attachment 4. The CSP projected future peak flows were calculated
from demographics data from the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) data for the year 2034.

Future (yr-2034) Peak Hour Flow (w/o Jail)
Peak Flow (gpm)
Flow into PS#4

834

GM6E (w/o Jail)

610*

*47 gpm (from TAZ 709 ) flows directly into PS#4 (not in GM6E) and 177 gpm
flows into the last two pipe segments of GM6E, which have enough capacity.
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Without the jail, the future conditions peak hour flow would remain well below the maximum
capacity of the trunk main. With the jail scenario, the future peak hour flow for the trunk main
would be 780 gpm (22 gpm over the maximum capacity of 758 gpm) as shown below. The 758 gpm
capacity would be exceeded by the year 2029

Trunk Main GM6E Future (yr-2034) Peak Flow (w/ Jail)
Peak Hour Flow (gpm)
GM6E yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/o Jail)

610

Jail Anticipated Peak Flow (average)

+ 185

Less peak flow w/ Jail site developed as
Industrial

-

GM6E yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/ Jail)

= 780

15

Without the jail, the capacity of GM6E would be sufficient well beyond year 2034. With the jail, the
758 gpm capacity of GM6E will be reached in 2028/2029 as shown in the table below.
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GM6E Existing and Future Flows without and with Jail
Peak Flow
Peak Flow
Increase
Year
w/o Jail
w/ Jail
from 2010
(gpm)
(gpm)
(multiplier)
2010
469
634
1.000
2011
474
639
1.021
2012
479
644
1.042
2013
485
650
1.064
2014
490
655
1.087
2015
495
660
1.110
2016
501
666
1.133
2017
506
671
1.157
2018
512
677
1.181
2019
518
683
1.206
2020
523
688
1.231
2021
529
694
1.257
2022
535
700
1.283
2023
541
706
1.310
2024
547
712
1.338
2025
553
718
1.366
2026
559
744
2027
565
750
2028
571
756
2029
577
762
2030
584
769
2031
590
775
2032
597
782
2033
603
788
2034
610
795
Gravity Main capacity exceedance denoted in bold
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Pump Station #4
As discussed previously and as shown on Attachment 1 map, the proposed jail site and trunk main
GM6E discharge to Pump Station #4 (near Smith Rd, north of Ready Mix). The current capacity of
PS#4 is 756 gpm as shown on Attachment 4 (pump station capacities based on pump station flow
monitoring data from the CSP). The existing peak hour flow is 563 gpm.

Pump Station #4 Flow Characteristics
PS#4 Flow Capacity (gpm)

756

PS#4 2010 Peak Flow (gpm)

563

PS#4 Remaining Peak Flow Capacity (gpm)

193

Force Main Capacity* (gpm)

1250*

* Capacity of 8-inch pipe at maximum velocity of 8 fps
Without the jail, the trunk main future conditions (Year 2034) peak hour flow would exceed PS#4
capacity by 78 gpm.
With the addition of the jail, the future conditions (Year 2034) peak hour flow for PS#4 would
exceed the 756-gpm capacity by 248 gpm as shown below:

Pump Station #4 Future (yr-2034) Peak Flow (w/ Jail)
Peak Hour Flow (gpm)
yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/o Jail)

834

Jail Anticipated Peak Flow

+ 185

Less peak flow w/ Jail site developed as
Industrial

-

yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/ Jail)

15

= 1,004

PS#4 is listed in the CSP’s 2011-2016 CIP for rehabilitation (including increasing capacity and
replacing equipment, controls and generator) and will be upgraded before the jail opening. PS#4
capacity can be increased to up to 1,250 gpm without having to upgrade the PS#4 force main (any
increase above the 1,250 gpm nominal capacity of the force main would require upgrading the force
main). The wet well will have to be replaced with a larger wet well (replace 6-ft diameter with 8-ft
diameter) to accommodate much larger pumps to provide 1250 gpm capacity. Without the jail, the
existing wet well could be reused until about Year 2048.
The existing capacity of PS#4 will be reached in 2028 without the jail and in 2013/2014 with the jail
as shown in the table below.
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Pump Station#4 Existing and Future Flows without and with Jail
Peak Flow
Peak Flow
Increase
Year
w/o Jail
w/ Jail
from 2010
(gpm)
(gpm)
(multiplier)
563
1.000
2010
728
572
1.017
2011
737
582
1.033
2012
745
591
1.050
2013
754
601
1.068
2014
764
611
1.085
2015
773
621
1.103
2016
782
631
1.121
2017
792
642
1.140
2018
802
652
1.159
2019
812
663
1.178
2020
822
674
1.197
2021
832
685
1.217
2022
843
696
1.237
2023
853
708
1.257
2024
864
720
1.278
2025
875
732
1.299
2026
907
744
1.321
2027
918
756
1.343
2028
930
768
1.365
2029
941
781
1.387
2030
954
794
1.410
2031
966
807
1.433
2032
978
820
1.457
2033
991
834
1.481
2034
1004
Capacity exceedance denoted in bold
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Downstream of PS#4
Downstream of PS#4, the Ferndale CSP Capital Improvements Plan 2011-2016 identifies needed
infrastructure upgrades including (1) replacing a section of trunk main GM1E (CIP 80G01, see
Attachment 1) , which has a zero slope and known hole in the pipe and (2) upgrades to Pump Station
#2 (PS#2) including equipment replacement and increasing capacity (CIP 80PS02).
Gravity Sewer Main GM1E
Attachment 2 indicates trunk main GM1E has the following characteristics:

Trunk Main GM1E Flow Characteristics
Flow Capacity (gpm)

2,844

2010 Peak Flow (gpm)

2,318

Remaining Peak Flow Capacity (gpm)

526

With the addition of the jail scenario Add Alternates 2026+/-, the trunk main existing conditions
peak hour flow has excess capacity of 341 gpm. Estimated future peak flow for trunk main GM1E is
as follows:

Future (yr-2034) Peak Hour Flow (w/o Jail)
Peak Flow (gpm)
Yr-2034 Peak flow into PS#2 (Attachment 4)

2,536

GM1E yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/o Jail)

2,373*

*163 gpm (from Hovander Rd sub-main) flows into PS#2 (at very near end
of GM1E)
Without the jail, trunk main GM1E has 471 gpm remaining capacity for future conditions (Year
2034). With the addition of the jail scenario, Add Alternates 2026+/-, the future peak hour flow for
the trunk main would have excess capacity of 301 gpm as shown below:

Trunk Main GM1E Future (yr-2034) Peak Flow (w/ Jail)
Peak Hour Flow (gpm)
GM1E yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/o Jail)

2,373

Jail Anticipated Peak Flow (average)

+ 185

Less peak flow w/ Jail site developed as Industrial

-

GM1E yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/ Jail)

15

= 2,543*

* Compared to capacity of 2,844 gpm
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It is important to note that the peak flow in trunk main GM1E is largely due to pumping inputs from
PS#3 and PS#4. PS#3 is on the 6-yr CIP list (Project 80PS03), however the project is a rehabilitation
project, and no capacity increase needs are anticipated. PS#4 capacity could be increased up to
1,250 gpm as discussed previously, this would increase the peak flow in trunk main GME1 by 494
gpm [1,250 gpm – 756 gpm (existing capacity) = 494 gpm]. This would put trunk main GME1 at or
slightly over capacity for future conditions (future capacity = 471 gpm) with the jail (buffered by PS
#4).
Pump Station #2
Pump Station #2 (PS#2) is the pump station that conveys all of the sewer collection system on the
east side of the river to the west side of the river. The CIP lists PS#2 as a high priority capital
improvement project – improvements would include increasing capacity, replacing equipment,
adding a generator, and new controls. PS#2 inflows are the combined inflows from trunk main
GM1E and the Hovander Rd sewer line, which are discussed and quantified above.

Pump Station #2 Future (yr-2034) Peak Flow (w/ and w/o Jail)
Flow (gpm)
PS#2 yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/o Jail)

2,536

PS#2 yr-2034 Peak Hour Flow (w/o Jail)

2,460

Jail Anticipated Peak Flow (2026) (average)

+ 185

Less peak flow w/ Jail site developed as Industrial

-

15

PS#2 yr-2034 Peak Flow (w/ Jail)

= 2,706*

PS#2 yr-2034 Peak Hour Flow (w/ Jail)

= 2,630

Force Main Capacity (gpm)

2,840

* Assumes PS#4 peak discharge is increased by 185 gpm only

The peak hour flow capacity of PS#2 will be reached in 2019/2020 without the jail and in 2016/2017
with the jail as shown in the following table. The pump station design capacity will need to be about
170 gpm higher with the jail (about 6 percent higher). The force main maximum capacity is
2,840 gpm. The force main will need to be upsized by Year 2037 without the jail and two years
sooner with the jail.
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Pump Station#2 Existing and Future Flows without and with Jail
Peak Flow
Peak Flow
Increase
Year
w/o Jail
w/ Jail
from 2010
(gpm)
(gpm)
(multiplier)
2010
1019
1184
1.000
2011
1058
1221
1.038
2012
1098
1261
1.077
2013
1140
1302
1.118
2014
1183
1345
1.161
2015
1228
1389
1.205
2016
1275
1435
1.251
1483
2017
1323
1.298
1533
2018
1373
1.348
1584
2019
1425
1.399
1480
1638
2020
1.452
1536
1693
2021
1.507
1594
1751
2022
1.564
1655
1811
2023
1.624
1718
1873
2024
1.686
1783
1938
2025
1.750
1851
2025
2026
1.816
1921
2095
2027
1.885
1994
2167
2028
1.957
2070
2242
2029
2.031
2148
2320
2030
2.108
2230
2401
2031
2.188
2315
2485
2032
2.272
2403
2573
2033
2.358
2494
2663
2034
2.448
Capacity exceedance denoted in bold
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Wastewater Treatment Plant
The wastewater Treatment Plant is projected to reach permitted design capacity in 2018/2019
based on projected CBOD loadings (CSP Figure 1 on Page 11 – included as Attachment 5).
Interpolating the graph in Figure 1, the permitted capacity of 4,490 lb/yr CBOD would be reached by
2018 and 9 months. The additional CBOD load from the jail would be:
CBOD Load = 94,000 GPD peak month flow x 0.167 lb/day CBOD per 100 GPD* = 157 lb/day
With 570 beds, the initial phase CBOD loading per bed is 0.275 lb/day/bed. With this additional
157 lb/day load to the wastewater treatment plant, the projected capacity would be reached in
2017 and 6 months (a year and three months sooner than planned).
The wastewater Treatment Plant also has design load limits for TSS and Flow. The TSS design
capacity of 5,388 lb/day will be reached at about the same time that the CBOD design capacity is
reached. The flow design capacity of 3.23 MGD is projected to be reached by 2021. The flow design
capacity would be reached by 2020 with the additional 94,000 GPD from the jail. It should be noted
that the planned installation of the City’s water softening equipment will result in an additional
50,000 GPD approximately of flow to the wastewater treatment plant, in which case flow capacity
would be reached by 2019 and 6 months.
The net increase in loads with the 2026 add-ons versus the projected light industrial future loads are
relatively insignificant in comparison: 3,300 GPD flow and 6 lb/day BOD and 6 lb/day TSS.
* Per the Criteria for Sewage Works (Ecology, 2008), 100 GPD is equivalent to one person in a
dwelling which in turn is equivalent to 0.2 lb/day BOD. CBOD is equal 0.833 multiplied by BOD, thus
100 GPD is equivalent to 0.167 lb/day CBOD.
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Report for the City of Ferndale

A Summary of the Impacts of the Proposed
Whatcom County Adult Corrections Facility and Sheriff’s Headquarters
on the City's Sewer System.

Prepared by:

Reichhardt & Ebe Engineering, Inc.
P O. Box 978
Lynden, WA 98264
360-354-3687
October 7, 2013

NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pat Britain <patbrit@comcast.net>
Monday, October 14, 2013 7:44 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Comment on the proposed new jail

Make the jail no larger than 521 beds. Use any additional money available for mental health programs and diversion
programs.
I own property. I own a business. I pay real estate, B&O, and sales taxes. I vote. I hope at the size of this jail reflects what
the people of Whatcom County want.

Pat Britain
1801 4th St., Bellingham, WA 98225
360.733.6060 home/office

patbrit@comcast.net
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith Comess <kacomess@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:58 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
SEIS Comments

The adverse impacts of this project well known. These include:
1) High initial cost (estimated $109 million)
2) Increased traffic (prisoner transportation, ancillary services, employee automobiles)
3) Adverse effects on adjoining neighborhoods (including traffic, pollution, potential for lower property values,
reduced "quality of life" for adjoining residential areas)
4) Adjunctive costs to the public (upgrades required for roads, sewage, traffic control services)
5) The well-known phenomenon of over-incarceration (perceived need to "fill" empty beds)
6) Need for additional recurring costs (including additional police, Sheriff's Department personnel for staffing
and transportation; purchase costs, fuel and maintenance for vehicles)
7) Costs are based on estimates and over-runs have not been included
8) Inflation-adjusted rates for prisoner housing (food, medical services, clothing) have not been factored into the
projected sums for the project.
Additionally:
1) Crime rates have fallen nationally, especially for serious (particularly violent) crime
2) Many prisoners are simply those unable to afford bail bond costs and are housed at public expense
3) The size of the facility is based on projections, not known, actual needs and may be excessive
4) Businesses presently located in proximity to the downtown jail facility (such as bail bondsmen) will need to
relocate, leaving the "central core" vacant. This leaves unsightly, empty buildings and reduces property and
business tax rates in the City of Bellingham
5) The projected facility includes a substantially enlarged Sheriff's Office. The need for this has not been
demonstrated
6) There has been no cogently argued case against building the new jail in the parking lot adjacent to the
existing building.
In a climate of reduced public services, the cost burden for the jail - competing as it does with other social needs
such as schools - simply cannot be justified. There are many other alternative scenarios (including "creative
sentencing", use of existing facilities for low-risk offenders) that further undermine the argument favoring this
project. In summary, this proposal lacks a logical basis and should not be constructed.
Respectfully,
Keith Allen Comess, MD
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Davenport <bcdaven@earthlink.net>
Sunday, October 13, 2013 7:02 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
right size jail

I support the smallest number of bed possible because we know from history that as soon as a jail/prison is built it will
filled.
Mindful that the US has one of the highest incarceration rates in the world, I wonder if Whatcom County has
comprehensively explored all alternatives in determining the number of beds needed. I would like to know exactly how
the bed number is calculated and know the breakdown of categories of incarceration.
I support generous funding for alternatives to incarceration such as drug court, counseling, electronic monitoring, and
community service.
Thank you,
Rev. Barbara Davenport
1623 Humboldt St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
360 733‐4883
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frances DeRook <fderook@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:11 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
SEIS Comments

There are several problems with the new jail, it's size, and it's current proposed location west of I-5 on Labounty
and Sunset in Ferndale:
1) The new jail is 8.3 miles from the County Court house, a 15 minute drive on the freeway under optimum
conditions. This means excessive back and forth driving and ferrying of prisoners and the risk, time, manpower,
vehicle wear and tear and fossil fuel pollution this entails.
2) Crime, especially violent crime, has actually been DECREASING in recent decades so planning for a jail
that will hold 649 and possibly up to 800 in-mates makes little economic sense. However, it makes perfect sense
if you plan on FILLING all those beds with non violent criminals, those who can't post bail and those awaiting
trial.
3) The new site would require bringing in huge infrastructure: water, sewer, waste, roads, traffic circles etc. All
of this at enormous taxpayer expense, of course.
4) Moving out of down town leaves many businesses bereft of their source of livelihood. Do they relocate to be
closer to the new jail? Do they become unsightly empty shells with all of their attendant decrepitude? Is this
optimal for downtown?
5) The name of this new jail is actually "Whatcom County Adult Correctional Facility and Sheriff's
Headquarters." Everyone should be made keenly aware that 32,000 square feet of this new facility is intended
for the Sheriff and 116 of his staff. Is this truly necessary at taxpayer expense? Have we heard a cogent reason
why the Sheriff needs to relocate there and why- in particular- he needs this outrageous amount of space?
If time, money and the environment were not important considerations, then a $109 million project with as
much space as anyone wants might be a viable concept. However, given the exigencies of the
environment, schools, existing businesses and the genuine possibility for correctional reform with emphasis on
treatment and rehabilitation, this facility is NOT in the best interests of Whatcom County or its citizens. There
are truly viable alternatives which are more affordable and reasonable, including building on the parking lot site
adjacent to the current Sheriff's office and jail. An appropriate size, safe and properly located facility can be
constructed while preserving the environment and utilizing tax payer money for more pressing needs.

Thank you for attending to and considering my comments.
Respectfully submitted,
Frances DeRook, MD
Bellingham, WA
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Drewes <peterreads@yahoo.com>
Monday, October 14, 2013 2:45 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Jail Size

I do not support building a jail any larger than the 521 bed proposal. In the future, we will improve our
ways of dealing with problem people without incarcerating them, so even with population growth, the
521 jail will be adequate for decades.
Peter Drewes
912 34th St
98229
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Arlene <rebelbrandi@gmail.com>
Saturday, September 28, 2013 8:36 AM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
new jail

My concern in this country as a minister, teacher and counselor, is that we continue to ignore the children with obvious
problems and then want to incarcerate them as adults. An ounce of prevention is worth pounds of cure. Not only could
we diminish the number of criminals but also the number of citizens who suffer at their hands.
Please start working with children instead of building more jails.
Rev. Arlene C. Ferguson
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dianne Foster <vefoster@earthlink.net>
Monday, October 14, 2013 1:54 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Right-sized jail

Dear County Council,
We do not need to spend $100 million on a huge jail. Please do not build over 521
beds;
spend the rest on the gaping hole in mental health services, which have been
slashed exponentially at the same rate mental illness is on the increase.
My neighborhood
has had a rash of burglaries related to heroine abuse, and a recent arrest of 11 heroin dealers
on Samish Way.
We need to replace the secure detox and residential recovery facility closed
by Peace Health.
We need to replace the loss of the E and T unit in Skagit County, this
occurring amazingly AFTER the Zamora killings there. It has always been extremely difficult in
this state to have a psychotic person hospitalized,
and this has been exacerbated by the
“anti-tax” and “no government” movement.
We should all be able to see there is a place for
a functioning public sector, and prevention trumps punishment.
Dr. Vince and Dianne Foster
Sehome neighborhood
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Robert French <freflyt@yahoo.com>
Monday, October 14, 2013 10:36 PM
Laurie Leishman; NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
'Jim Wallace'; 'Lyle Mydland'; 'Aaron Snel'; 'Amy Fox'; 'Andrea and Tony Blakely'; 'Beth Snel';
'Bo and Kim Stephen'; 'Brenton Fox'; 'Brian and Tracy Blakely'; 'Catherine Macbeth'; 'Dahn
Lundell'; 'Dale'; 'Daniel and Tanesha Canzater'; 'Donald Heinrichs'; 'Jayme'; 'Jim Fox'; Bill
Elfo; 'Kendall and Jana Burns'; 'Kimberly and Colby Dyck'; 'Parks'; 'Ryan Lagerwey'; 'Serge
Zus'; 'Stefani and Joe Erickson'; 'Tracy Washington'; 'Troy Buechler'; 'Vic and Melissa';
CathyWatson@cityofferndale.org; MelHansen@cityofferndale.org;
KeithOlson@cityofferndale.org; PaulIngram@cityofferndale.org;
JonMutchler@cityofferndale.org; LloydZimmerman@cityofferndale.org;
BrentGoodrich@cityofferndale.org
Re: New Jail - LaBounty

New Jail planning;
We have previously sent comments, the above recently sent by the Leishman's reflects our opinion
and that of most of the residents in the affected area.
Robert & Charlene French
5044 Labounty
Ferndale

On Monday, October 14, 2013 3:35 PM, Laurie Leishman <YourMustardness@comcast.net> wrote:

To:
Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
Here are some of our concerns and questions regarding the potential site of the new Whatcom County Adult
Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters on LaBounty Rd. in Ferndale.
First the County said that they wanted a jail; then they said they wanted a jail and a sheriff office; then they
said they wanted a jail, sheriff office and a jail support area; and now they want a jail, sheriff office, jail
support area and a service building. What will be next?
Sheriff Elfo told us that inmates would not be released at the Corrections Facility, but transferred to the Court
House to be released. Now on page #172, inmates can be released to a designated driver.
Where is the money going to come from? We are already taxed out!
1). TRAFFIC
LaBounty Rd. is substandard with an excessive amount of speeders going to and from work and the traffic to
and from the dump.
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If this facility is built, ingress and egress should not be from LaBounty Rd.
Other options should be an entrance straight across from the end of Sunset Ave.; an entrance past the front of
Scrap It; or extending Creighton Rd. into the back of the site.
Jail and Sheriff traffic should be restricted from using LaBounty from the north, and how can you stop that?
On page #117 it states that there will be 911 average daily trips to and from the facility.
That didn’t include lunch time, which is a big traffic hour from about 11:30 to 1:30PM, which most of the
traffic will be going north into Ferndale.
According to those averages, that means approximately 300 trips from the facility going north, excluding the
lunch rush.
Improving LaBounty with an LID would be unfair to the residents (only 15 residents) paying for road
improvements from (Smith Road to Sunset Rd.) that would be of no benefit to any of us.
Another concern of ours is our children’s safety in our neighborhood. Of the 100+ homes here (most are less
than a mile radiance from the proposed facility), most of them are families with children. These kids are
standing at the road being pick up and dropped off by the school buses. What will the added traffic be to their
safetey?
2.) WATER
What additional strain will a 789+/‐ bed facility, (521 now + the additional 128 beds + 140 beds thirteen years
from now) plus a Sheriff’s Office (116 people) place on Ferndale’s ill conceived well water plan? That’s a major
water consumption.
Residences up the hill on Douglas Rd. are suffering lower well water levels and are having to reduce water
pressure to keep their wells from running dry this summer. This is most likely from Ferndale’s new well located
at the base of the hill. This should be a great concern to the City of Ferndale and its residences.
3.) ECONOMIC IMPACTS
What will be the effect on Ferndale’s finances, as in loss of property tax revenue from some other business or
facility on this site vs. sales tax and other undefined direct economic benefit?
What will be the impact be on surrounding property values?
What are the potential LID costs to residents?
Would a jail in this location affect the decision of potential business to locate in the area?
What would a jail do to the saleability of homes in the neighborhood?
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In conclusion, we think that the facility proposed here on LaBounty Dr. is a poor decision. It’s not safe for our
neighborhood. The impacts are huge, every way you look at it. Our children are at risk. We think that there
are better options. Either update the current jail for less money, or the property on Smith and the Guide,
which is more suitable, and not in a residential zone.

Sincerely,
Terry & Laurie Leishman
5169 LaBounty Dr.
Ferndale, WA 98248
360‐384‐6840
360‐303‐4919
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October 14, 2013
Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
From: ReEntry Coalition of Whatcom County
PO Box 31026
Bellingham, WA 98228
360-354-3653
Dear EIS Folks,
The ReEntry Coalition of Whatcom County is submitting these comments in addition to the
verbal comments submitted by Irene Morgan, the Founder, at the last public hearing on Sept 26,
2013.
In reviewing the SDEIS Report, the Coalition has several very specific concerns that we request
be addressed:
1) On page FS-2 there is discussion (but no explanation there or later) as to why there are
521 beds required, then immediately talks about adding an extra 128 beds, then more
later. Why? There is no explanation for why there is this discrepancy or the rationale
behind it. And there is no matching explanation for why the Sheriff’s staff and jail
staffing is increased either. It seems that this should be part of the planning process, so
that the County Council understands the full impact of the original jail, the expansion and
the staffing costs related to that.
2) On Page FS-2 there is a discussion of how large the Sheriff’s office and the Warehouse
will be. This is a huge additional capital expenditure, yet the addition of a Sheriff’s
headquarters to the jail initiative provides for a huge expenditure that would not be
required downtown. In the political process, it only was a 5 minute addition to the Jail
Task Force recommendation on the last day. The Task Force never discussed this in any
of their previous meetings, and now it is suddenly a huge capital cost. There is no
justification in the DSEIS for the size or scale of these facilities, and no explanation of
the current size and why the expansion is so large. This should be explained and justified,
not just accepted.
3) On page FS-3, and on S-7 there is a line item that says that an “Emergency Fuel Storage
Facility” would be constructed on the site. Why? Where did that come from, and why is
it included here?

There is nowhere we can find in the document that this is justified, explained, or
discussed. There is no environmental or safety impact considered.
It seems that if the plan is to house hundreds of people on this site, why would you place
a dangerous Emergency Fuel Storage Facility on the site? Especially since the County’s
fueling station is only 2 miles away? Why place this in the middle of several toxic
manufacturing, and hazardous waste companies? This seems illogical and out of the
realm of what a jail is being built for. This should be justified and considered.
4) On page 69-70 of the Off-site Odor Impacts, and on Page S-26 under Environmental
Health – there is a conflict that has not be rectified to our satisfaction. On these pages
they discuss all the odor complaints that have been filed in the past few years, yet
conclude there is no impact on the people incarcerated. The conversation seems to be
about impacts during construction only. Then later, it says there is no significant
unavoidable adverse impacts.
How can this be, when later, in Wendy Jones comments she states that by law the inmates
need to have outside fresh air. How do they have fresh air in a hazardous waste
manufacturing area when there is clearly a problem with odor at the sites? Doing an
inside HVAC system doesn’t solve the problem of being outdoors, getting fresh air,
especially during summer hours when odor goes up considerably in the area, and when
the inmates cannot leave the area? This needs to be addressed for health concerns.
5) On Page S-3, there is an acknowledgement that there will be impacts on the inmates of
moving the jail facilities out of downtown and away from legal, social and other services.
While it notes there are concerns expressed, it stops there. There is no additional
discussion about these impacts, how and why this is true, what the social and societal and
civic impacts on the inmates, their families or on the whole of downtown. There is no
discussion about the financial, civic, social, personal, or any other impacts. This needs to
be addressed, concerns discussed, and illuminated.
6) On Page 13-23, the discussion about video trials and visiting; and in Wendy Jones letter:
They indicate that a courtroom would be built at this location, and that video arraignment,
video visiting with all people from friends, family, attorneys, probation officers and
others – even video trials would become the norm. It appears that the whole conversation
is about how it is convenient to staff, and less expensive to the County.
While this is spoken as if this is normal, this flies in the face of the evidence that justice is
not done when the inmates (who are already isolated from all personal support) is now

reduced to being seen only on camera. Remember that inside a jail are often first time
offenders, and they have little contact with help, and little compassion is shown – as if
they are already guilty just because they were arrested. Statistics show that 85% of
communication is lost on video. So this further disadvantages the inmates and creates a
preponderance of plea agreements, and does not ensure justice is done.
Additionally, this means that vendors and vendor costs for providing video services will
likely be moved to the inmates and their families, who cannot afford to pay. This
increases vendor profits, reduces headaches to the staff, but doesn’t insure any “innocent
until proven guilty” standard. There is no evidence presented that this is good. We
would like to see the environmental impact of this discussed about how it affects the
inmates and their families long-term.
7) On page 14-1 there is a discussion of Public Services and Utilities.
There were substantial concerns brought forwards and comments made to the EIS
scoping hearing about the social-civic and economic impacts of moving the jail out of
downtown Bellingham and out of the County Seat. This concern appears to be addressed
a small amount here in this section of the SDEIS, but is inadequate to the size of the
questions and concerns.
The Coalition believes there should be a full study of the social and economic and
political impacts of building a new law and justice center outside the County Seat. This
is not addressed anywhere in the EIS Statement.
It does discuss the very shortsighted economic fact that all these utilities and support
services are being changed, often to being provided by the City of Ferndale. There is no
discussion on the financial, civic and social impacts of any of this on the City of
Bellingham, or on any of the other cities, nor on the flow of commerce out of the
downtown core.
The financial impact of moving all this business outside of downtown Bellingham and
away from the people who need these services should be discussed as a human
environmental impact issue. As well, the impact of the No Jail Alternative should be
discussed, and how it would be a positive or negative impact on the taxpayers and the
inmates.
8) In the 4 page Memo from Sheriff Elfo re: No Action Alternative: We find many things to
question in this memo since this is a subjective discussion of all the problems existing in
the current jail, as reported by the person who is in charge of the current jail, and
simultaneously most stands to benefit by the building of a new jail.

It seems that this is not an outside influence review. There is no 3rd party discussion, nor
is there any evidence provided that there has been any 3rd party review by people who are
not part of the jail industry. Has there been any report of the current state of repair of the
jail, and why it could or could not be repaired? There are many opinions and comments
made that are not backed up by the evidence presented in the SDEIS document, so the
people are not fully informed of the state of affairs.
There is no discussion whatsoever about how the current jail could be repaired or a
smaller one replaced downtown in conjunction with an alternative approach or a
restorative justice or safety focused approach taken. According to this memo, there is no
alternative in the No Alternative solution offered except to build a new jail in Ferndale.
Therefore, we request that an efficiency study actually be done by an outside party about
the decisions that have been made that have led to the disrepair, and the decisions that
have been made administratively that have led to longer jail bed stays, more non-violent
arrests, and less time being given for “good time”.
9) Regarding the multiple-page testimony given by Wendy Jones, Chief Corrections
Deputy. This is again, information given on why the jail should move and how it would
operate. We believe the attempt was made here to explain how it would benefit the
taxpayers and administration, and to discuss the social and civic impacts.
Unfortunately, this report doesn’t explain how any of the advantages paid for is actually
supporting or helping benefit or assist the inmates, how it makes our county safer, how it
supports reductions in recidivism rates, or any of the other concerns that have been
addressed by citizen questions.
While there is considerable knowledge demonstrated about many issues, there is little 3rd
party documentation that backs up some of the opinions expressed. Other than reducing
the liability to the County, and having new living quarters improved, the discussion fails
to explain any of the reasons that it is actually positively impacting the jail population to
be moved out of the downtown core. In fact, it shows the opposite, that there will be
substantially more isolation of inmates, which has a negative impact on inmates, and a
negative impact on their families. The impacts of the isolation of the inmates needs to be
further explored and explained in the next report.
10) We do wonder why over half of the SDEIS Report was needed for Traffic impacts, and
how much of the capital costs of the jail will be needed? If it was downtown, there
would be no such costs.

11) The Coalition has testified multiple times and with various details before the Jail Task
Force, before the Jail consultant Jay Farbstein, and at the draft EIS hearing where we
have asked multiple times that this jail building process include a discussion of how we
can reduce the jail populations, and to address how we can help divert people out of the
school to prison pipeline. Our Coalition is working on behalf of the people who are
incarcerated in Whatcom County, their families, and the people who are most directly
impacted by the Jail system itself. They have no other voice.
Many of the concerns addressed in testimony by the ReEntry Coalition of Whatcom
County on behalf of these inmates and their families seem to not have been heard clearly,
or have summarily been discarded without explanation in the process of developing the
SDEIS Statement.
Here are key issues the Coalition has asked for:


That proven alternatives to incarceration be considered in the planning process, so
that we can reduce demand for the jail beds, and therefore reduce the size of the
facility, and not have to move it out of the downtown core. Each time, we have asked
that the jail planning process include a review and consideration for how we can
reduce the jail population using alternatives that provide a higher return on
investment to the taxpayers than incarceration. These requests have gone
unrecognized.
There has been no such inclusion of this information in the SDEIS, and no
explanation for why it was discarded. Alternatives include implementing options
such as restorative justice, mediation, an expanded drug and teen court, that we look
at Veterans Court, Homeless Court, Mental Health Court and more. We have asked
for recovery programs, intervention programs, job re-skilling options, functional
literacy programs that our Community could implement to reduce the incarceration
rates, jail times, jail bed rates and occupancy. There is no discussion of any of this,
nor any recognition as to why this is not being considered.



We have asked that a needs assessment for the jail numbers be provided by people
who are not from the jail industry. In the SDEIS process, it was not included. The
needs assessment was only announced at the end of the public hearing, so the people
who attended the public hearing had no time to read or comment on that needs
assessment. Adequate time has not been given to review their findings.
We request that since the Needs Assessment was completed by the jail industry
consultant the DLR Group, that there should still be a 3rd party review by people who

are not part of the jail industry. We request that a needs analysis be done by people
who are interested in getting people out of the jail system, not those who are
interested in profiting by people going into the system – and that this study be added
to the current process as soon as possible.

NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marian Henderson <myhenderson@gmail.com>
Sunday, October 13, 2013 5:59 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Keep the jail at 521!

I urge you to keep the jail size at 521 beds. Even Shariff Elfo agrees with this figure and you should follow his
leadership. Whatcom County does not need a larger jail!!! All the data supports a smaller new jail that is more
affordable. Please listen to this reasonable request.
Respectfully yours,
Marian Henderson
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Hopkinson <dh6613@gmail.com>
Sunday, October 13, 2013 11:28 AM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Proposed jail should be as large as is needed - and no more

a) A jail of 521 beds will be enough for decades
b) Leave "Phase Two" out of the Environmental Impact Statement.
c) Include support for: 1) mental health court, 2) drug court, and 3) juvenile justice.
David Hopkinson
1446 Franklin, B
Bellingham, WA 98225
dh6613@gmail.com
360-441-7639
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

miltandjudy@comcast.net
Saturday, October 12, 2013 9:11 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
New County Jail Proposal

I add my voice to those who believe a new jail should be built for a population of 521, with no option
to enlarge it.
The decades long industrial approach to public safety through incarceration has fostered the wrong
priorites and diverted resources away from options for deterrence and rehabilitation. Private
sector construction and operations nation-wide have skewed jails away from their broad public
objectives.
My own experiences as a pro bono advocate inside "warehouse" facilities along penitentiary lines in
New Jersey and Tacoma, where political asylum applicants await adjudication of their claims, or
deportation, sharpen my perspective on this issue. On the Canadian border, Whatcom
County is inevitably a place where those who favor the expansion of prison facilities will seek their
opportunities to expand and profit by the enterprise. They should be rebuffed.
Local citizens broadly recognize the need for a new facility but clearly support sensible limits to its
size. I trust the decision-makers will acknowledge this public opinion and act accordingly.
Thank you for attention here.
Milt Krieger
1313 Heritage Hills Court
Bellingham
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:

toml99@todomundo.com
Monday, October 14, 2013 7:45 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US

I believe that the new jail should be built as small as possible with room for expansion @ a later date and no larger than
521 beds currently. "Phase 2 should not be considered at this time and removed from the EIS. Since so many
incarcerated are in there for "failure to appear" and drug violations, I support Drug Court/mental health programs and
any other programs designed to keep the people that we shouldn't be spending our tax dollars on "housing" them, and
use the jail resources for the people that it was designed for.
Sincerely, Tom Laplante
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Cathy Lehman
1057 N. State Street #7
Bellingham, WA 98225
October 14, 2013
To: Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
Re: SDEIS Comments on the Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment on the SDEIS.
It is clear we need a new jail of 521 beds. The largest impact of the jail will be its
size, and based on the SDEIS, anything over 521 beds would be too large for the next
many years. As responsible stewards of public funds, Whatcom County shouldn’t
build Phase I of a larger, 660 bed jail. We should simply build a reasonably sized 521
bed jail that can expand to meet future needs, whenever they arise. Anything bigger,
sooner, shifts the large cost of future jail needs onto existing tax payers. Please
remove any reference to expansion to a 660 or 800 bed jail, and a Phase 2.
Please find ways and implement policies to reduce the number of people in
jail, pretrial. According to your Needs Assessment, 73% of people in our jail are
pre‐trial and just 27% have been sentenced. We can do better implementing policies
that reduce pre‐trial activity, and I encourage Whatcom County to be creative in
finding ways to do so. Not only is this an exhorbitant cost to tax payers, but it is the
wrong step for a community like ours that cares for each and every person we serve.
It is not a crime to be poor and fail to make bail; let’s make sure our jail doesn’t
convey otherwise.
Thank you,
Cathy Lehman
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Laurie Leishman <YourMustardness@comcast.net>
Monday, October 14, 2013 3:35 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
'Jim Wallace'; 'Lyle Mydland'; 'Aaron Snel'; 'Amy Fox'; 'Andrea and Tony Blakely'; 'Beth Snel';
'Bo and Kim Stephen'; 'Bob French'; 'Brenton Fox'; 'Brian and Tracy Blakely'; 'Catherine
Macbeth'; 'Dahn Lundell'; 'Dale'; 'Daniel and Tanesha Canzater'; 'Donald Heinrichs'; 'Jayme';
'Jim Fox'; Bill Elfo; 'Kendall and Jana Burns'; 'Kimberly and Colby Dyck'; 'Parks'; 'Ryan
Lagerwey'; 'Serge Zus'; 'Stefani and Joe Erickson'; 'Terry Leishman'; 'Tracy Washington';
'Troy Buechler'; 'Vic and Melissa'; CathyWatson@cityofferndale.org;
MelHansen@cityofferndale.org; KeithOlson@cityofferndale.org;
PaulIngram@cityofferndale.org; JonMutchler@cityofferndale.org;
LloydZimmerman@cityofferndale.org; BrentGoodrich@cityofferndale.org; Bill Elfo
New Jail - LaBounty

To:
Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
Here are some of our concerns and questions regarding the potential site of the new Whatcom County Adult
Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters on LaBounty Rd. in Ferndale.
First the County said that they wanted a jail; then they said they wanted a jail and a sheriff office; then they
said they wanted a jail, sheriff office and a jail support area; and now they want a jail, sheriff office, jail
support area and a service building. What will be next?
Sheriff Elfo told us that inmates would not be released at the Corrections Facility, but transferred to the Court
House to be released. Now on page #172, inmates can be released to a designated driver.
Where is the money going to come from? We are already taxed out!
1). TRAFFIC
LaBounty Rd. is substandard with an excessive amount of speeders going to and from work and the traffic to
and from the dump.
If this facility is built, ingress and egress should not be from LaBounty Rd.
Other options should be an entrance straight across from the end of Sunset Ave.; an entrance past the front of
Scrap It; or extending Creighton Rd. into the back of the site.
Jail and Sheriff traffic should be restricted from using LaBounty from the north, and how can you stop that?
On page #117 it states that there will be 911 average daily trips to and from the facility.
That didn’t include lunch time, which is a big traffic hour from about 11:30 to 1:30PM, which most of the
traffic will be going north into Ferndale.
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According to those averages, that means approximately 300 trips from the facility going north, excluding the
lunch rush.
Improving LaBounty with an LID would be unfair to the residents (only 15 residents) paying for road
improvements from (Smith Road to Sunset Rd.) that would be of no benefit to any of us.
Another concern of ours is our children’s safety in our neighborhood. Of the 100+ homes here (most are less
than a mile radiance from the proposed facility), most of them are families with children. These kids are
standing at the road being pick up and dropped off by the school buses. What will the added traffic be to their
safetey?
2.) WATER
What additional strain will a 789+/‐ bed facility, (521 now + the additional 128 beds + 140 beds thirteen years
from now) plus a Sheriff’s Office (116 people) place on Ferndale’s ill conceived well water plan? That’s a major
water consumption.
Residences up the hill on Douglas Rd. are suffering lower well water levels and are having to reduce water
pressure to keep their wells from running dry this summer. This is most likely from Ferndale’s new well located
at the base of the hill. This should be a great concern to the City of Ferndale and its residences.
3.) ECONOMIC IMPACTS
What will be the effect on Ferndale’s finances, as in loss of property tax revenue from some other business or
facility on this site vs. sales tax and other undefined direct economic benefit?
What will be the impact be on surrounding property values?
What are the potential LID costs to residents?
Would a jail in this location affect the decision of potential business to locate in the area?
What would a jail do to the saleability of homes in the neighborhood?

In conclusion, we think that the facility proposed here on LaBounty Dr. is a poor decision. It’s not safe for our
neighborhood. The impacts are huge, every way you look at it. Our children are at risk. We think that there
are better options. Either update the current jail for less money, or the property on Smith and the Guide,
which is more suitable, and not in a residential zone.

Sincerely,
Terry & Laurie Leishman
5169 LaBounty Dr.
Ferndale, WA 98248
360‐384‐6840
360‐303‐4919
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Larry McCarter <rdslarry@mac.com>
Saturday, October 12, 2013 7:12 AM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Larry Mccarter; Jori Burnett
New Jail Comment on EIS

To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Larry McCarter and I am the owner of Recycling and Disposal Services, Inc. located @ 4916
LaBounty Road, Ferndale, WA.
I am a neighbor of the proposed site. I operate a Solid Waste Handling Facility located just down the street
from the proposed Jail.
I am not apposed to the site, other than the following issues:
Traffic
LaBounty Road was designed to handle local traffic only. Until just a few years ago, Labounty was a dead-end,
and as such, the Slater-Labounty intersection was adequate to serve those of us who have business on this
stretch of road. Now what was called "Labounty Place" is called "Labounty Road" and is connects Slater to
Sunset Drive, and as such, more and more people from all over the county are utilizing LaBounty as their access
to Slater Road, rather than using Sunset Drive and the Control lights at Rural and Slater. If substantial efforts
by the City, in conjunction with the County are not taken to direct "All non-local traffic" away from our section
of LaBounty, then I will need to oppose this project. I believe designation of the stretch of road from Slater,
north to Sunset must have signs installed that designate this stretch of road for "Local Traffic
Only". Enforcement must be available too so that non-local drivers really do use the stoplight at Rural instead
of our Slater access.
Zoning
The jail site is currently zoned Manufacturing, and as such will be essentially re-zoned "High Density
Residential" by virtue of housing hundreds people. I understand there are provisions in our state's laws for the
City allowing public facilities. I also believe my Solid Waste Facility is, though privately owned, a necessary
"public facility". It is inappropriate, and inconsistent with our laws to locate diverse, incompatible uses, even if
they are both "public-faciliities". I take pride in being a good, and considerate neighbor, and will continue to
be one, but I fear a conflict between our two separate uses and do not want my business to suffer as a result of
my 24-7 operation disrupting the "quiet enjoyment" one might expect inside of a jailhouse. In the event these
two "public facilities" are incompatible, I need assurances my operation will take precedence over those of the
Jail or, the location of this new jail must be opposed. Additionally, though I am not the owner of the closed
Ashfill abutting this site, there could be a legal land-use conflict of Landfill siting requirements and new
residential housing development regulations which should be explored before the County pays for the land, thus
avoiding unexpected prohibition of future housing uses. It is counter-intuitive to expect to locate new
residential housing units within set-back requirements of active or closed landfills, ashfills, or known Hazardous
Pits.
Hazardous Waste Pit on proposed Jail site:
I do not have any specific, personal knowledge (other than Department of Ecology's analysis), and as such only
offer that the County should aggressively explore this entire site, and undertake the clean-up before the County
actually pays good money for this patch of land. Since there is known pollution, I think the Government is the
right owner, and as such, a comprehensive study and clean-up of the Hazardous Waste Pit should be conducted
1

BEFORE the purchase and those costs offset the purchase price. I doubt the current owner knew anything
about the pollution and as such should be compensated for his purchase, but we shouldn't pay a premium for
land we can expect additional, and potentially huge costs. Dig it up, then clean it up first, assess those costs,
then we will know what the land is worth. It is my understanding that the Pit is on the same 40 acre jail-site and
a simple lot-line adjustment, ROUGHLY carving out the Hazardous Waste Pit is an inadequate solution to
dealing with the polluted area's proximity to where people will be forced to live. Knowing the extent of the
pollution or the associated clean-up costs is essential in completing this environmental impact assessment.
Thank you,
Larry McCarter
212 Hawthorn Road
Bellingham, WA 98225
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5(.!.&$,!T:/25<!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!&',!'!:(,I/2,$D$)$.3!./!.'VI'3(:,!./!0'G(!.&(!0/J()!
0(.&/J/)/53!'2J!I:/%(,,!.:'2,I':(2.<!'2J!.&(2!C')$J'.(!.&/,(!2+0D(:,!D3!%/0I':$25!
.&(0!'5'$2,.!.&(!0(.&/J/)/53!'2J!%/2%)+,$/2,!:('%&(J!D3!/.&(:,S!!
!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$-/8-$=/8-5*+$)*2,-?$4"A6.6-$8,1$4"A6."$-/"$B4*E"5-"1$
,2+C"4$*9$E863$C"1.$,""1"1F$
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!Y(:,/2')!%/00+2$%'.$/2<!K(T(3!K(,)(:<!"EX"EX"ES!
!

@!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!
<1!):..,'&!,-!&#$*'!#*2#!1:(7$')=!>(1*?@',:.!)&4&$)A!"#$!'$):3&)!4'$!1,&!
*10,1)*)&$1&!B*&#!.',/$0&$6!6$&$1&*,1!7$6!'4&$)!*1!)*(*34'!C4)#*12&,1!D&4&$!
E,:1&*$);!!
!
B3*(*$'$+*20('0"C'(&0+&(&0$("AA"'8&$(8'(&*3$;!!
!
F&(:(!':(!6>!%/+2.$(,!$2!-',&$25./2!9.'.(S!Q(:(!':(!.&/,(!T$.&!,$0$)':!I/I+)'.$/2,e!!
!
• F*&)4.!X@c?<6EE!I(/I)(!`!.&(3!&'C(!A"E!D(J,!'2J!D()$(C(!.&'.!T$))!,+HH$%(!H/:!R+$.(!
'T&$)(Sc!
•

DG42*&!X""><6EE!I(/I)(!`!.&(3!&'C(!"?E!D(J,!D+.!T/+)J!)$G(!./!D+$)J!'!2(T<!)':5(:!
D(J!H'%$)$.3S!

•

"#:')&,1!X!@A@<cEE!I(/I)(!`!F&(3!&'C(!6"7!D(J,!I)+,!'2!+2+,(J!2(T!H'%$)$.3!T$.&!
6A@!D(J,!.&'.!':(2P.!2((J(JS!A!

•

C#4&0,(!`!">A<AEE!I(/I)(!`!I)'22$25!./!D+$)J!'!2(T!U'$)!/H!?ccS!

!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$=/8-5*+$)*2,-?$-*$538469?$*4$4"A6."$-/8-$.2BB*4-6,D$
.-8-"+",-F$
(
"#$!)*+$=!0,)&!416!40'$42$!,-!C#4&0,(!E,:1&8H)!.',.,)$6!1$B!/4*3!.',/$0&!4..$4'!&,!
7$!,:&!,-!)&$.!B*&#!,&#$'!.',/$0&)!*1!,:'!'$2*,1!416!&#',:2#,:&!&#$!I1*&$6!D&4&$);!
/"3&0(D8%?(!"3%&4(E+87(
F&(!(V'0I)(!/H!.&(!9/+.&!f$25!1/+2.3!N91Z*LO!U'$)!I:/U(%.!$,!,.:$G$25S!F&$,!$,!'!2(T!U'$)!./!
,(:C(!.&(!%$.$(,!/H!=+D+:2<!;+:$(2<!K(,!#/$2(,<!4(J(:')!-'3<!*(2./2<!9('F'%!'2J!F+GT$)'S!
F&(!%$.$(,P!%/0D$2(J!I/I+)'.$/2!$2!@EE>!T',!6c"<@cES!F&(3!':(!D+$)J$25!'!2(T!U'$)!/2!"AS7!
'%:(,!H/:!?@@!$20'.(,!'.!'!%/,.!/H!WA?!0$))$/2S!F&($:!%+::(2.!I/I+)'.$/2!$,!:/+5&)3!.T$%(!
-&'.%/0!1/+2.3P,!I/I+)'.$/2!'2J!T(!%'2!',,+0(!.&(!5:/T.&!:'.(!$2!.&(,(!%$.$(,!T$))!D(!'.!
)(',.!',!:'I$J!',!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3P,!3(.!.&($:!U'$)!$,!'!,$0$)':!,$\(<!,$52$H$%'2.)3!)(,,!
(VI(2,$C(!'2J!/2!'!0+%&!,0'))(:!I':%()S!
(
E+87(F*"G$2&'(8%("3*(*$?8"%(+%6(&0*"3?0"3&(&0$(H%8&$6(/&+&$'((
F&(,(!%+::(2.!/:!:(%(2.)3!%/0I)(.(J!U'$)!I:/U(%.,!':(!(,.$0'.(J!./!'%%/00/J'.(!5:/T.&!
.&:/+5&!@E@AS!B/!/.&(:!%/00+2$.3!&',!:(R+$:(J!7E!'%:(,!H/:!.&($:!&/:$\/2.')!U'$),S!
8+DD/%G!1/+2.3P,!U'$)!$,!)':5(!D(%'+,(!.&(3!&'C(!I)'2,!./!:(2.!/+.!U'$)!,I'%(!H/:!H(J(:')!
I:$,/2(:,!'2J!/.&(:!%/+2.$(,S!Z2)3!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!'2J!8+DD/%G!1/+2.3!':(!D+$)J$25!U'$),!
./!'%%/00/J'.(!0/:(!.&'2!@_?!U'$)!D(J,!I(:!"EE<EEE!I(/I)(S!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
c!Q$,./:3!/H!.&(!f$.,'I!1/+2.3!1/::(%.$/2,!'2J!K(.(2.$/2!4'%$)$.3S!@^@?^@EEAS!
&..Ie^^TTTSG$.,'I5/CS%/0^,&(:$HH^IJHg,%:$I.,^]'$)h@EQ$,./:3h@EE@@?EASIJH!
A!I03*'&"%(!"3%&4(G+87(*$+64(J3&('&877(&""(2"'&74S!F&(!B(T,!F:$D+2(S!"E^EA^"ES!!
!

6!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!

County

Lancaster
County, NE
San Mateo,
CA
South King
Cities, WA

Beds
in new
jail

Acres

384

Cost per new
bed

Current
Population

Total # Beds
in County
After
Completion

$25.5
million

$66,406

278,728

776

278

Projected Cost

Total
Beds per
100,000

768

5

$150 - $160
million

$201,822

718,989

1,602

223

822

16

$58 million

$70,559

341,240

822

241

$45 million

$127,841

252,400

$140-$160
million + land
and fees

$177,725+

200,434

844

398

$114.6 million

$111,046

472,216

1,302

275

$100 million

$66,137

264,418

1,512

571

Thurston
County, WA

352

Whatcom,
WA

844

Guilford
County, NC

1,032

Lubbock, TX

1,512

60

11.5

139

(
!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$=/8-5*+$)*2,-?$-*$"A8328-"$8,1$5*+B84"$-/"$.6G"$8,1$5*.-$
*9$E863$B4*E"5-.$6,$5*2,-6".$6,$*24$4"D6*,$8,1$854*..$-/"$H,6-"1$(-8-".F$!
!
"#$'$!4'$!6*)0'$.410*$)!*1!&#$!JKLK!:1*10,'.,'4&$6!.,.:34&*,1!1:(7$')!*1!&#$!
>(1*?@',:.!'$.,'&;!(
F&$,!'II':(2.!(::/:!T',!I/$2.(J!/+.!$2!.&(!>^"7^@E"E!,%/I$25!%/00(2.,!D3!9.(C(!;:$22!
3(.!T(:(!2/.!'JJ:(,,(J!$2!.&(!K:'H.!LM9S!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!,.'HH!'%.$25!',!)('J!H/:!.&(!I:/U(%.!
,.'.(J!.&'.!.&$,!T$))!D(!'2,T(:(J!$2!.&(!4LM97S!Q/T(C(:<!.&'.P,!'!H/+2J'.$/2')!2+0D(:!H/:!
.&(!9&(:$HHP,!Q('JR+':.(:,P!2((J,S!MH!.&'.!2+0D(:!$,!T:/25<!.&(2!'!)':5(!I/:.$/2!/H!.&(!KLM9!
$,!'),/!T:/25S!F&$,!$,!'2!$0I/:.'2.!I/$2.!.&'.!,&/+)J!&'C(!D((2!'JJ:(,,(J!I:$/:!./!.&(!KLM9!
$2!/:J(:!./!I:/J+%(!'2!'%%+:'.(!:(I/:.!'2J!0+,.!D(!'JJ:(,,(J!$00(J$'.()3S!!
!
F&(!Z02$X[:/+I!:(I/:.!,.'.(,!aF&(!(V.:'I/)'.$/2!/H!I:/U(%.(J!@E@A!:(R+$:(0(2.,!./!@EAE!
&',!D((2!I:(J$%'.(J!+I/2!'!3(':!@EAE!./.')!%/+2.3!I/I+)'.$/2!/H!6@_<EEE!H/:!.&(!;+:('+!/H!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!Y(:,/2')!%/00+2$%'.$/2<!#$%&'()!*+,,())<!"E^"E^"ES!
!

c!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!
1+,./J3!'2J!1/::(%.$/2,!'2J!4'%$)$.$(,!#'2'5(0(2.!H+2%.$/2,i!'2J!'2!+2$2%/:I/:'.(J!
%/+2.3!I/I+)'.$/2!/H!@E6<7A6!H/:!9&(:$HHP,!Q('JR+':.(:,!H+2%.$/2,<!',!.(2.'.$C()3!(,.$0'.(J!
D3!.&(!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!Y)'22$25!'2J!K(C()/I0(2.!9(:C$%(,!K(I':.0(2.S_b!!
!
M2!.&'.!(,.$0'.(!.&(!I(:%(2.!/H!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!I/I+)'.$/2!$2!.&(!+2$2%/:I/:'.(J!':('!$,!
7@hS!1+::(2.)3!':/+2J!cAh!/H!:(,$J(2.,!)$C(!$2!.&(!+2$2%/:I/:'.(J!':(',!'2J!',!5:/T.&!
$2%:(',$25)3!%/2%(2.:'.(,!$2!%$.$(,<!'2J!%$.$(,!D:$25!$2!.&($:!+:D'2!5:/T.&!':(',<!.&'.!
I(:%(2.'5(!,&/+)J!J:/I!:'.&(:!.&'2!$2%:(',(S!Q/T(C(:<!F'D)(!=S@!/2!I'5(!=Sc!/H!.&(!,'0(!
:(I/:.!:(C(:,(,!.&(!$2%/:I/:'.(J^+2$2%/:I/:'.(J!I/I+)'.$/2!2+0D(:,S!!
!
!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$=/8-5*+$)*2,-?$-*$5*,964+$-/8-$?*2$2."1$-/"$855248-"$
,2+C"4.$6,$"A8328-6,D$-/"$(/"4699$%"B84-+",-$,""1.F$
!
!
M4)$6!,1!,:'!45$'42$!64*38!*1(4&$!.,.:34&*,1!416!,:'!'4&$!,-!.,.:34&*,1!2',B&#=!*&!
4..$4')!&#4&!,:'!/4*3!*1!N#4)$!<!)#,:36!7$!-',(!OPP!&,!LQK!7$6)!'4&#$'!&#41!ROO;!
!
-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!&',!&'J!:/+5&)3!ES@h!/H!/+:!I/I+)'.$/2!$2!U'$)S!MH!T(!,$0I)3!0+).$I)3!.&'.!
.$0(,!.&(!I/I+)'.$/2!$2%:(',(<!T(!T/+)J!2((J!c@c!D(J,!D3!@E"A!'2J!7Ac!D(J,!D3!@EAES!MH!
T(!'JJ!'!"Eh!/:!@Ah!,'H(.3!H'%./:!B$!B,:36!1$$6!-',(!OPP!7$6)!&,!LQK!7$6)!78!JKSL!
416!-',(!TSU!&,!RSR!78!JKLK;!!
!
2007

Phase I: 2015

Phase 2: 2025

Phase 3: 2050

County Population

188,300

211,880

244,525

327,200

Beds needed

376

424

489

654

Plus a safety factor 10%

414

466

538

719

Plus a safety factor of 25%

470

530

611

818

% of population in jail

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

As proposed by Whatcom
County

376

844

945

2,450

As proposed by Whatcom
County - % of population in
jail

0.2%

0.39%

0.38%

0.74%

!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
_!Z02$X[:/+I<!M2%!`!QK*!L25$2((:$25<!M2%S!=II(2J$V!=<!YS!C$$$S!
!

A!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$-/8-$=/8-5*+$)*2,-?$4"A6."$-/"$,2+C"4.$-*$4"93"5-$*24$
5244",-$,""1I$+23-6B36"1$C?$*24$B*B238-6*,$D4*J-/$B4*E"5-6*,$8,1$6,53216,D$8$.89"-?$
985-*4$*9$KLM$-*$NOMF$
$
!
"#$'$!*)!1,!$%.3414&*,1!2*5$1!,-!B#8!PK!40'$)!4'$!1$$6$6;!"#*)!B4)!4!.'*(4'8!
3*(*&*12!-40&,'!6:'*12!&#$!)*&$!)$3$0&*,1!.',0$));!(
!
QK*!,.'.(,!.&'.!7E!'%:(,!':(!:(R+$:(J!H/:!'!D+HH(:!H:/0!.&(!:/'J!'2J!.&(!2($5&D/:,S!
Q/T(C(:!9$.(!A!&',!2/!D+HH(:!H:/0!.&(!:/'J!/:!.&(!2($5&D/:,S!F&(:(!$,!2/!(VI)'2'.$/2!
I:/C$J(J!./!,+II/:.!'!7EX'%:(!:(R+$:(0(2.!'2J!U'$),!.&:/+5&/+.!.&(!j2$.(J!9.'.(,!':(!D+$).!
/2!0+%&!,0'))(:!I':%(),S!
!
(
!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$-/8-$=/8-5*+$)*2,-?$4"5*,.61"4$-/"$,""1$9*4$PL$854".$8,1$
-/8-$.+833"4$.6-".$C"$"A8328-"1F!
!
V33!.,&$1&*43!)*&$)!)#,:36!7$!,1!&#$!&473$!416!$543:4&$6!*1!&#$!W<D;!!
!
F&(!9$.(!LC')+'.$/2!*(I/:.!,.'.(,!.&'.!.&($:!5/'),!'2J!/DU(%.$C(,!./!',,$,.!$2!$J(2.$H3$25!'2J!
(C')+'.$25!I/.(2.$')!,$.(,!$2%)+J(e!
• 1/2J+%.!'2!/DU(%.$C(<!:$5/:/+,!,%:((2$25!I:/%(,,!./!H$2J!.&(!0/,.!,+$.'D)(!,$.(S!
• 4/,.(:!%/00+2$.3!'%%(I.'2%(!'2J!(2J/:,(0(2.!/H!.&(!,()(%.(J!,$.(S!
!
M.P,!$0I/:.'2.!./!2/.(!.&'.!.&/,(!5/'),!T(:(!2/.!'%&$(C(JS!!
!
-&(2!.&(!I:/U(%.!T',!H$:,.!J$,%+,,(J!.&(:(!T(:(!2$2(!%'2J$J'.(!,$.(,!'2J!'!)$,.!/H!5/'),<!
J(,$:(J!%&':'%.(:$,.$%,!'2J!'..:$D+.(,S!M2!@EE?!,(C(2!,$.(,!T(:(!:(0/C(J!D(%'+,(!.&(3!
T(:(!T$.&$2!"!0$)(!/H!'!,%&//)!'2J^/:!T(:(!2/.!7E!'%:(,!$2!,$\(S![$C(2!.&'.!'))!2$2(!,$.(,!
T/+)J!:(R+$:(!'2!'0(2J0(2.!./!.&(!1/0I:(&(2,$C(!Y)'2!/:!'!:(\/2(!/:!D/.&!I:$/:!./!
D+$)J$25<!'2J!.&'.!,$.(,!c!'2J!A!T/+)J!:(R+$:(!'0(2J0(2.,!./!D/.&!.&(!1$.3!/H!;())$25&'0!
'2J!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!1/0I:(&(2,$C(!Y)'2<!$.!J/(,2P.!0'G(!,(2,(!.&'.!,(C(:')!T(:(!
()$0$2'.(J!,$0I)3!D(%'+,(!'2!'0(2J0(2.!T/+)J!D(!2((J(JS!=,!'))!/H!.&(0!2((J!'2!
'0(2J0(2.!/:!:(\/2(<!'))!,&/+)J!:(0'$2!/2!.&(!.'D)(!'.!.&$,!.$0(!H/:!I+D)$%!$2I+.!'2J!./!
&'C(!'!:(')!%/0I':$,/2!/H!$0I'%.,!'2J!%/,.,S!
!
9$0$)':)3<!0/,.!,$.(,!T(:(!()$0$2'.(J!D(%'+,(!.&(3!T(:(!,0'))(:!.&'2!7E!'%:(,S!-(!
R+(,.$/2!.&(!2((J!H/:!7E!/:!0/:(!'%:(,!H/:!'!%/+2.3!U'$)!'2J!D()$(C(!.&'.!.&(!%/+2.3!,&/+)J!
)//G!0/:(!%)/,()3!'.!($.&(:!'!,0'))(:!I:/U(%.!/:!'!C(:.$%')!U'$)S!=.!.&$,!.$0(<!2/!,$.(,!,&/+)J!D(!
()$0$2'.(J!,$0I)3!D(%'+,(!.&(3P:(!,0'))(:!.&'2!7E!'%:(,S!
!
F&(!U/D!/H!'!I+D)$%!L2C$:/20(2.')!M0I'%.!9.'.(0(2.!I:/%(,,!$,!./!I:/C$J(!.&(!I+D)$%!'2J!
()(%.(J!/HH$%$'),!T$.&!'!.:+(!:'25(!/H!/I.$/2,!'2J!./!(C')+'.(!.&($:!J$HH(:(2.!$0I'%.,S!F&(!
1/+2.3!%+::(2.)3!$,!)//G$25!'.!.T/!,$0$)':!,$.(,!$2!.&(!,'0(!2($5&D/:&//J!T$.&!/2(!'):('J3!

!

7!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!
$J(2.$H$(J!',!I:(H(::(JS!M.!T/+)J!D(!H':!D(..(:!./!%/2,$J(:!T&'.!.&(!)/25X:'25(!$0I'%.,!':(!
'%:/,,!'!5:('.(:!C':$(.3!/H!,$.(,S!!
!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$Q6A",$-/"$D4"8-$3*,DR-"4+$.6D,69658,5"$*9$-/"$23-6+8-"$.6-"$."3"5-6*,I$
J"$8.>$-/8-$-/"$&'($"A8328-"$+*4"$16A"4."$.6-"$*B-6*,.F$
!
D*10$!4!5$'&*043!/4*3!#4)!4!3,B$'!$15*',1($1&43!*(.40&=!'$9:*'$)!4!)(433$'!)*&$!416!
0,:36!7$!7:*3&!4&!4!1:(7$'!,-!'$4),1473$!3,04&*,1)!*1!M$33*12#4(=!B$!)#,:36!3,,G!
424*1!4&!,:'!,.&*,1)!-,'!4!5$'&*043!/4*3;!
!
F&(!KLM9!)$,.,!.&(!I:/,!/H!'!&/:$\/2.')!U'$)!'2J!.&(!%/2,!/H!'!C(:.$%')!U'$)!3(.!.&(!:/)(!/H!'2!LM9!
$,!./!'%%+:'.()3!'2')3\(!.&(!$0I'%.,S!=D,(2.!T',!'23!J$,%+,,$/2!/H!.&(!(2C$:/20(2.')!
D(2(H$.,!/H!D+$)J$25!/2!'2!(V$,.$25!,$.(!$2!'2!+:D'2!':('!/:!'23!:(',/2'D)(!'2')3,$,!/H!.&(!
J$HH(:(2%(!$2!/I(:'.$/2')!%/,.,S!F&$,!2((J,!./!D(!%/::(%.(J!$2!.&(!4$2')!LM9!$2!/:J(:!./!
I:/C$J(!J(%$,$/2!0'G(:,!T$.&!5//J!$2H/:0'.$/2S!!
!
j.$)$.3!'2J!:/'J!T/:G!T/+)J!D(!:(J+%(J!$2!;())$25&'0!',!.&/,(!':(!'):('J3!$2!I)'%(S!]'$)!
,+II/:.!,(:C$%(,!,+%&!',!%/+:.,<!'../:2(3!/HH$%(,<!D'$)!D/2J!D+,$2(,,(,!'2J!/.&(:!2((J,!
(V$,.!'2J!T/2P.!H'%(!J$,:+I.$/2S!!
!
F&(!%/2,+).'2.!&',!I:(C$/+,)3!I:/C$J(J!/2(!,.+J3!J/2(!D3!.&(!%$.3!/H!9('..)(!./!
J(0/2,.:'.(!.&'.!C(:.$%')!U'$),!%/,.!0/:(!./!/I(:'.(!.&'2!&/:$\/2.')!U'$),S!k(.!/.&(:!,.+J$(,!
,&/T!.&(!/II/,$.(!./!D(!.:+(S!4/:!$2,.'2%(<!9I/G'2(!1/+2.3!$,!%/2,$J(:$25!'!U'$)!'2J!H/+2J!
.&'.!.&(!/I(:'.$25!%/,.,!/H!'!&/:$\/2.')!U'$)!/+.,$J(!.&(!%$.3!':(!'D/+.!W"S6!0$))$/2!0/:(!
('%&!3(':!J+(!./!$2%:(',(J!.:'2,I/:.'.$/2!%/,.,S!!
!
=!,0'))!C(:.$%')!U'$)!/2!.&(!D)/%G!./!.&(!,/+.&!/H!.&(!(V$,.$25!%/+:.&/+,(!I:/C$J(,!,/0(!
D(2(H$.,S!F&(!%/+2.3!($.&(:!/T2,!/:!%/+)J!(',$)3!I+:%&',(!.&(!(2.$:(!%$.3!D)/%G!'2J!$H!.&(!
H+.+:(!U'$)!D(J!2((J,!T(:(!:(%')%+)'.(J!./!D(!.&(!:$5&.!,$\(!H/:!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3P,!2((J,!`!
,'3!_@E!./!?@E!/C(:!.&(!2(V.!cE!3(':,!X!T(!%/+)J!%/2,$J(:!%/2,.:+%.$25!'!,0'))!C(:.$%')!U'$)!
/2!.&'.!D)/%G!'2J!.&(2!:(0/J()$25!/:!:(D+$)J$25!.&(!(V$,.$25!U'$)!',!0/:(!,I'%(!T',!2((J(JS!
Y':G$25!%/+)J!D(!%/0D$2(J!T$.&!/.&(:!%$C$%!%(2.(:!2((J,!./!.&(!2/:.&!/H!.&(!%/+:.&/+,(!'2J!
').(:2'.$C(!.:'2,I/:.'.$/2!$2!.&(!%$.3!%(2.(:!$,!T$J()3!'C'$)'D)(S!!
!
Q(:(!':(!'JJ$.$/2')!'JC'2.'5(,!'2J!J$,'JC'2.'5(,!/H!'!C(:.$%')!C(:,+,!'!&/:$\/2.')!U'$)e!
!
V!X*2#?'*)$!Y4*3!
!
V6541&42$)!
Z*)46541&42$)!
l 8/%'.$/2!/H!.&(!U'$)!$2!.&(!%$.3!%(2.(:!0('2,!$.!$,! 1/2,.:+%.$/2!%/,.,!':(!+,+'))3!&$5&(:!H/:!'!&$5&X
%)/,(!./!.&(!%/+:.&/+,(<!.:'2,I/:.'.$/2!
:$,(!U'$)!
&+D,<!'../:2(3,<!U+J5(,<!0(2.')!&('.&!
Y':G$25!$,!)$G()3!0/:(!J$HH$%+).!./!)/%'.(!'2J!$.!
%/+2,()/:,<!J:+5!'2J!')%/&/)!,+II/:.!
0'3!D(!:(R+$:(J!./!$2%)+J(!+2J(:5:/+2J!I':G$25!
,(:C$%(,<!J/0(,.$%!C$/)(2%(!%/+2,()/:,<!
D'$)!D/2J!D+,$2(,,(,!'2J!'!T$J(!C':$(.3!/H!
,+II/:.!,(:C$%(,!',,/%$'.(J!T$.&!U'$)!

!

_!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

/I(:'.$/2,!'2J!$20'.(!,+II/:.S!
l 9(C(:')!,.+J$(,!&'C(!,&/T2!.&'.!/I(:'.$/2,!/H!'!
C(:.$%')<!&$5&X:$,(!U'$)!':(!/H.(2!)(,,!.&'2!
&/:$\/2.')!U'$),!
l =!C(:.$%')!U'$)!&',!'!0+%&!,0'))(:!H//.I:$2.!'2J!
2((J,!0+%&!)(,,!,I'%(!
l =!&$5&X:$,(!U'$)!)/%'.(J!2(':!.&(!%+::(2.!(V$,.$25!
U'$)!0'3!(2'D)(!.&(!%/+2.3!./!:(0/J()!.&(!
(V$,.$25!U'$)!H/:!'JJ$.$/2')!%/,.!,'C$25,S!
!
!
V![,B?'*)$!Y4*3!
V6541&42$)!
Z*)46541&42$)!
l =!&/:$\/2.')<!)/TX:$,(!U'$)!/2!'!)':5(!,$.(!%'2!D(!
l M.!:(R+$:(,!'!)/.!/H!,I'%(!
)(,,!(VI(2,$C(!./!D+$)J!$2$.$'))3!
l F&(!.T/!%+::(2.)3!I:(H(::(J!,$.(,!':(!H':!'T'3!
l M.!%'2!D(!(',$(:!./!'JJ!0/J+)(,!$2%:(0(2.'))3<!
H:/0!(V$,.$25!U'$)!,+II/:.!,(:C$%(,<!,+%&!',!
',!2((J(J!
%/+:.&/+,(,!'2J!'../:2(3,S!
l Y':G$25!)/.,!%'2!D(!)':5(:!
l F:'2,I/:.'.$/2!/+.!./!'!,$.(!$,!0/:(!J$HH$%+).!'2J!
T$))!$0I'%.!.&(!,+::/+2J$25!2($5&D/:&//J!
l M0I'%.!/2!T(.)'2J,!$,!&$5&!/2!.&(!.T/!
I:(H(::(J!,$.(,!
l F&(!%+::(2.!.T/!I:/I/,(J!,$.(,!J/!2/.!&'C(!
+.$)$.$(,!(V.(2J(J!./!.&(!,$.(!'2J!.&(!%$.3!
&',!$2J$%'.(J!$.!T$))!2/.!'22(V!.&'.!':('!$2!
.&(!2(':!H+.+:(S!

!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$5*,.61"4$-/"$3*,DR48,D"$C","96-.$*9$8$.+833"4$A"4-6583$E863$6,$-/"$56A65$
5",-"4$6,53216,D$8,$855248-"$8,83?.6.$*9$-/"$.6G"$,""1"1$8,1$-/"$8,,283$*B"48-6*,83$
5*.-.$*A"4$-6+"F$$
!
!
C$!)#,:36!3,,G!4&!B48)!&,!#45$!)4-$'!0,((:1*&*$)!4&!4!3,B$'!0,)&=!'$6:0*12!&#$!1$$6!
-,'!7$6)!*1!&#$!/4*3;!!
!
-$.&!.&(!%+::(2.!(,.$0'.(!/H!W"cE!0$))$/2!./!W"7E!0$))$/2!./!%/2,.:+%.!Y&',(!M!')/2(<!'!
:'25(!/H!/I.$/2,!,&/+)J!$2%)+J(!%/2,$J(:'.$/2!/H!&/T!T(!%'2!&'C(!'!,'H(:!%/00+2$.3!'.!'!
)/T(:!%/,.S!Z.&(:!%/00+2$.$(,!':(!)//G$25!'.!,'H(!').(:2'.$C(,!./!:(J+%(!.&(!2((J!H/:!&':J!
D(J,!,+%&!',!I:(X'::(,.!J$C(:,$/2!$2!.&(!%',(!/H!%(:.'$2!2/2XC$/)(2.!D(&'C$/:,<!I:(.:$')!
,(:C$%(,<!D(..(:!0(2.')!&(').&!,(:C$%(,!'2J!C(.(:'2,!%/+:.!./!J$C(:.!/+:!%/0D'.!C(.,!H:/0!
D($25!)/%G(J!+I<!T&(2!I/,,$D)(S!-(!,&/+)J!J/!.&(!,'0(S!!
!
-(!':(!%/2%(:2(J!.&'.!T(P:(!0/C$25!J/T2!/2(!I'.&<!)//G$25!'.!/2(!I:(H(::(J!,$.(!'2J!U+,.!
/2(!I)'2!.&'.!.&(!%/00+2$.3!0'3!2/.!D(!'D)(!./!'HH/:JS!MH!T(!:('%&!.&'.!I/$2.!'H.(:!3(':,!/H!
T/:G!'2J!0/:(!.&'2!'!0$))$/2!J/))':,!$2!,.+J$(,!.&(2!'!I:'%.$%')!,/)+.$/2!./!/+:!
J(.(:$/:'.$25!U'$)!$,!J()'3(JS!Z.&(:!%/00+2$.$(,!':(!J(')$25!T$.&!'5$25!U'$),!'),/!:(R+$:$25!
:(I)'%(0(2.!`!D+.!.&(3!':(!'55:(,,$C()3!(VI)/:$25!2(T!I+D)$%!,'H(.3!,.:'.(5$(,<!T&$%&!
$2%)+J(!)/T(:!%/,.<!D+.!(R+'))3!/:!0/:(!(HH(%.$C(!').(:2'.$C(,!./!$2%':%(:'.$/2!`!./!J()$C(:!
!

?!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!
.&(!I+D)$%!,'H(.3!.'VI'3(:P,!,((G!'.!,+D,.'2.$'))3!)/T(:!%/,.!.&'2!.&(!I)'2!5(2(:'.(J!+,$25!
Z02$X[:/+IP,!0+).$I)$(:,S!
!
F&(!',,+0I.$/2,!D(&$2J!'!@<cAE!D(J!U'$)!$2!-&'.%/0!1/+2.3!D3!@EAE!'II(':!./!D(!D',(J!
/2!.&(!(VI(%.'.$/2!.&'.!.&(!U'$)!J(0'2J!.:(2J,!/H!./J'3!T$))!.:$I)(!$2!.&(!H+.+:(S!=,!/.&(:!U'$)!
%/00$..((,!(),(T&(:(!&'C(!2/.(J<!a$H!3/+!D+$)J!$.!.&(3!T$))!%/0(Sb!F&(,(!D',(!',,+0I.$/2,!
,&/+)J!%':(H+))3!(V'0$2(!5:/T$25!(C$J(2%(!.&'.!I+D)$%!,'H(.3!,.:'.(53!$,!,&$H.$25!
.&:/+5&/+.!.&(!%/+2.:3!./T':J!I:(X'::(,.!J$C(:,$/2!I:/5:'0,<!').(:2'.$C(!,(2.(2%$25<!
I:(.:$')!,(:C$%(,?!'2J!$0I:/C(J!0(2.')!&(').&!,(:C$%(,!',!').(:2'.$C(,!./!%/,.)3!
$2%':%(:'.$/2S!NF&(!jS9S!;+:('+!/H!]+,.$%(!9.'.$,.$%,!(,.$0'.(J!$2!@EE7!.&'.!@c!I(:%(2.!/H!U'$)!
$20'.(,!,+HH(:!H:/0!0(2.')!$))2(,,!'2J!D3!'JJ:(,,$25!.&'.!J$:(%.)3!)/%')!U+:$,J$%.$/2,!%'2!
,((!,$52$H$%'2.!%/,.!,'C$25,SO!=,!.&(,(!%&'25(,!/%%+:<!.&(!aJ(0'2Jb!H/:!%/::(%.$/2!H'%$)$.3!
,I'%(!0'3!T())!2/.!(,%')'.(!'.!.&(!:'.(!',,+0(J!$2!.&(!%+::(2.!H/:(%',.S!
!
F&(!I:/I/,')!D(H/:(!+,!$,!'!.&:((XI&',(!U'$)!+).$0'.()3!:(,+).$25!$2!@<cAE!D(J,S!Y&',(!M!')/2(!
$,!(VI(%.(J!./!&'C(!?cc!D(J,!'.!'!%/,.!/H!':/+2J!W"AE!0$))$/2<!2/.!$2%)+J$25!J(,$52!'2J!)'2J!
%/,.,!'2J!$2%)+J$25!'!2(T!9&(:$HH!Q('JR+':.(:,!'2J!4'%$)$.3!#'2'5(0(2.!,I'%(S!;',(J!/2!
.&(!I)'2,!/H!/.&(:!U+:$,J$%.$/2,!$2!/+:!:(5$/2<!.&$,!I:/I/,')!,((0,!./!D(!D/.&!0+%&!)':5(:!
'2J!0+%&!0/:(!%/,.)3!.&'2!/.&(:!I:/U(%.,S!F&+:,./2!1/+2.3!I:/C$J(,!'2!$2H/:0'.$C(!
(V'0I)(S!!
!
I03*'&"%(!"3%&4(E+87(+%6(57&$*%+&8K$'(&"(E+87(F*"?*+#(
=H.(:!.&(!I+D)$%!:(U(%.(J!'!U'$)!D/2J<!F&+:,./2!1/+2.3!.+:2(J!./!'!2(T!'II:/'%&<!/2(!.&'.e!
• L0I&',$\(,!',,(,,0(2.<!$2.(:C(2.$/2!'2J!0/2$./:$25!!
• M,!J(,$52(J!./!G((I!)/TX:$,G!/HH(2J(:,!H:/0!(2.(:$25!.&(!a,3,.(0b!
• L0I&',$\(,!'II:/I:$'.(!,(:C$%(,!'2J!.:('.0(2.!./!I:(C(2.!:(I('.!/HH(2,(,!
• j.$)$\(,!LC$J(2%(X;',(J!Y:'%.$%(,!./!J()$C(:!0/,.!(HH(%.$C(!,(:C$%(,!'2J!
.:('.0(2.!'$0(J!'.!:(.+:2$25!/HH(2J(:,!./!I:/J+%.$C(<!%/2.:$D+.$25!0(0D(:,!/H!
.&(!%/00+2$.3!!
• -/:G,!/2!.&(!a=M#b!I:$2%$I)(e!=,,(,,!N:$,G!'2J!2((J,O<!M2.(:C(2(!NT$.&!
'II:/I:$'.(!.:('.0(2.!'2J!,(:C$%(,O!'2J!#(',+:(!(HH(%.$C(2(,,!/H!,(:C$%(,!!
• 9((G,!./!'%&$(C(!@EX6Eh!:(J+%.$/2!$2!a&':J!D(Jb!+,'5(!
• Y:/C$J(,!D(..(:!0(2.')!&(').&!,(:C$%(,S
F&+:,./2!1/+2.3!&()J!@"!I+D)$%!&(':$25,<!0((.$25,!'2J!T/:G,&/I,!'2J!D+$).!'!2(T!U'$)!/H!
6A@!D(J,S!F&(3!H/%+,(J!/2!:(J+%$25!$2%':%(:'.$/2!D3!@E!`!6Eh!D3!T/:G$25!./!G((I!)/TX:$,G!
/HH(2J(:,!H:/0!(2.(:$25!.&(!,3,.(0!'2J!':(!+,$25!(C$J(2%(XD',(J!I:'%.$%(,!./!J()$C(:!
(HH(%.$C(!,(:C$%(,!'2J!.:('.0(2.S!!
!
F&+:,./2!1/+2.3P,!U'$)!%/,.!WcA!0$))$/2S!F&($:!I/I+)'.$/2!$,!)':5(:!.&'2!/+:,!T$.&!'2!
+2$2%/:I/:'.(J!I/I+)'.$/2!/H!"cE<"EE!'2J!'!./.')!/H!@A@<cEES!;3!@E@A!.&($:!I/I+)'.$/2!$,!
(,.$0'.(J!'.!667<A""S!9/!T$.&!'!)':5(:!I/I+)'.$/2!.&(3!D+$).!'!0+%&!,0'))(:!U'$)!$2!I':.!D3!
$2%/:I/:'.$25!I:/C(2!'II:/'%&(,!./!:(J+%(!$2%':%(:'.$/2S!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
?!B'.$/2')!=,,/%$'.$/2!/H!1/+2.$(,L(E+87(F"A37+&8"%(M+%+?$#$%&>(-7$2&$6(!"3%&4(B,,828+7':(
N386$(&"(F*$&*8+7(/$*K82$'L!9(I.(0D(:!@EE>S!
!

>!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!
M2.(:(,.$25)3<!.&($:!').(:2'.$C(,!T/:G(J!'2J!:(J+%(J!.&($:!2((J!H/:!&':J!D(J,!$2!.&(!U'$)S!
F&/,(!D(J,!':(!2/.!%+::(2.)3!2((J(J!'2J!',!$.!.+:2,!/+.<!.&(3!'),/!&'C(!2/!H+2J,!./!/I(:'.(!
.&(!U'$)S!
!
!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$-/8-$8$4*C2.-$16A"4.6*,$8,1$83-"4,8-6A"$.",-",56,D$B4*D48+$
C"$6+B3"+",-"1F$
!
C#$'$!*)!&#$!41438)*)!,-!#,B!B$H33!.48!&,!7:*36!&#$!/4*3\!C#$'$!*)!&#$!41438)*)!,-!&#$!
0,)&!&,!':1!&#$!/4*3\!!
!
F&(!I:/U(%.!&',!D((2!0/C$25!H/:T':J!H/:!0/:(!.&'2!.T/!3(':,!3(.!.&(:(!$,!2/!'C'$)'D)(!
'2')3,$,!/H!&/T!T(!T$))!I'3!H/:!%/2,.:+%.$/2!/H!.&(!H'%$)$.3S!Y&',(!M!')/2(!$,!(,.$0'.(J!'.!
H:/0!W"cEXW"7E!0$))$/2!I)+,!':%&$.(%.!H((,!'2J!)'2JS!F&'.!H$2'2%$')!'2')3,$,!,&/+)J!D(!J/2(!
:$5&.!'T'3!'2J!.&(!$2H/:0'.$/2!,&/+)J!D(!$00(J$'.()3!I:/C$J(J!./!.'VI'3(:,S!!
!
F&(:(!'),/!$,!2/!$2H/:0'.$/2!:(5':J$25!.&(!&$5&!'22+')!%/,.!/H!/I(:'.$25!,+%&!'!)':5(!U'$)S!
F&$,!$2H/:0'.$/2!$,!'D,(2.!H:/0!.&(!KLM9!'2J!$.!,.'.(,e!
4(,12!&#$!:1'$),35$6!*)):$)!4'$!]#,B!&,!-:16!0,1)&':0&*,1!416!,.$'4&*,1!,-!
&#$!.',/$0&;!"#$)$!6$&4*3)!B,:36!7$!'$),35$6!6:'*12!&#$!6$)*21!.#4)$!,-!&#$!
.',/$0&;^!
!
ZI(:'.$25!,+%&!'!5:('.)3!(VI'2J(J!H'%$)$.3!T$))!I:(,(2.!'2!(2/:0/+,!'22+')!%/,.!./!
.'VI'3(:,!'):('J3!,.:'II(J!'2J!:(,$,.'2.!./!.'V!$2%:(',(,!`!(C(2!H/:!I+D)$%!,'H(.3S!K/(,2P.!$.!
,((0!%:$.$%')<!(C(2!'.!.&(!(':)3!,.'5(,!/H!J(%$,$/2X0'G$25!:(5':J$25!.&(!J(,$52!/H!,+%&!'!
H'%$)$.3<!./!'JJ:(,,!.&(!H(',$D$)$.3!/H!H+2J$25!H/:!/I(:'.$/2,d!!M2!'JJ$.$/2!./!J$:(%.!%/,.,!./!
/I(:'.(!,+%&!'!H'%$)$.3<!,&/+)J!J(%$,$/2X0'G$25!(C(2!'.!.&$,!,.'5(!'),/!$2C/)C(!%/2,$J(:'.$/2!
/H!.&(!H+2J$25!:(R+$:(J!H/:!/I(:'.$/2!/H!.&(!%/+:.,<!T&$%&!0+,.!(V$,.!./!I:/%(,,!%&':5(,!
'5'$2,.!'::(,.(J!$2J$C$J+'),d!!1/+:.!H+2J$25!./J'3!$,!,.:'$2(JS!!-$))!$.!(C(2!D(!I/,,$D)(!H/:!
/+:!1/+2.3!./!,+II/:.!'2!(VI'2,$/2!/H!.&(!%/+:.,!$0I)$%$.!$2!.&(!I:/U(%.(J!,%')(!/H!,+%&!2(T!
%/::(%.$/2,!H'%$)$.$(,d!
!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$="$8.>$-/8-$-/"."$96,8,5683$,2+C"4.$9*4$5*,.-425-6*,$8,1$*B"48-6*,$
*9$-/"$E863$8,1$9*4$6,54"8."1$5*.-.$6,$-/"$5*24-$.?.-"+$C"$".-6+8-"1$8,1$B4*A61"1$8-$-/6.$
-6+"F$
!

!

"E!

!"##$%&'("%()*+,&(-./(",(&0$(10+&2"#(!"3%&4(5637&(!"**$2&8"%'(9+2878&8$'(+%6(/0$*8,,:'(;$+6<3+*&$*'(

!
"#$!0,:1&8!(,5$6!-',(!41!$)&*(4&$6!0,)&!,-!_OS!(*33*,1!-,'!4!/4*3!&,!41!$)&*(4&$6!
0,)&!,-!_SOK?_SPK!(*33*,1!-,'!4!/4*3!6:'*12!4!)$5$'$!'$6:0&*,1!*1!.:73*0!7:62$&);!
!
F&(!U'$)!,$\(!(VI'2J(J!,$52$H$%'2.)3!$2!.&(!Z02$X[:/+I^QK*!I)'2!$2!@EE?!'2J!$2!'JJ$.$/2<!'!
2(T!9&(:$HHP,!Q('JR+':.(:,<!'!I/T(:!I)'2.!'2J!I+D)$%!H'%$)$.$(,!T(:(!'JJ(J!/2S!F&(:(!$,!2/!
(VI)'2'.$/2!H/:!.&(!$2%:(',(!$2!$2%':%(:'.$/2<!.&(!$2%:(',(!$2!U'$)!,$\(!/:!.&(!2((J!H/:!,+%&!
.&$25,!',!'!W"7!0$))$/2!I/T(:!I)'2.!/:!W_!0$))$/2!$2!D+$)J$25,!H/:!H'%$)$.$(,!,+II/:.S!
Item

Current Cost

Adjusted to Project
Start*

Total incl tax and
contingency

% of
Project

Power Plant

$10,666,250

$13,652,800

$16,205,587

11.6%

New Sheriff’s
HQ

$11,104,963

$14,214,352

$16,872,435

12%

Facilities
Support

$4,589,283

$5,874,282

$6,972,773

.5%

Source: Omni/HDR Adult Corrections Facilities and Sheriff’s Headquarters Master Plan.
*This adjustment was originally published in March 23,2009 as a 50% adjustment to cover cost increases
between the time of estimation and the 2015 start time. In 2010 it was adjusted down to 28%. While it’s
more likely that the actual adjustment should be in the middle, we’ve used the lower estimate of 28%.

!
!
!"5*++",18-6*,#$Q6A",$-/"$5244",-$8,1$92-24"$"5*,*+65$5*,16-6*,.$J"$8.>$=/8-5*+$
)*2,-?$-*$B84"$1*J,$-/"$B4*E"5-$8,1$.6D,69658,-3?$4"125"$"@-48.F$
!
!
C$!1$$6!4!&'41).4'$1&!416!*103:)*5$!.:73*0!.',0$));!!
!
=!:/D+,.!I+D)$%!I:/%(,,!T$))!:(,+).!$2!'!D(..(:!I:/U(%.!$2!0'23!T'3,S!1$.$\(2,!2/.!/2)3!%'2!
I:/C$J(!5//J!$J(',!'2J!,+55(,.$/2,<!.&(3!%'2!,+II/:.!'!I:/U(%.!'2J!+).$0'.()3!.&(3!I'3!H/:!
.&(!I:/U(%.S!F&(!D(,.!.$0(!./!$2C/)C(!.&(!I+D)$%!$,!(':)3!/2<!T&(2!2((J,!':(!J(.(:0$2(J!'2J!
.&(!0/,.!$0I/:.'2.!J(%$,$/2,!':(!0'J(S!!
!
F&(!5/'),!H/:!.&(!I:/U(%.<!',!,.'.(J!$2!.&(!Z02$X[:/+I!@EE?!:(I/:.<!$2%)+J(!)'+J'D)(!
$2.(2.$/2,!,+%&!',!a4/,.(:!%/00+2$.3!'%%(I.'2%(!'2J!(2J/:,(0(2.!/H!.&(!,()(%.(J!,$.(Sb!
j2H/:.+2'.()3<!.&$,!%+::(2.!,%/I$25!I:/%(,,!$,!.&(!H$:,.!/II/:.+2$.3!H/:!I+D)$%!%/00(2.!'2J!
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mr Carlos Montage <carlosmontage@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 03, 2013 7:23 AM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
SEIS Comments

One topic that seems to be missing from the discussions regarding the new "Super‐Size Me" jail (aka Elfo's Palace)
concerns the compounding effect of importing, then releasing large numbers of ex‐offenders into this community.
In order to remain economically viable, Elfo's Palace will need to bring in prisoners from other facilities. (The process of
correctional institutions turning to other facilities with open beds is a fairly commonplace practice.) Sometimes this is
due to overcrowding; while at others it represents a clean and easy way for other institutions to dump the worst of their
worst elsewhere, allowing them become somebody else's problem.
Once these folks conclude their stay at Elfo's Palace they will be free to go wherever their dreams take them. I imagine a
few will be independently wealthy and will immediately set out to see the world; some will no doubt have rich
benefactors lining up to fly them back home in private chartered planes. Most, however, will soon be back to their old
tricks, but in a new locale where naiveté is, in this instance, not exactly an asset.
I'm sure some will be amazed at how easy the pickings are here in Whatcom County, and the good news will travel fast.
Friends and family will be recruited, and with a little luck, the Elfo Palace will no longer have to advertise for guests. In
fact, it might be turning to the taxpayers of Whatcom County again; this time requesting funding to ship the overflow
elsewhere, or perhaps to expand the palace even further.
Mr Carlos Montage
Bellingham WA
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Moonwater <moonwater12345@yahoo.com>
Sunday, October 13, 2013 8:19 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Comments on proposed jail

October 13th, 2013
To whom it may concern,
Please accept my comments for consideration in the jail planning process. I recognize the need for a new
jail. I also believe the following:
1. It is critical that we have a safe, affordable, and sufficiently sized jail to meet our current
and near future needs (i.e. the next 20 years) - not more than approximately 500 beds.
2. It is prudent for us to build the jail in such a way that enables its expansion, also in an
affordable, judicious manner. However, it is imperative that we only build what we need now,
and that information and considerations regarding Phase Two not cloud or impact our current
need, nor be inappropriately incorporated into the EIS for Phase One.
3. Alternatives to jail must be both fully funded, and incorporated into the jail planning itself.
There are numerous local organizations, and state and national models of best practices for these
diversion programs. We have already successfully enacted some of them. We need to ensure the
continued funding of them, and budget additional funding to pursue even more alternatives. Mental
health court, drug court, our juvenile justice system, community service opportunities, and social
skill building services need to be financially and philosophically supported.
4. We must not lose site of the rapidly changing drug laws and the extreme likelihood that
they will significantly reduce our incarceration rates.
Thank you for your consideration, and your commitment to thoughtful planning – the well being of our
community depends upon it.
Sincerely,
Moonwater
360 733-1889
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Irene Morgan <impeace2@comcast.net>
Monday, October 14, 2013 10:05 AM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Re: Comments on New Jail EIS

Irene Morgan
1258 E. Pole Rd
Everson, WA 98247
Thank you Reid - I am including another paragraph that I neglected
to add before I sent my earlier statement.

"Bellingham’s Civic Center – If the jail should move out of Bellinghams’ civic center, what will
the costs be in terms of loss of revenue to the city with support businesses moving out near the
new jail site? Where, by the way – there are NO services at all!
Also what are the costs of those support businesses moving into an area with no infrastructure
for these businesses. There has been no estimation of impact to any of these conditions should
the jail move out to Ferndale".
I appreicate your work.
Irene
----- Original Message ----From: NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
To: Irene Morgan
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 7:18 AM
Subject: RE: Comments on New Jail EIS

Ms. Morgan,
Thank you for your comments, you will see responses in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).
Can you please provide me your mailing address so we can add you to our mailing list for notice of availability of the
FEIS?
Reid H. Shockey, AICP
Outreach Coordinator
Shockey Planning Group
425.258.9308
425.259.4448 FAX
newjail@whatcomcounty.us
DISCLAIMER:
This message is intended for the sole use of the addressee, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee you are hereby notified that you may
not use, copy, disclose, or distribute to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete this message.
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From: Irene Morgan [mailto:impeace2@comcast.net]
Sent: Sunday, October 13, 2013 1:41 AM
To: NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Subject: Comments on New Jail EIS

'Envision' the life you LOVE to live. ~ Irene R. Morgan
Go confidently in the direction of your dreams! Live the life you have imagined. ~ Thoreau
When we fill the needs of those least likely to succeed, we ALL flourish. ~ Irene R. Morgan
Do not follow where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.
~ Muriel Strode
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SCRAP-IT
PO BOX 669 Ferndale, WA. 98248
1526 Slater Rd. Ferndale, WA 98248
Ph 360-734-1112 fax 360-384-5040

Whatcom County
Tyler Schroeder, Planning Manager, Jori Burnett, Community Development Director, City of Ferndale
C/o Michael Russell, Facilities Management
NewJail@whatcomcounty.us MRussell@cou.whatocom.wa.us
RE: Concerns about Siting of Jail in Industrial Manufacturing Zone / Need to Conduct Business
As landowner of property bordering the southern boundary to the proposed site for the new county jail I
have concerns of how my current operations and/or potential operations might impact the wellbeing of the
jail population and its employees. The EIS and the SEIS do not seem to address my concern(s) of what
impact existing, (or expanded), businesses will have on the jail population and/or if any mitigation is
planned beyond leaving remedial actions to the neighboring landowners.
Noise, and to a lesser extent odors, that would otherwise remain inconsequential within an industrial setting
will likely be relevant to a residential complex located within the industrial zone. Therefore, we express
concerns with the siting of a residential jail within the industrial zoning classification within the City of
Ferndale.
Our existing businesses employ heavy equipment involved in the processes needed for the preparation of
scrap metal and other material for recycling along with the transportation of these materials and large
storage containers. Our operations generate a significant amount noise, indoors and outdoors, often outside
normal business hours. A flexible operating schedule is essential to meet the business needs and remain
competitive in the market place.
The EIS fails to discuss the impacts that the existing neighboring industrial operations, and/or potentially
new operations, operating flexible hours will have on the residential facility. The supplemental EIS
indicates that regulatory agencies exist that will address any such issues thereby essentially delegating
remedial actions to be the burden of the existing industries that would otherwise not be burdened if the jail
was not sited.
I feel we have a right to conduct business as afforded by locating our businesses within the industrial zone
and/or as established under a conditional use permit and that it should be the responsibility of the County to
mitigate any issues that might be caused by a neighboring business operating their business while utilizing
accepted business practices should such activity impact the residential population to be housed at the
facility.
Please consider my concerns during deliberation. I would be happy to further discuss my concerns with
you or representatives of the County. We are not against the siting of the jail, we only want to be good
neighbors through proper planning.
Thank you for your consideration.
Brian Parberry
President, Parberry Environment Solutions
1526 Slater RD, Ferndale WA 98248
360-734-1112

A Division of Parberry Environment Solutions, Inc
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gockleyposel <gockleyposel@comcast.net>
Monday, October 14, 2013 11:38 AM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
size and scope of new jail

To whom it may concern,
I was glad to hear that Sheriff Elfo no longer wants to build a jail larger than 521 beds. All available
information indicates that this will be sufficient for the foreseeable future. A second phase should not
be part of the current planning because 1) there is no foreseeable need and 2) the price tag would be
unacceptable, especially because we do not need this second phase.
Alternatives to incarceration are a necessary part of the planning and financial allocation for the new
jail. Mental health court, drug court and juvenile justice alternatives and other non-jail alternatives
have been shown to be effective in terms of improving people's lives and costing less than
incarceration. (See Texas and Colorado for programs and data about their effectiveness). We need
to plan these alternatives now, parallel to the jail planning.
Thank you.
Ellen Posel
2315 J St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Michael Russell
Whatcom County Facilities Management
316 Lottie Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
(sent via email: NewJail@whatcomcounty.us)
October 14, 2013
RE:

Comments on the Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Whatcom County
Adult Corrections Facility and Sheriff’s Headquarters.

Dear Mr. Russell,
Thank you for accepting comments regarding this Supplemental Draft EIS. We are submitting these
comments on behalf of RE Sources for Sustainable Communities and the North Sound Baykeeper Program.
RE Sources is a non‐profit organization dedicated to promoting environmental stewardship within the
community. The North Sound Baykeeper is a program within RE Sources that works to protect the water
resources and critical areas of Whatcom and Skagit Counties. The objectives of this comment letter are to
communicate our concerns about this Draft EIS and to offer suggestions that can improve the project. Thank
you for your attention.
We would like to begin by thanking staff at Whatcom County Planning and Development Services for
all the work that has already gone into this project. This supplemental Draft EIS is an improvement over the
previous version of the report, and we appreciate the staff’s work in revising the document into its present
form. We were glad to see that Sites 4 and 5 have been removed from consideration. We were also glad to see
that the County took scoping comments seriously and performed a Limited Environmental Assessment of
potential contamination from the old Wilder Site and Friese Hide & Tallow.
Though this Draft EIS is an improvement over the initial version of the document, we believe that there
are still opportunities to strengthen the content and scope of the study. Our first area of concern relates to
groundwater at the LaBounty Site. Page 3‐7 of the Draft EIS states that “Portions of (primarily the eastern
portion) the LaBounty Road Site are located within an area of high aquifer susceptibility.” On Page 3‐12, it is
also stated that an “Aquifer Recharge Area Technical Study” may be prepared for the project “if deemed
necessary by the City of Ferndale.” We recommend that Whatcom County conduct this study and implement
any appropriate mitigation measures. Some of the activities associated with the project may have impacts on
groundwater recharge or water table depths; since a portion of the LaBounty Site is a high aquifer
susceptibility area, we think it is appropriate to conduct a study that will help planners fully understand the

potential aquifer impacts of the jail’s construction. The Draft EIS specifically references a number of project‐
related activities that may affect groundwater at the LaBounty Site:
1. Certain activities can reduce groundwater recharge rates by decreasing the permeability of the surface
layer. Activities including clearing and grubbing of vegetation, soil compaction, and construction of
stormwater facilities are expected to take place as part of the project, and all of these actions may
reduce surface permeability (3‐12).
2. Dewatering may occur if high groundwater is encountered during construction, or it may be necessary
to facilitate “other construction activities” (3‐12). The Draft EIS states that dewatering “could cause a
temporary and localized lowering of the water table near the construction zone” (3‐12).
3. Though it is not discussed at length in the Draft EIS, we are also concerned about how the construction
of impermeable land cover in the form of parking lots and buildings will affect groundwater recharge
rates.
In summary, there are a number of opportunities for the project to affect the properties of the aquifer.
Because the area is designated high susceptibility, we believe that a Technical Study should be conducted prior
to construction, so that the County will better understand the potential aquifer impacts (and how to properly
mitigate, if necessary). For the public’s clarification, the Final EIS should describe the procedures of an Aquifer
Recharge Area Technical Study, and what circumstances would compel the City of Ferndale to require one of
these studies.
We would also like to express concern about the wetland impacts associated with the project. Under
both site design plans, Wetlands D and H would be completely filled in as part of construction. Though 3.1
acres of wetlands will be permanently impacted, the Draft EIS states that “both of these site layouts were
designed to avoid direct and indirect impacts to wetlands to the maximum extent possible” (4‐7). With such an
extensive wetland area impacted, we believe that it is important for the Draft EIS to thoroughly demonstrate
that additional avoidance of impacts is not possible. Avoidance is the first step in mitigation sequencing, and
impacts should be avoided wherever possible. A complete explanation of why certain impacts cannot be
eliminated or moved elsewhere should be an important part of avoidance in critical areas mitigation. Please
add additional content to the Chapter 4: Environmental Impacts section that explains why it isn’t possible to
avoid filling in Wetlands D and H as part of the project. Why can’t layout of buildings be different? Why can’t
the construction area be fully moved to a different part of the site where wetland impacts can be avoided?
On a related subject, the proposed construction of the stormwater detention pond will impact just
over 41,000 square feet of stream buffer (4‐7). We are wondering why the detention pond needs to be sited in
a manner that will disrupt the stream buffer. Please amend the appropriate section of the Draft EIS to justify
the placement of the detention pond in the buffer. Can the detention pond be placed in an area that doesn’t
impact any streams or wetlands?
We also noted that Wetlands A, C, and F may be temporarily impacted by utility line excavation. We
are glad to see that Whatcom County plans to rectify these impacts. However, it would be preferable if these
temporary impacts could be avoided altogether. This could be achieved by rerouting the paths of the utility
lines to avoid any interference with the wetlands. Please explore the possibility of siting the utility lines in a
manner that avoids wetland impacts to the greatest extent possible. While rectification of impacts is
acceptable, it is better from a water quality and habitat standpoint to avoid impacts altogether.
A final comment on wetlands impacts relates to water quality impacts from the stormwater system.
Page 4‐8 states that “there could also be water quality impacts to wetlands from discharge of storm water

from the detention pond.” We think that wetland water quality is very important, and we request that this
particular discussion be expanded. What specific water quality impacts are the project planners expecting to
see? Page 4‐8 also states that “these indirect impacts would be attenuated by providing flow control and
water quality treatment for new impervious surfaces.” Again, we would like to see this point elaborated in the
EIS document. What kind of water quality treatment and flow control does Whatcom County plan on
employing here? We think it is important that these procedures be outlined in the Final EIS.
Moving away from on‐site land use, we request that the EIS include an estimation of the proposed
jail’s total expected water consumption, accounting for all expected end‐uses of the municipal water supply.
We have noted that discussion of peak hour domestic water flows, fire flows, and sewer flows (14‐3 &14‐4).
This is important information on its own, but we also think it is important for the EIS to clearly explain the
facility’s total draw on the area’s water resources. The North Sound Baykeeper is concerned about water
demand and water rights in Whatcom County, and we consider fresh water usage to be an environmental
impact. Since this is an EIS, it is appropriate to discuss the facility’s consumption of the area’s limited water
resources. The information included in the EIS could also be useful for county or city‐wide water resource
studies conducted at a later date.
In conclusion, we are asking for the following actions:
1. Perform an “Aquifer Recharge Area Technical Study,” and describe the requirements, process, and
findings in the Final EIS.
2. Provide thorough evidence that the proposed site designs avoid wetland and stream impacts to
the maximum extent possible. This includes layout of buildings and placement of the stormwater
detention pond.
3. Consider routing utility lines in a manner that will avoid impacts to Wetlands A, C, and F.
4. Describe potential wetland water quality and flow control issues associated with the installation of
the detention pond. Also describe potential treatment options.
5. Prepare an inventory of the facility’s total expected demand on municipal water supplies.
Thank you for considering these comments. We hope that our feedback will help improve the final
project. Please contact RE Sources if you have any questions or concerns about our submission.
Sincerely,
Wendy Steffensen, North Sound Baykeeper
Trevor Robinson, North Sound Baykeeper Intern

NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kay sardo <kaysardo@earthlink.net>
Monday, October 14, 2013 3:00 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
SEIS Comments

SEIS comments from Kay Sardo 510 South State Street Bellingham:
• Impacts of increased traffic to get to the site outside of the county seat. should include family visitation travel,
bondsmen, lawyers,newspeople,back and forth transport of inmates to hospital, courts and mental health services.
• Impacts of Construction of buildings for ancillary services that are now located in the County seat
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

R. E. Stannard Jr. <restannardjr@yahoo.com>
Monday, October 14, 2013 4:56 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
New Jail

Let's make sure our jails are:
-- for public service, not private profit. They must not feed a human warehousing industry.
-- large enough to serve well, small enough to oversee well.
-- managed to raise the social fitness of inmates and professionalism of staff.
-- located conveniently for legal processes and access by families and social services.
-- built to protect both inmates and society.
-- designed to minimize the wasting of lives.
That would be a happy use of my taxes.
We are in modest retirement, but I worry less about how high my taxes are, than about how they
are employed.
R.E.Stannard Jr. (Ted)
4328 Frances Avenue, Bellingham, WA98226-8735
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Riley Sweeney <riley.sweeney@gmail.com>
Monday, October 14, 2013 4:51 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
SEIS Comments

I will keep my comments brief.
The size of the proposed facility is essential to calculating the environmental impacts. We need to build a jail of
521 beds or smaller. For the last three years, our average daily inmates continues to decline - even with
population increases and changing legislation, 521 beds will sustain us for the next two decades.
I reject the idea that building a 649 bed facility is required or prudent. It is wasteful and excessive.
Finally, although it is outside the scope of the environmental impact statement, it is essential that we have a
system of diversion programs that are fully funded and supported in our community. For too long, the jail has
been used as a warehouse for the mentally ill. We need to provide resources for these people that provide care,
not incarceration.
-J. Riley Sweeney
2826 Nevada St.
Bellingham, WA
360-649-1801
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dove Toll <dovetoll@msn.com>
Monday, October 14, 2013 12:50 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Right Size Jail

If it is important to use money wisely, it is important to build a jail of the right size. If we build a jail
that's too big for our current needs we waste money and send a message to our community that it's okay
to go to jail, this is what we expect you to do. That's why we built such a big jail.
If our law and justice system supports mental health approaches for people with mental health issues, we
will have fewer prisoners and will therefore need a smaller jail. It has been calculated that a jail with 521
beds would be adequate for our needs for the next twenty years. If at that time we find we need more
space, we can deal with it at that time.
Dove Toll
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NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wes Withrow <weswithrow1@gmail.com>
Monday, October 14, 2013 4:38 PM
NewJail@WhatcomCounty.US
Comments on Proposed Jail

To whom it may concern,
Please accept my comments for consideration in the jail planning process. I recognize the need for a new
jail. I also believe the following:
No more than 500 beds seems reasonable for our community size, and the next 10-25 years. I do
understand the need to easily and economically expand in the future if needed, although my hope is that
will not be necessary. Recent changes to drug laws and a continued hope for alternatives to incarceration
when appropriate feed that hope.
I think it is important to build what we need now, and not predict and then walk into a future where this
community is incarcerating an even higher percentance, or even "importing" prisoner's from other
communities. We don't have to look outside of our own state to see planning for too many beds can leave
a community with a mess to handle.
I would prefer to see the new jail closer to downtown Bellingham within close proximity to court and legal
services, public transit, and social service agencies.
Thank your for your time and commitment to this process. I know this is a difficult project, but is of
critical important. Without doubt, these choices will have an impact and legacy on our county for decades
to come.
Wes Withrow
360.733.1889
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SDEIS Comment Meeting
September 26, 2013
Audio 1
1. Walter Haugen 5890 Barr Rd Ferndale , WA: (See written comments) Jail Fail – 4 reasons, 1.
Extravagance on cost. 2. WA state too many jails. 3. Prison industrial complex. 4. Boondoggle
2. (10:20): John Robinson 6072 Malloy, Ferndale – 7 years in Law Enforcement (prior) and worked with
Emergency Response Team and Sheriff’s Academy, so have spent time in the jails and been to the
courthouse many times. Locally do we have need? No question, what we have now is literally life
threatening; current building and office, someone is going to end up getting killed. Absolutely needed!
“Ferdaleion” – loves community, been here since 1990. From all I have read and heard and studies, not
a negative impact on environment. Major plus in benefit: time means money. Buy locally. Net plus
from fiscal standpoint. Design seems to be one that one would not recognize as a jail. Look like an
industrial type of an area. Major plus for law enforcement. Won’t have to worry about traffic,
congestion.
3. (14:39): Yoshe Reuelle 4026 98229: One thing we have to realize about people being in prison, no
matter how much we try to bury them in prison, when they come out of prison, we are still with them.
They are still a part of our community. This is a dollar bill, it is a drug, there are people addicted to that
dollar bill and they will harm people for that dollar bill. Don’t see very many of them in prison, and yet
we have all these prisoners put in for, yes pot, alcohol, mental illnesses are a problem, but they are
salvageable. Pot, alcohol, mental health issues, not salvageable if in prison. Stick them in a building like
this and pretend they do not exist, does not work.
4. (16:58) Kay Sardo 510 S. State street, Bellingham. (See written comments) Trade‐offs. Being made
w/o much public discussion. Ask consideration of trade‐offs. Immediate construction of 500 bed unit in
county seat, property vacant rather than Ferndale. Cheap and accessible prop in north Ferndale.
Accessibility to services. Loss of accessibility. Long distance Skype is expensive, not a good substitute.
Assures increased traffic in both directions. Most expensive use of tax dollars. Prevention and
rehabilitee need more, not less, financial help. Most arrests are DUI and failure to appear. Do agree
that services for sheriff are good. Right size jail.
5. (21:19) James Riley Sweeney 2826 Nevada Street. Last several years, my wife struggled with mental
illness; daily struggle, good days and bad days. Had access to education and healthcare to make sure it
was treatable and manageable. I still remember the dread that I felt when the knock on the door, police
called because we were noisy; health issue has become a law enforcement issue. That is not right and
not helpful. Hundreds of people across our County experience same. Use jail to warehouse mentally ill.
When I read the EIS for 660 bed facility, something that can meet our needs for the next 50 years, I
wonder could we just do it for the next 20 years. Can’t we build a facility with 521 beds, use savings to
fund mental health services?

6. (24:18) Tim Johnson 1513 Sycamore, Bellingham. Would like to see things in the EIS, particularly
economic analysis. I spoke to a number of attorneys in town and they had questions about it and would
be interested in whether the EIS addressed their issues. Analysis on transportation costs. There is
expectation that major population center of Bellingham is where most people live there would be an
added cost in transporting from Bellingham into Ferndale. Other issue: Expectation that there would a
bifurcation of the criminal and civil court, I think this EIS should analyze that. Most of Civil cases handled
in Bellingham and Criminal handled in Ferndale. What does that mean in terms of judges, court
commissioners; these costs should be included in EIS.
(25:43) Tim Johnson continued (he came back up to mic) ‐ At what point does the definition of the
county seat change, by changing the jail and the court system and Sheriff’s Office moving that to
Ferndale. So that essentially Ferndale becomes the de facto county seat, rather than the City of
Bellingham and what does that mean for Whatcom County, would like to see some analysis of that and
in addition to that maybe some transparency on the owners of the property around the property,
because that is where the law offices will be located to handle criminal cases.
7. (26:30) Lloyd Zimmerman 2234 Main Street: Would like to see included in the EIS is the Economic
impact. On the Ferndale City Council #6. Good and bad things with jail. If we do get the jail and the
entire sheriff’s coming to Ferndale, what could be a great benefit, and cost savings. We have talked
about; let’s start up a Fire Dept. Right now we are contracted out to a fire district. If the jail comes to
Ferndale we would want to know what economic impact of now having 120 officers plus 80 or so in
homeland security across the street, I think we would be very safe. Would we, could we, contract out to
sheriff’s department and close police department. Mental health – trying to get to bottom of things.
Little element of toxicity that people have, creates aberrant behavior. Need better healthcare facility.
50% of residents have emotional and physical issues. Prisoners in own body. Why did Ferndale draw
the short stick?
8. (29:31) Yoshe Reuelle 4026 Willobrook Lane– One of most healing things in terms of mental illness –
is giving myself permission to cry. Cheaper to allow crying and allow emotional healing path than to
build this huge complex.
9. (30:06) Barbara Stremburger 4540 Curtis Rd, Bellingham – About 4 years ago I was made aware of this
jail being built and got really involved. Right size jail coalition. Timing and mental health issues. I keep
wondering why 4 years later why keep going around in circles. Urgency is clear when listen to stories
about what happens inside the jail, but size of jail and not enough attention to mental health issues is
slowing the process. If we could finally get to a number that we can agree on, thought it was 521, not
increased. People clearly don’t want a large sized jail. Has a friend – just visiting boyfriend put in jail –
she went to visit. He was beat up. Not what you think, trying to protect mentally ill person in jail. Other
inmates beat him up. Happening in jails, awful. Until we address these two issues about getting the
right size jail, we will hear more stories like this.
10. (33:18) Lauren Beall 1200 N Garden: disturbed that jail beds will be filled by low level inmates.
Allocate resources elsewhere. (See written comments).

Audio 2
11. (8:05) Eugene Goldsmith 5840 Church road, Ferndale ‐ Been here for 25 years, wife was mayor of
town: Need it, like it. Not concerned that we are overbuilding. The future of this County is going to be
tremendous growth. Cheaper to build today than to expand it. Yes mental health is a problem, but
everything that’s happened lately (theater in Colorado, WA DC), it’s a mental health person who is out.
Need to make sure folks are secure and safe in our homes and in our community. GDP commenter was
incorrect.
12. (9:23) Bob Burr 1130 40th St, Bellingham. Prefer to see jail in Bellingham, our county seat, actually
on the waterfront which is under development. Had the pleasure of living in existing jail for a couple of
days. I can testify to how inhumane conditions are. Looking forward to a new jail irrespective of where
it’s located. Overpopulation of jail w/ mentally ill people. Sat up all night and listened to wailing and
cries of the mentally ill. One of my worries about the current site – transportation to and from the
courts, big hassle compared to what we have now. Particular concern perhaps unsolvable, when people
are booked, their money is taken. Given a check when they leave, but if banks are closed, difficult to
cash that check. County should have a check cashing facility on site. Or that people can be delivered to
check cashing facilities. Even with a new modern jail, inhumanity will not be solved. Experience with a
good portion with deputies that staff jail, they seem like they come from B Hollywood Movie, not
respectful of the people who are put in there – who are innocent until proven guilty. Act like goons.
Concerned about distance between jail and hospital. Medical conditions, currently hospital too far
away. Sleep apnea machines not available in jail. No provision for timely prescription drugs to be
delivered; worse if jail is remote from hospital. Greatest stewards of our environment in this County are
the Lummi Nation. Seek out their council on the EIS.
13. (13:45) Margaret Rojsza 2147 Main St Ferndale: From where I come from (Communist Country for
large part of my life) we have real prisoners and political prisoners. In America, I am extremely shocked
what I am seeing. Thought communist was oppressive; I observe a more frightening approach here in
this country. People are quickly booked today for minor happenings. Opposed to jail. America
bookings are way higher than the rest of the world.
14. (15:14) Irene Morgan, 1258 E. Pole Road, Everson: I studied the Re‐Entry coalition 7 years ago.
Presented at many meetings, advocate for people w/ conviction histories. Advocate for restorative
justice, which is having much success across the nation and world. Feel that diversion is a good plan and
along with to keep so many people from going into our jail we could have the restorative justice,
diversion and expand drug courts. Thank goodness the mental health courts are being considered.
Need homeless and veterans courts because most of these people do not know how to live in our
society. What I have experienced with my sharing ideas we have been to many different places and
most ideas have been excluded and/or ignored. Mr. Farbstein came, hired by the County during JPTF.
He came and presented and asked for different people to present different alternatives, none showed
up in his statements. Joy submitted 17 page EIS statement the last time – very little what she said was
included. Thank Lisa McShane – too poor to make bail. If tried, could find alternative that costs less
than $79 per day. Guess what, that is what the Re‐entry coalition does. We help people who are

coming back to the community – A young woman had 24 arrests, 4 years in prison $250M in taxpayer
money. It took us 5 months of caring and saying how can we help you, $1,500 and 5 months of case
management – within that time she became a fully functional citizen, a taxpayer, a volunteer. Burien
just announced they have cut student problems 30 students in one year who were having problems,
solved with restorative justice. Last year, one problem with a student. Why are we not considering
restorative justice, why are we not spending our money on restorative justice? Vision – Restore Life
Center – farm, (it is housing, education, employment and also a recovery center), go to farm and get
connected with the cycles of life and how we all actually live on this planet. Education is far more
effective than incarceration. The price is much cheaper and the results are functional members of our
society. (Taxpayers and good citizens). We have done it, we have the results. Jails are closing
everywhere across the land. This kind of expenditure we are putting forth is not sustainable. It has
been proven that jail is not the place for implementing the kinds of alternatives we speak of. Jail
atmosphere doesn’t allow people to learn. Use tax dollars to educate before we incarcerate. (Will
email)
15. (21:34) Joy Gilfilen 1225 E. Sunset Drive – Past president of Re‐Entry Coalition. Chose to step down
so I can speak directly as a taxpayer and business woman. I have actually read the entire EIS. I have also
read research that is out in the community, in the prison industry, in many places that actually show
that this particular report for the public’s value, we can actually with restorative justice, with behavior
modification therapy with many other solutions we can get anywhere from a $4 to a $45 to even $75
return on every single dollar we invest in citizen education and therapies. Have presented at multiple
JPTF committees, we have presented to the County Council, we have spoken to the sheriff, Wendy
Jones, we have spoken with hundreds of people in Whatcom County who are both criminals (with that
label because they have been incarcerated), spoken with students who actually have been arrested and
lives have been dramatically changed because of situations with the law. We have high school students
who have told us they are afraid to call the cops in Bellingham or Whatcom County. Frankly we have a
problem in Whatcom County: same across the nation. We have a great Depression going on, people not
willing to address it. Poverty through the roof. 50% of students in Ferndale Elementary on
fixed/supported income for food. Can’t fix poverty and economic problem with more jails. Self‐
destruction pattern of behavior that we need to break the pattern of addiction, abuse, penalty and re‐
addiction to abuse. I believe Whatcom County can change it. We have brilliant people. But have to be
honest with problem facing. Not okay to video conferencing for first arrest – sit them in a jail cell over
video. Too isolated. My son was arrested for college party. He went into the Public defender’s office.
Public defender did not give him a police report. He asked for it, he did not get it. I went in and asked
why he did not get police report, was told none of my business. He’s 18, he can do it himself. How can
he do it himself, when you have an entire institution telling him he’s wrong, so he cannot even get a
defense. That’s not okay. We have a whole pile of our children in Whatcom County going into this jail
because we have a system that is messed up. Need 3rd secured party analysis, look at what’s the matter
that we’re in this mess. If we are smart, we will use EIS as an opportunity to look at alternative
restorative community coalitions, we will actually build a solution that works for the community. We
can in fact have a facility at downtown, lock up the 300‐400 people that are violent and take the rest of

them and put them in the federal building or another facility for a fraction of the cost. Economically not
sustainable, we cannot do it! (Will be submitting written comments).
16. (27:36) Bill Elfo‐Sheriff of Whatcom County. 311 Grand Ave. Appreciates comments. Can’t let
record go w/ deputies being referred to goons. Seen the work they do. Great restraint. Jail is falling
apart; it’s not because of them.
17. (29:03) Lisa McShane 1451 Grant Street – I read the headline in the newspapers saying that the jail
proposal is for 521 beds, surprised to see 649 beds in the EIS. Recommend 521 and no larger, and make
it expandable. If in 20‐30 years the future taxpayers, if they need a new wing, they can pay to add to it.
Current jail is 30 years. If it had been sitting empty for 30 years, would we want it now? Things change.
Need to make sure this one can be expanded. Empty jails are not free; it costs money to maintain it. I
think we should build the right size jail and Invest in programs that are proven to reduce our need for a
large jail. Such as investing in Juvenile justice; putting money into getting the mentally ill into treatment,
instead of into jail. And paying for a simple reminder system (just like dental offices use) to remind
people to show up to court date, to reduce the failure to appear rate and implement alts to bail so jail
isn’t full of people waiting to make court appearance because they can’t make bail. All of this
environmental impact, because the footprint of a building is one of the large impacts it is going to have
on the environment. Size is important. Looks forward to reading the Needs Assessment when it comes
out. In constructing and designing the jail, make sure it has a lot of natural light. Average length of stay
is 27 days. People who spend a lot of time there are the people that work there. Make better
environment for people who work and will be there. Make sure good insulation, reduce operating cost.
Hard to comment on EIS w/o “Needs Assessment” being done. Thought we’d know needs assessment
before we moved forward with options.
18. (32:41) Jayne Baron 1306 34th St Bellingham. ‐ Wondering what is the purpose focusing on building
a bigger jail. Appreciate need for safety and security (the environment). Been thinking about what
makes people feel safe and secure. Not sure anyone in jail feels safe and secure. Doesn’t feel safe and
secure with current system. A lot of people have voiced similar feelings. Daughter that got randomly
stopped and charged and her and her friends are very leery of cops. Don’t call the cops; if you have a
problem we can solve it between ourselves. The system, you get caught up in it, it is a downward spiral.
Support talk about alternatives. People feel safe when needs are met and treated with humanity and
everyone feeling they have value and purpose. Look at a future where jail becomes obsolete because
we take care of needs and everyone can be a contributing citizen. Everyone is safe and secure.

